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Despite being ubiquitous within the Classical style, pedals have received little 

attention in the scholarly literature.  This dissertation adopts a form-functional approach 

to understanding them with an eye toward distinguishing their normative and non-

normative functions.  A form-functional approach begins by parsing the musical surface 

into formal and temporal functions. William Caplin has identified five distinct temporal 

functions: 1) “before-the-beginning”; 2) “the beginning”; 3) “the middle”; 4) “the end”; 

and 5) “after-the-end.”  Appearing mostly in locations 2) and 5), tonic pedals express two 

primary functions, formal initiation and postcadential closing for a theme.  Dominant 

pedals also express postcadential function, but close less stable areas like transitions.  

They also appear in location 3), most notably in contrasting middles, where they bring 

harmonic contrast or uncertainty and anticipate a recapitulation.  Because they frequently 

mediate between the home and subordinate  ey,   ha e de ised four categories of 

dominant pedal that bring a sense of clarity to the range of functions dominant pedals can 
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ser e.           pedals normally express a postcadential standing-on-the-dominant or a 

contrasting-middle function.            pedals express the same functions, but in a more 

stable way.           pedals express a retransition function or a contrasting-middle 

function that enacts a harmonic transformation.   he            pedal also expresses a 

contrasting-middle function, but reverses the direction of the harmonic transformation.  

Finally, with regard to their non-normative functions, pedals can loosen their formal 

contexts by generating form-functional overlap and expansion. 
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Introduction 

 

Deri ed from a Latin word meaning “foot,” the term “pedal” or “pedal point” has 

come to mean a long, sustained note held in one voice, typically the bass, but also 

sometimes an upper voice, while movement continues in the remaining voices.  Some of 

the earliest uses of the term in music relate to the organ, where it refers to one of the foot-

operated le ers located on the instrument’s pedalboard, a set of wooden  eys played with 

the feet, which operate the pedal pipes.  The Oxford English Dictionary, for example, 

contains the following entry from the Dictionary of French and English Tongues, dating 

bac  to 1611, which defines “pedalls” as “the low  eyes of some organs to be touched 

with the feet.”   Although today the term refers to a sustained note on any instrument, the 

specific association between pedals and organs persists through the term “organ point,” 

which is synonymous with “pedal.”   he word “pedal-bass” is also sometimes used in 

definitions, but in this dissertation   fa or the terms “pedal,” “pedal point,” or “bass 

pedal.”  “Organ point” is not used herein because organ music from the Classical period 

is not discussed. 

While the preceding definition provides a good starting point, it requires 

refinement.  In this dissertation, I define pedal as a prolongational technique in which a 

bass note is held for two or more measures, four measures being the normative length, 

while motion continues in one or more of the upper voices.  The pedal note may be 

sustained in the manner of a bass drone, or it may be reiterated at a faster rate, often fairly 

uniform, suitable to the instrument and style of accompaniment.  Although my definition 
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of pedal does not require motion away from the pedal’s prolonged harmony, in most 

cases, this type of departure will occur.  In other words, the prolonged harmony, usually a 

tonic or dominant sonority in root position, is prolonged through harmonic motion or 

contrapuntal activity in the upper voices that introduces foreign chords or notes.1  

However, a pedal is defined by its end points and normally returns to the initial harmony 

at the end, thereby completing the prolongation.  The exception to this rule is the 

“transforming pedal,” which will be defined in Chapter 3.  When subordinate harmonies 

occur above a pedal, their bass notes are replaced by the pedal note, which functions as 

the root of the prolonged harmony, and this action weakens the subordinate harmonies to 

such an extent that they lack structural significance.  Consequently, their Roman 

numerals are left in root position and placed in parentheses in my analyses of pedal 

points.2   

 n terms of duration, many definitions imply that a pedal should be “a long, 

sustained note held through many bars.”3  While such definitions do not normally give a 

standard length, my research suggests that four measures was the standard, while lengths 

of six to eight measures were also common.  It is more difficult to give a minimum length 

for pedals, but I would argue that those less than three measures long may not meet the 

definition of a pedal, since on a purely perceptual level they may not become salient in 

the listener’s mind.  Finally, I hypothesize that a pedal can become salient in the 

                                                 
1 Adwell, Edward and Carl Schachter, Harmony and Voice Leading, 2

nd
 ed. (New York: Harcourt Brace 

Javanovich, 1989), 348-350. 
2 William Caplin, Classical Form: A Theory of Formal Functions for the Instrumental Music of Haydn, 

Mozart, and Beethoven (Oxford University Press, 1998), 25.     
3 Paul M. Wal er, “Pedal Point,” Grove Music Online, accessed April 30, 2012, Oxford Music Online. 
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listener’s mind through duration alone, and this is especially true if the pedal note is 

articulated in rapid succession.  For this reason, I assert that a passage of music can be 

perceived as a pedal even if it does not contain subordinate harmonies or contrapuntal 

activity.4   

Despite being ubiquitous within the Classical style, scholars have had little to say 

about pedal points.  Conventional wisdom about pedals seems to emphasize their static 

quality, the non-functional nature of the harmonic motion within the pedal, and their 

association with the pastoral topic, and perhaps for these reasons, pedals have been linked 

with simplicity rather than complexity, which in turn has led to a tendency to ignore or 

undervalue them.  Consequently, when discussions do occur, they tend to be superficial 

and rarely move beyond textbook definitions, which still sometimes perpetuate the myth 

that pedals are nonchord tones.  Furthermore, to my knowledge, there has been no 

attempt to place pedals in a larger theoretical framework. Therefore, one of the primary 

aims of this dissertation is to situate them in such a framework, and in doing so, to add 

nuance to an under-theorized concept.  In particular, I adopt a form-functional approach 

to understanding pedals, with an eye toward distinguishing their normative and non-

normative functions.5  While a cursory glance at the headings within each chapter might 

suggest an overly taxonomical approach to understanding pedals, the categories offered 

here are generalizable to a variety of forms and formal locations.  For example, tonic 

                                                 
4 I offer measures 1-4 from the first mo ement of Beetho en’s Piano Sonata in E♭ major, op. 7, as an 

example where a sense of pedal is achieved without introducing any subordinate harmonies.  
5 For readers unfamiliar with a form-functional approach to music analysis, see William Caplin’s 

comprehensive treatment of the subject in Classical Form.  Much of the nomenclature employed 

throughout this dissertation is drawn from this groundbreaking book. 
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pedals found near the beginnings of main themes, transitions, or subordinate themes are 

all grouped together under the same heading of “opening gestures” to emphasize 

similarities in function rather than differences in formal context. 

 In using this form-functional approach, I also hope to show that condensing all 

pedals into one of two categories, tonic or dominant, is an oversimplification. One way 

this oversimplification becomes apparent is through the overall design of the dissertation, 

which consists of three chapters instead of two, each dedicated to its own category. The 

fourth and final chapter, however, consists of analyses and serves to reinforce rather than 

expand the new typology.  Furthermore, even within the existing categories of tonic and 

dominant laid out during the first two chapters, a variety of subcategories are introduced 

to add depth and nuance to these concepts.  For example, Chapter 1 divides tonic pedals 

into three subcategories, “opening gestures,” “closing gestures,” and “form-functional 

o erlap.”  Regarding the third subcategory, it highlights a property inherent to all pedals 

and one that cuts across all the chapters, namely the potential to express two formal 

functions simultaneously, resulting in a degree of formal ambiguity.  This ambiguity 

tends to occur when a pedal is situated at the cusp between two formal functions.  

Likewise, Chapter 2 also divides dominant pedals into several subcategories, and while 

there are important differences between tonic and dominant pedals, Chapter 2 preserves 

the notion of “opening gestures,” “closing gestures,” and “form-functional o erlap.”  

However, these subcategories recede into the background during Chapter 2, as a new 

organizing principle is introduced, designed to underscore not only a pedal’s formal 

function, but also its local harmonic function and overall trajectory.  This organizing 
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principle further di ides the chapter into “dominant pedals” and “tonicized dominant 

pedals.”    

Still another way that the conventional dichotomous view of pedals is interrogated 

during this dissertation is through the addition of a third chapter, dedicated to a specific 

class of dominant pedals, which   ha e termed “transforming pedals.”   t is my hope that 

this new term will bring additional nuance to the topic of dominant pedals, since it 

pro ides a way of attending to a dominant pedal’s harmonic trajectory, the recognition of 

which can lead to a more nuanced view of its formal function.  Taken together, Chapters 

2 and 3 introduce a new theoretical framewor  for understanding dominant pedals, 

comprised of four categories:           pedals,           pedals,            pedals, and      

      pedals.   he first two types, also called dominant and tonicized dominant pedals, 

respectively, exhibit a static harmonic trajectory, while the latter two types, also called 

transforming and reverse transforming pedals, respectively, exhibit a transforming 

trajectory.   

In the pages that follow, I also wish to interrogate the assumption that all pedals 

are static by showing that they actually embody a paradox of motion against stasis.  

While it is true that they typically prolong a single harmony and therefore exemplify 

prolongation rather than progression, pedals are more dynamic than their name implies. 

For example, with regard to the aforementioned transforming pedal, a pedal can actually 

change harmonic functions over time—in effect moving from one key to another while 

the bass never changes.  This type of motion against stasis is one of the unique properties 

of pedal points, and it sometimes occurs both at the level of harmony and melody.  The 
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dynamic quality of dominant pedals, regardless of type, is also reflected in their formal 

functions, which tend to be associated with areas of instability rather than stability.  

Moreover, pedal points have the capacity to generate suspense by storing up energy over 

time, only to release it later on for its rhetorical effect. 

Finally, with regard to their non-normative functions, I argue that pedals can 

loosen their formal contexts by generating form-functional overlap.  Tonic pedals, for 

example, frequently generate overlap between closing and opening functions.  At a more 

localized level, especially during instances of phrase expansion, they can also generate 

o erlap between presentation and continuation functions.  Li ewise,           pedals and 

          pedals can generate o erlap between closing and opening functions; howe er, 

in both cases, their formal context and rhetorical effect are quite different.  Dominant 

pedals, for instance, frequently have a loosening effect on subordinate themes and, on 

occasion, main themes.6  Tonicized dominant pedals tend to have a loosening effect on 

main themes and in contrast to regular dominant pedals tend to disguise the onset of the 

transition rather than the subordinate theme.   hough both situations promote form-

functional o erlap and uncertainty, they seem to employ opposing strategies:            

pedals introduce stability in a place of instability, while           pedals introduce 

instability in place of stability.  Transforming and reverse transforming pedals seem to be 

less about fostering form-functional overlap than harmonic tension and ambiguity, but in 

exceptional cases, they can promote overlap between retransition and standing-on-the-

                                                 
6 See Caplin, Classical Form, 99-123, for a more complete discussion of the looser sentential functions of a 

subordinate theme. 
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dominant functions, and in this regard, they might be said to disguise the onset of 

standing on the dominant.   

 he final chapter, “Pedals in Context,” encapsulates the theoretical wor  of 

Chapters 1 to 3 by presenting analyses of pedal functions within complete movements. It 

includes mo ements from Mozart’s The Marriage of Figaro, K. 492, Beetho en’s 

Tempest Sonata, op. 31, no. 2, and Mozart’s  iolin Sonata in E minor, K. 304. 
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Chapter 1:  Tonic Pedals 

 

Part I: Tonic Pedals as Opening Gestures 

 

Tonic pedals frequently appear at the opening of movements or of the principal 

sections thereof.  While they are especially common at the start of theme types, tonic 

pedals can also open transition sections, contrasting middles, development sections, and 

codas.  Tonic pedals as opening gestures are well suited to formal initiation.  Though 

tonic prolongation is normative for thematic openings, it may occur almost anywhere, 

including at the openings of looser formal regions like transitions.  In addition, 

postcadential function usually entails tonic prolongation, which is why tonic pedals often 

follow a theme type.   his type of pedal, called a “tonic pedal as closing gesture,” will be 

the focus of Part 2 of this chapter.7  Despite this kinship of tonic prolongation between 

opening and closing gestures, these two functions can normally be differentiated on the 

basis of context and musical character.  For example, tonic pedals as opening gestures 

typically exhibit a different melodic profile than tonic pedals as closing gestures, 

notwithstanding their identical harmonic underpinnings.  That is, tonic pedals do not 

impose rigid requirements on melodic design: they can just as easily support a 

characteristic melody, like those found in a sentence, as a conventional one, like those 

employed in a closing section. 

                                                 
7  he term “closing gesture” refers to music whose function is postcadential rather than cadential.  In other 

words, a closing gesture follows a cadential articulation—generally a half cadence, dominant arrival, or 

authentic cadence—and serves to prolong its final harmony.  
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Tonic pedals as opening gestures in a period 

 

Although tonic pedals can be used to open a simple period, examples are scarce, 

and the reason may have to do with the norms for pedal length.  Many tonic pedals are 

four measures or longer, a length which is difficult to accommodate within an eight-

measure period.  As Ex. 1.1 affirms, shorter lengths ranging from one to three measures 

are also possible, especially in periods, but in such cases distinguishing between a mere 

tonic prolongation and a genuine tonic pedal can be harder, if only because, at a cognitive 

level, listeners can begin to disagree over whether they hear the former or the latter.8  

Since a tight-knit period requires two cadences, one in m. 4, the other in m. 8, a tonic 

pedal must break prior to the end of the antecedent and again prior to the end of the 

consequent.  Hypothetically, a tonic pedal could persist across the boundary between 

these two phrases, in which case the four- to six-measure norm could be met, but in 

practice this rarely happens, because it would undermine the cadence of the antecedent.9  

In other words, if the weak-strong cadential relationship is the sine qua non of period 

structure and tonic pedals obfuscate that relationship, then four-measure tonic pedals will 

be rare in tight-knit periods.  When a tonic pedal as opening gesture does extend across a 

phrase boundary, it tends to create a loosely-organized structure by undermining 

cadential function.  Howe er, this type of formal “loosening,” which tends to create the 

                                                 
8 For more examples of tonic pedals in periods, see Haydn’s G major Piano Sonata, Hob. X  : 40, i, 1-8; 

Mozart’s D minor Piano Concerto, K. 466, ii, 1-8; and Mozart’s  Piano  rio in E, K. 542, ii, 1-8.  
9  n Caplin’s theory, this hypothetical structure would be labeled a “hybrid” theme, namely a compound 

basic idea (c.b.i.) + a consequent (cons.). 
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impression of a single phrase rather than a period, can be desirable in certain contexts.  

The contrasting middle of a small ternary, an inherently unstable function, provides one 

such example.  In this case, the tonic pedal can help to insure the contrasting middle is 

heard as part of a larger whole rather than a theme in itself.  Likewise, the notion of a part 

being more loosely-organized than the whole can be seen in mm. 143-174 of the presto 

mo ement of Mozart’s Piano Sonata in A minor, K. 310.  In this case, however, the tonic 

pedal occurs in the exposition of a small ternary rather than its contrasting middle, a place 

noted for having tight-knit period structures.  The loosening effect of the tonic pedal is 

offset by the conventions of the larger form, since the appearance of all three parts—

exposition, contrasting middle, and recapitulation—tends to draw attention away from 

looseness of the theme’s cadential function, evident in both m. 150 and m. 174.  

Nevertheless, this type of loosening is quite rare and is more likely to occur in a loosely-

organized location such as the interior episode or couplet of a rondo form.   

 

 

Example 1.1: Mozart, Rondo in A minor, K. 511, 1-8 
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While tonic pedals are rare in simple periods, the same cannot be said of 

compound periods (or sixteen-measure periods), and the reason can once again be 

explained in terms of length.  Whereas the cadences in a simple period tend to occur in 

measures 4 and 8, those in a compound period tend to occur in measures 8 and 16.  Given 

these expanded proportions, a four- to six-measure tonic pedal can now fit comfortably 

inside each phrase, while still allowing adequate space for cadential function.  The most 

common building block for the compound period is the sentence, so even when tonic 

pedals are participating in antecedent or consequent functions at the higher level (the 16-

measure level), they are simultaneously expressing presentation function at the lower 

level (the 8-measure level).  These observations can be verified in Example 1.2, which 

shows a 19-measure compound period comprised of two sentences; an 8-measure 

antecedent and an expanded 11-measure consequent.  In both phrases, the tonic pedal 

conforms to the four- to six-measure norm. 

 

Example 1.2: Mozart, Piano Sonata in C, K. 309, iii, 1-19 
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 With respect to their harmonic underpinning, tonic pedals as opening gestures in a 

period can support a variety of harmonic patterns, and these patterns generally apply to 

other theme types featuring tonic pedals as opening gestures, such as sentences, small 

ternaries, and hybrid themes.  Notwithstanding their potential for harmonic variety, two 

broad categories of harmonic underpinnings can be identified: tonic pedals of the “linear-

inter allic type” and tonic pedals of the “implied-progression type.”  Although a given 

example will often fit nicely into one category or the other, the two types are not 

mutually exclusive.  That is, it is best to view them as existing on opposite ends of a 

continuum.  Examples that fall in the middle of the spectrum will exhibit characteristics 

of both types.  While not positioned at either extreme, Ex. 1.1 best exemplifies the linear-

intervallic type.  Tonic pedals of this type employ a linear-intervallic pattern to generate 

contrapuntal interest rather than a succession of implied harmonies.  Although linear-

intervallic patterns are perhaps most associated with sequences, they can also explain 

tonic or dominant prolongations involving pedal points.  While such linear-intervallic 

patterns are less obvious during a tonic pedal than a sequence, they can still be discerned 

as part of a two- or three-voice contrapuntal framework operating above the bass pedal.  

Ex. 1.1 offers a typical scenario.  Tonic pedals of the linear-intervallic type consist 

primarily of imperfect intervals, often moving in parallel sixths for a time, and then 

switching to parallels tenths, or vice versa.  Thus, in m. 1 of Ex. 1.1, after an initial tenth 

between E5 and C4, the top  oice begins to mo e in parallel sixths against the “surrogate 

bass,” the  oice just above the pedal.  Then, in the middle of m. 3, the surrogate bass 

changes direction, allowing these two active voices to move briefly in parallel tenths.  
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Other intervals besides sixths and tenths are used sparingly with tonic pedals of the 

linear-intervallic type and are typically reserved for the starting and ending points of the 

tonic pedal or for the juncture between two different linear-intervallic patterns.  While 

many tonic pedals feature only two active voices above the pedal, Ex. 1.1 has three.  This 

third voice appears just above the surrogate bass.  Finally, Ex. 1.1 also shows how a tonic 

pedal of the linear-intervallic type can conform to an asymmetrical space of three 

measures. 

Measures 1-4 of Ex. 1.2 illustrate a tonic pedal as opening gesture of the 

“implied-progression type.”   onic pedals of this type resemble true chord progressions 

insofar as they feature a succession of “implied harmonies,” defined as quasi-functional, 

subordinate sonorities appearing within the context of a tonic or dominant pedal.  

Furthermore, when the pedal is ignored, these implied harmonies tend to be complete 

chords and follow the standard rules for voice leading.  However, a pedal negates the 

functionality of such progressions by supplanting the bass notes of the various implied 

harmonies, which is why   refer to them as “implied progressions.”  Ex. 1.2 features only 

one implied harmony, the subdominant, which appears in mm. 3-4, but multiple implied 

harmonies will sometimes appear during a tonic pedal as opening gesture.  Although the 

motion toward IV in Ex. 1.2 does not create a true harmonic progression, the presence of 

an implied progression helps to reinforce the fundamental paradox that all pedal points 

embody.  That is, tonic pedals make it possible to express harmonic motion within a 

context of harmonic stasis.  In the previous example, it was the linear intervallic pattern 

that fostered a sense of harmonic motion, while in Ex. 1.2 it is the implied subdominant 
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harmony.  As Ex. 1.2 confirms, a tonic pedal as opening gesture of the implied-

progression type is often more suitable for exact or statement-response repetition than a 

tonic pedal of the linear-intervallic type, which is why the implied-progression type is 

often favored in sentential themes or periodic themes like Ex. 1.2 that are sentential at the 

lower level.   

Before leaving Examples 1.1 and 1.2, it is worth remarking how different their 

melodies are.  Although both melodies are characteristic, the tonic pedal in Ex. 1.1 

features a continuous melody, while the one in Ex. 1.2 does not.  By “continuous”   mean 

that mm. 1-3 of Ex. 1.1 do not lend themselves to further subdivision.  One would likely 

label mm. 1-3 the basic idea and m. 4 (including the upbeat to m. 4) the contrasting idea.  

In contrast, the tonic pedal in Ex. 1.2 does lend itself to further subdivision.  Due to its 

sentential design, the melody in Ex. 1.2 parses into a basic idea (statement) and its 

repetition (subdominant response).   

Three points can be taken away from Examples 1.1 and 1.2.   First, with respect to 

length, tonic pedals are highly malleable, both in terms of size and grouping structure. 

They can range in size from less than three measures to over five measures long.  In 

terms of grouping structure, tonic pedals can support a continuous melody and an 

asymmetrical design, as in Ex. 1.1, which features a 3-measure basic idea.  But they can 

also adapt to melodic contexts that require symmetry and segmentation, as in Ex. 1.2, 

which features a pair of two-measure basic ideas.  Second, while most tonic pedals as 

opening gestures will open up melodically, they can support a range of melodic profiles, 

ranging from diatonic (Ex. 1.2) to chromatic (Ex. 1.1), plain to embellished, 
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prolongational to goal-oriented, and characteristic to conventional.   Third, tonic pedals 

are useful markers in formal analysis.  For instance, they are reliable indicators of formal 

initiation: only rarely does a tonic pedal begin in the middle of a function.  Furthermore, 

both examples reveal how tonic pedals can highlight an important formal shift, such as 

the move from a basic idea to a contrasting one, as in the case of a period (Ex. 1.1).  

While tonic pedals often demarcate these shifts with great precision, they can also 

overstep—and even blur—boundaries by extending from one function (presentation) to 

another (continuation), as happens in Ex. 1.2, when the tonic pedal extends into m. 5.  

This type of blurring may go largely unnoticed, but at times may have interesting formal 

consequences. 

 

 

 

Tonic pedals as opening gestures in a sentence 

 

 Although tonic pedals can open any theme type, their natural habitat is either the 

sentence or Caplin’s “hybrid 3” (compound basic idea + continuation), which he also 

calls a “sentence-li e hybrid.”10  The presentation phrase from Ex. 1.2 (mm. 1-4) 

provides an illustration of a tonic pedal in a sentence.  Length requirements can partly 

explain the kinship between tonic pedals and presentations.  In a tight-knit sentence, the 

presentation is usually four measures long, and tonic pedals tend to be, on average, four- 

                                                 
10  n a con ersation we had on April 18, 2012, Caplin confirmed that he regards the term “sentence-like 

hybrid” as an acceptable substitute for “hybrid 3.”  For more on hybrid themes, see Caplin, Classical Form, 

59 ff.  
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to six-measures long.11  The kinship also exists because tonic pedals as opening gestures 

do more than establish the key and prolong tonic: they also suppress cadential function, a 

useful property in a sentence, which lacks an internal cadence.  This ability to suppress 

harmonic rhythm also makes them ideal harbingers of continuation function, since 

harmonic motion and cadential drive, two hallmarks of continuation, can seem stronger 

after a tonic pedal.  In other words, tonic pedals can exaggerate the shift from 

presentation to continuation by establishing a binary opposition of harmonic stasis and 

mobility.  They invoke stasis by withholding bass motion during a presentation, causing a 

certain amount of suspense to accrue.  When the tonic pedal finally breaks at the phrase 

boundary, the sense of dynamism toward the cadence can seem intensified.  After a 

presentation like the one in Ex. 1.2, the sense of dynamism toward the cadence is perhaps 

stronger than it would have been if mm. 3-4 had used a passing or neighboring chord to 

prolong tonic. 

As mentioned above, a tonic pedal as opening gesture tends to define the limits of 

the basic idea in a period, but the situation is different in a sentence.  In fact, one reason 

why tonic pedals as opening gestures in a sentence tend to be twice as long as those in a 

period, involves the repetition of the basic idea.  Although a presentation can take many 

forms, a standard presentation has “a repeated two-measure basic idea in the context of a 

tonic prolongational progression.”12  A tonic pedal normally encompasses the entire 

presentation—the basic idea and its repetition—and rarely breaks prior to the 

                                                 
11 For a compound sentence (sixteen-measure sentence), a tonic pedal will conform to an eight- to twelve-

measure norm. 
12 William Caplin, Classical Form, 35.  
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continuation.13  Furthermore, Caplin identifies three types of repetition in a presentation: 

exact, statement-response, and sequential.14  Sequential repetition occurs rarely in a 

theme type.  The other two are exceedingly common, and tonic pedals participate in both 

types of repetition.  When a statement-response repetition is employed in the context of a 

tonic pedal, a subdominant response is favored over a dominant response, as evidenced 

by mm. 3-4 of Ex. 1.2.  Tonic pedals prolong a single harmony, but as mentioned, they 

often feature implied harmonies. However, the structural status of these implied 

harmonies is greatly attenuated by the pedal tone, which in effect replaces—or 

undermines—the bass note of the implied chord.15   The two most common implied 

harmonies above a tonic pedal are IV and vii° or V⁷, in that order, and these harmonies 

often interact with the tonic chord to create the implied progression:  I(ped.)(IV)       

(vii°)I.  Indeed, tonic pedals derive much of their aesthetic value from the unique 

sound of their implied progressions, which enact a musical paradox of motion against 

stasis.  To indicate their subordinate status, the Roman numerals of implied harmonies 

are placed above the dotted line that connects the starting and ending harmonies of the 

tonic pedal, normally a pair of root-position tonics, and are placed in parentheses.  

Furthermore, because inversions are overridden by the presence of a tonic pedal, all 

Roman numerals are placed in root position.16   

                                                 
13 Even when a presentation features a contrasting idea or several distinct ideas, the tonic pedal still tends 

to last for the duration of the presentation. 
14 Caplin, Classical Form, 37-39.  
15 Ibid., 15. 
16 Ibid., 25. 
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An implied progression can be expanded with an implied secondary dominant, 

most notably V⁷/IV, or it can be compressed by leaving out one or more of the implied 

harmonies.  Interestingly, when tonic pedals are used for statement-response repetition, 

they often feature a single implied chord, namely IV rather than vii° (or V⁷).  Tonic 

pedals such as this typically yield a tight-knit presentation, like the one found in Ex. 1.2.  

In this example, the two-measure basic idea is stated over tonic, while the two-measure 

response is stated a perfect fourth higher over an implied IV chord.17  The response 

borders on being sequential, but the pedal tone, coupled with the choice of B over B♭ in 

m. 3, keeps the move to the subdominant in check.18  Furthermore, as a means of 

generating a subdominant response, IV
6
4 possesses several advantages over IV and IV

6
.  

To begin, it minimizes the risk of parallel fifths in an Alberti-bass style of 

accompaniment, a risk that this is quite high when moving from I to IV.  It does this by 

keeping the common tone between I and IV in the bass.  Furthermore, by keeping the 

tonic note in the bass throughout the entire presentation, IV
6
4 strengthens the impression 

of tonic prolongation, and this is true even when the presentation ends with IV
6
4 rather 

                                                 
17 Repeating the basic idea at a higher pitch level contributes to the sense that this is thematic material 

rather than postcadential material.  Furthermore, although pedal six-four chords are often regarded as 

unstable, in the context of a tonic pedal, where they tend to be accented phenomena (often introduced on 

downbeats ) rather than weak-beat embellishing chords, they are actually quite stable.  
18 For another example of a sentence with a tonic pedal featuring a subdominant response in its 

presentation, see the opening mo ement of Mozart’s G major Piano Concerto, K. 453, 1-9.  It differs from 

Ex. 1.1 in that it is part of a compound sentence.  Rather than use additional implied harmonies to expand 

the presentation, Mozart simply moves from I to IV in the statement and then from IV to I in the response.  

This motion away from tonic prior to the end of the statement is not uncommon.    
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than I.19  Indeed, just as V
6
5 and V

4
3 work well in a dominant response by providing 

harmonic contrast in a larger setting of tonic prolongation so too does IV
6
4 work well in a 

subdominant response by providing harmonic contrast in a larger setting of tonic 

prolongation. 20   

 In addition to statement-response repetition, tonic pedals are frequently found in 

presentations featuring exact repetition of the basic idea.  Ex. 1.3 exemplifies this type of 

presentation.  The theme begins with a two-measure basic idea which is then repeated in 

mm. 3-4.  Technically, the reiteration begins at a higher pitch level than the original 

statement—on F#4 instead of D4—but this still constitutes “exact repetition” because 

basic ideas are defined by the harmonic context of their openings rather than the melodic 

context.21    call this type of opening “exact repetition with melodic opening up.”22  

Beginning the reiteration at a higher pitch level seems more common above tonic pedals 

as opening gestures than a repeat of the original statement, and the reason why has to do 

with formal context.  Since a thematic presentation tends to open up melodically, 

beginning the reiteration a third higher helps to distinguish this kind of tonic pedal from 

                                                 
19 While the vast majority of tonic pedals end on a root-position tonic, as happens in m. 5 of Ex. 1.1, a 

tonic pedal can also conclude on a six-four chord. Because a pedal tone represents the root of the prolonged 

harmony, a tonic pedal that ends with IV
6
4 still prolongs I rather than IV, even if it progresses to V

6
. A good 

illustration of this  ind of presentation occurs in the first mo ement of Beetho en’s G major Piano Sonata, 

op. 14, no. 2, 1-4.    
20 Because the pedal tone represents the root of the prolonged harmony, a tonic pedal that ends with a IV

6
4 

chord still prolongs I, not IV. Whereas IV and IV
6
 are capable of acting as true predominants, IV

6
4 is not.   

21 Caplin, Classical Form, 37. 
22 For another example of a tonic pedal featuring exact repetition with melodic opening up, see Mozart’s 

Overture to the Marriage of Figaro, mm. 7-11. An additional example can be found in the first movement 

of Mozart’s  rio in B-flat, K. 502, but in this case, the repetition begins a third lower rather than a third 

higher than the original statement.  Howe er, in my  iew, this still constitutes “melodic opening up,” and 

this phrase can be applied whenever a repetition begins on a different chord member than the original 

statement. 
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those that appear in a closing section.  In addition to beginning the reiteration on a 

different member of the tonic triad, melodic opening up can be achieved by restating the 

basic idea an octave higher than before. 23  Alternatively, the reiteration of a basic idea 

will sometimes feature changes at the end rather than the beginning of the idea. 24  In such 

cases, the repetition of the basic idea begins like the original statement, but ends with 

new material.  Such alterations during the repetition help make the presentation sound 

more thematic by tipping the balance in favor of a characteristic idea rather than a 

conventional one.  Finally, a tonic pedal can support exact repetition in which no melodic 

opening up occurs, but examples like this tend to begin on scale degree 3 or 5.25   

 

Example 1.3: Mozart, Piano Concerto in D, “ he Coronation,” K. 537, i, 1-8 

  

Tonic pedals as opening gestures that extend past the presentation 

 

In Ex. 1.3, one can see that a tonic pedal will not always break after the 

presentation.   In fact, it is common for tonic pedals to extend into the continuation. Thus, 

                                                 
23 Two other examples of this kind of octave transposition occur in works by Beethoven.  The first of these, 

the pastoral theme from his Piano Sonata in D, op. 28, i, 1-20, is remarkable in terms of the breadth of the 

basic idea, which is ten measures long. The second example, the presentation from the first movement of 

the “Pathètique” Piano Sonata, op. 13, 11-15, has a striking Sturm und Drang character, and its basic idea 

makes an unusually fast and precipitous ascent. 
24  he opening theme from the third mo ement of Mozart’s Piano Sonata in G, K. 283, illustrates this type 

of exact repetition. 
25 For an illustration, see the first mo ement of Mozart’s C major Sonata, K. 330, 1-12.   
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two broad categories of tonic pedals in a sentence can be identified: those that break at 

the phrase boundary in m. 4 (simple sentences) or m. 8 (compound sentences) and those 

that extend past the presentation, thereby participating in two formal functions.26  A tonic 

pedal as opening gesture that extends into the continuation phrase can sometimes have 

formal consequences.  For example, if a tonic pedal extends too far into the continuation, 

it can deprive the upcoming cadence of sufficient space for cadential preparation, which 

in turn can facilitate cadential expansion.  This is precisely what happens in Ex. 1.4.  A 

tonic pedal as opening gesture establishes an episode of harmonic stasis, and when this 

pedal is extended into the continuation (mm. 5-6), the expectations for increased 

harmonic motion are not met.  The melodic fragmentation occurring in m. 5 of Ex. 1.4 

clearly marks the onset of continuation, but the persistence of the tonic pedal 

harmonically blurs the boundary between functions.  Furthermore, by encroaching upon 

the territory reserved for the cadential progression, the tonic pedal helps to engender 

cadential expansion in m. 8.  This is not to say that the tonic pedal causes the evaded 

cadence in m. 8, but it can be cited as a contributing factor, since it limits the space for 

the cadential progression to a single measure (m. 7).  Indeed, one means of understanding 

the expansion of continuation function in mm. 8-13 of Ex. 1.4 is to see it as compensation 

for the tonic pedal.  When a tonic pedal extends into the continuation, as it does in mm. 

5-6, it can undermine continuation function, since fragmentation is less effective in the 

absence of harmonic rhythm.  Perhaps as a result, a varied repetition of mm. 5-8 is 

                                                 
26  wo examples belonging to the first category appear in Beetho en’s piano sonatas, namely the first 

movements of the E and G major Sonatas, op. 14, nos. 1 and 2, respectively.  Ex. 1.4 belongs to the second 

category. 
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undertaken in mm. 9-13, but now without the tonic pedal.  During the varied repetition, 

cadential function (mm. 11-13) is allowed two full measures to breathe; the cadential 

dominant is expanded to include a cadential six-four chord, which makes the PAC in      

m. 13 sound more conclusive than it would have if the theme had ended in m. 8.  Finally, 

in instrumental works for chamber or orchestra, pedal points are frequently expressed 

using a Trommel-bass. 27  Because of the faster surface rhythm of the Trommel-bass, first 

introduced by the cello in m. 1, the drive to the cadence in Ex. 1.4 may seem stronger 

than it would have in the absence of such figuration.   

 

Example 1.4: Beethoven, String Quartet in C minor, op. 18, no. 4, i, 1-13 

                                                 
27 Leonard Ratner, Classic Music: Expression, Form, and Style (New York: Schirmer Books, 1980), 433. 
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Tonic pedals as opening gestures in a two-part presentation  

 

Not all tonic pedals as opening gestures are associated with tight-knit formal 

situations.  In fact, tonic pedals as opening gestures can loosen a sentence through various 

types of internal expansion.  For example, a more loosely-organized structure can result 

when a tonic pedal participates in what   call a “two-part presentation.”   A two-part 

presentation can be defined as two adjacent formal units appearing at the beginning of a 

sentence-like theme in which both units can be understood as participating in presentation 

function.  However, these units are often clearly differentiated with regard to texture, 

melody, and character.  In a two-part presentation, the tonic pedal may or may not occur 

in both parts.  If the tonic pedal does span both parts, it will normally last six measures or 

more.  Finally, due to its bipartite structure, the tonic pedal in a two-part presentation is 

perhaps best viewed as belonging to a hybrid theme type, since it lacks a standard 

presentation strategy.   

An illustration of a tonic pedal as opening gesture in a two-part presentation 

occurs in Ex. 1.5.28  As is sometimes the case in a two-part presentation, Part 1 elides 

with Part 2, and this moment of elision represents the melodic apex of the presentation 

(m. 5).  In terms of topic, the opening bars of Ex. 1.5, marked forte, seem bustling and 

energetic, and with the 6/8 meter, perhaps invoke a hunt topic. What is more essential 

than assigning a particular topic to Part 1, however, is the recognition that Part 1 opens up 

                                                 
28 For another illustration of a two-part presentation, see the first mo ement of Beetho en’s Piano Sonata 

in B♭, op. 22, 1-16.  
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the phrase registrally. In contrast, Part 2 traces a downward course.  In Ex. 1.5, Part 1 

initiates a long tonic pedal by arpeggiating—or simply reiterating—the tonic chord.  As 

mentioned, a primary function of Part 1 is often registral ascent, and this case, the ascent 

spans nearly two octaves.  Furthermore, Part 1 also introduces rhythmic, melodic, and 

accompanimental figures that will continue in Part 2 of the two-part presentation, and this 

makes its melody seem characteristic rather than conventional or introductory.  Indeed, 

mm. 7-8 of Part 2 recall the striving, scalar figure stated in the first violin during mm. 3-4 

of Part 1, and the tonic pedal itself works to bind Parts 1 and 2 together in such a way that 

they sound like a unified phrase.  Notwithstanding the unifying effect of the pedal tone, 

the accompaniment patterns of Part 1 and Part 2 will normally be differentiated in some 

way. 29  Measures 1-3 of Ex. 1.5 establish the arpeggiated accompaniment that becomes 

the model for mm. 5-11, but Part 1 also features rests and accents that are not present 

during Part 2, making it sound somewhat discontinuous.  Furthermore, as if trying to 

clear a space for Part 2, the accompaniment drops out entirely in m. 4. 

 

 

                                                 
29  he contrast in the continuity of the tonic pedal’s accompanimental figuration between Part 1 and Part 2 

is illustrated more dramatically in the two-part presentation found in Beetho en’s B♭ major piano sonata, 

op. 22, i, 1-8.  
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Example 1.5: Beethoven, String Quartet in A, op. 18, no. 5, i, 1-24 
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Part 2 of a two-part presentation usually introduces a change of topic.  Beginning 

with the melodic highpoint in m. 5, the melody of Ex. 1.5 takes on a more lyrical air, 

suggesti e of the “singing style” topic.30  Also, because the tonic pedal has begun to 

assert itself during Part 2 through the implied progression I(ped.)(IV)(V⁷)I, this 

lilting melody may also carry pastoral signification.  Less concerned with opening up, the 

melody in Part 2 can inhabit the higher register made possible by Part 1, as it does in Ex. 

1.5, or it can reverse directions and descend toward the original starting point, giving the 

overall two-part presentation an arch-shaped contour.31  The change of topic in Ex. 1.5 is 

also reinforced by an abrupt drop in dynamics, a faster, more continuous tonic pedal 

accompaniment, and a strong sense of arrival in m. 5, an arrival that also feels like a new 

beginning.  While Part 1 is long enough to serve as the sole presentation for the theme, it 

is hard to hear Part 2 as its continuation phrase.  As mentioned, tonic pedals tend to 

undermine continuation function.  While fragmentation can still occur over a tonic pedal, 

the lack of true harmonic motion in mm. 4-11 weakens its capacity to destabilize the 

phrase.  Furthermore, Part 2 of Ex. 1.5 begins with an even larger idea (mm. 5-8) than 

was presented during Part 1, which makes it difficult to hear this new idea as a melodic 

fragment of mm. 1-4.  Rather, it sounds like a second presentation, and this impression is 

confirmed in mm. 7-11, as this new idea undergoes exact repetition and fails to reach a 

cadence point.  Any doubts about whether the tonic pedal expresses a presentation or a 

continuation function are dispelled during the next stage of the exposition (mm. 11-15), 

                                                 
30 Ratner, Classic Music, 19. 
31 See the first mo ement of Beetho en’s op. 22 for an example of this arch-shaped two-part presentation. 
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which brings the increased surface rhythm, fragmentation, and increased harmonic 

rhythm that typify continuation function, as well as a form-defining PAC in m. 15.  

Finally, the phrase that follows the continuation phrase, namely mm. 15-24, proves to be 

the start of the transition, but is disguised due to the parallel phrase structure between 

mm. 11-15 and mm. 15-24. 

 

Tonic pedals as opening gestures for a continuation phrase 

 

Some of the previous examples of tonic pedals as opening gestures allowed the 

tonic pedal to extend into the continuation phrase.  Consequently, tonic pedals as opening 

gestures are not incompatible with continuation function, and on occasion, they can even 

initiate that function. 32  One reason for their scarcity as opening gestures for a 

continuation involves harmonic function.  While a continuation can begin with tonic, it 

differs from a presentation in that it normally does not prolong tonic for an extended 

length of time.  This is because a primary function of continuation tends to be dynamism 

toward the cadence, which involves an increase in harmonic rhythm.  Since tonic pedals 

bring harmonic stasis, it follows that they would be excluded from a location that favors 

harmonic movement.  Thus, when a tonic pedal does initiate a continuation, it normally 

only occupies half of the phrase.   

                                                 
32 For another example of a tonic pedal as opening gesture in the continuation of a tight-knit sentence, see 

mm. 5-6 of the first mo ement of Mozart’s  iolin Sonata in B-flat major, K. 378.  See also the continuation 

phrase from the opening mo ement of Mozart’s “Jupiter Symphony,” K. 551, 9-15. 
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Yet, in some cases, a tonic pedal as opening gesture can sometimes project a 

sense of dynamism.  This potential is unveiled in Example 1.6, where a tonic pedal 

actually mimics an increase in harmonic rhythm.  As mentioned, one of the most 

effective ways of conveying continuation is through increased harmonic rhythm, a device 

that usually works in concert with fragmentation to create dynamism toward the cadence.  

Initially, a tonic pedal would seem to lack harmonic rhythm, but as I have argued, a tonic 

pedal often presents implied harmonies.  With regard to Ex. 1.6, it is the implied 

progression I(ped.)—(V⁷/IV)—(IV)—( V⁷)— I
6
 , located in mm. 5-6, that conveys a 

sense of harmonic motion.  While it may seem paradoxical to equate tonic prolongation 

with mobility, Ex. 1.6 shows that fragmentation and cadential drive can still be expressed 

within the context of a tonic pedal. Whereas the presentation in mm. 1-4 establishes a 

harmonic rhythm moving in either half or whole notes, the continuation maintains an 

implied harmonic rhythm moving at a steadier rate of two harmonies per measures.  

Lastly, the Alberti-bass accompaniment found in mm. 5-6, a frequent means of 

expressing a tonic pedal, also helps to convey continuation function.  While there is 

nothing inherently destabilizing about this type of accompaniment, in this context, the 

change from a chordal texture with mostly half-note values to an argeggiated one with 

steady eighth-note values creates a sense of dynamism to compensate for the underlying 

harmonic stasis. 
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Example 1.6: Beethoven, Sonatina in G, Anh. 5, no. 1, i, 1-8 

 

Tonic pedals as opening gestures in a transition 

  

 A transition is a more loosely-constructed formal section than a theme type, and 

may feature such loosening de ices as “extended continuation, omission of initiating 

function, modal shift, tonicization of remote regions, and expanded cadential 

progressions.”33  Tonic pedals function quite well as opening gestures for transitions, 

especially nonmodulating transitions, since they can open with the home-key tonic. 

Nonmodulating transitions usually follow a main theme set in the major mode and closed 

by an authentic cadence, and they often begin with new material.  One such tonic pedal as 

opening gesture for a nonmodulating transition is illustrated in Ex. 1.7.  The transition as 

a whole has a sentential design, and its presentation is supported by a four-measure tonic 

pedal.  The new idea in mm. 9-10 is supported by the implied progression I(ped.)—(V)—

(V⁷/IV)—(IV)—(V)—I, but its opening function only becomes clear after its repetition in 

mm. 11-12, which, significantly, features exact repetition with melodic opening up.  Even 

though the tonic pedal belongs to a transition charged with destabilizing the home key, 

                                                 
33 Caplin, Classical Form, 125. 
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the tonic pedal itself supports an initiating function that has little or no destabilizing 

effect on the transition.  It could just as easily open a theme type as a transition.  In short, 

a looser formal context does not guarantee that a tonic pedal will act as a loosening 

device. 

 

Example 1.7: Mozart, Piano Sonata in D, K. 284, i, 9-13 

 

That said, a tonic pedal can sometimes act as a loosening agent for a transition.  

As has already been demonstrated, a tonic pedal can expand a thematic presentation to 

create a looser, two-part presentation, and in some instances, a larger presentation will 

give rise to a more complicated array of subsequent functions or phrases.  Likewise, a 

tonic pedal will sometimes be used to expand the o erall size of a transition’s opening 

gesture, and this expanded opening, in turn, may be balanced by an expanded 

continuation.  Howe er, since the word “presentation” has a specific meaning in Caplin’s 

theory of formal functions and is generally associated with theme types, I will use the 

term “initiating function” instead of “presentation” to describe opening gestures in a 

transition, except in cases where the overall design of the transition bears a strong 

resemblance to a sentence, as was the case in Ex. 1.7.  The tonic pedal as opening gesture 

in a transition shown in Ex. 1.8 provides an illustration of a transition with a non-

sentential design.  
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Example 1.8: Haydn, Symphony 91, iv, 16-26 

 

The tonic pedal that begins in m. 16 suggests formal initiation by virtue of its 

abrupt change in texture and dynamics.  The orchestra plays tutti for the first time and the 

dynamics are elevated from piano to fortissimo.  In addition, a new melodic idea appears 

in mm. 16-17, which subsequently undergoes repetition three more times in mm. 18-23, 

each time at a different pitch level.  Although extended repetition of the kind exhibited in 
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Ex. 1.8 might call to mind the sequential activity often seen in looser formal regions, I 

contend that the tonic pedal that underlies mm. 16-26 has the effect of grounding these 

measures and making them sound more like an opening gesture than a sequence or 

continuation phrase.  Indeed, when the tonic pedal breaks in m. 26, transitional processes 

continue until m. 41, and since these subsequent measures do more to destabilize the 

home-key than the tonic pedal, it seems best to call mm. 16-26 an opening gesture.   

As an initiating function, however, the tonic pedal in Ex. 1.8 exhibits a loose 

construction, as does the entire transition (mm. 16-40). This looseness of the tonic pedal 

can be attributed primarily to size and repetition.  As mentioned, 4- to 8-measure lengths 

are favored in thematic contexts, and lengths that are divisible by 3 or 5 tend to be less 

tight-knit than 2-, 4-, or 8-measure lengths.  Thus, at just over 10 measures long, the tonic 

pedal in Ex. 1.8 is exceptional in terms of size.  Although the tonic pedal’s two-measure 

motive is the right size for opening a theme or a closing section, the fact that it undergoes 

three repetitions would be uncharacteristic of those locations.  In addition, the grouping 

structure of the transition’s opening is atypical of presentation function, since the use of 

statement-response repetition concludes two measures before the tonic pedal ends.  

Indeed, the introduction of a contrasting idea in mm. 24-26 plays an important role in 

defining mm. 16-26 as an initiating function for the transitions rather than a continuation 

function.  It does so by reaffirming the home key, which was temporarily destabilized in 

mm. 20-23, as the tonic pedal moved in the direction of the subdominant. Nevertheless, 

the opening of Ex. 1.8 is still rather tense, and a less stable initiating function has a place 

in a transition, since as Caplin says, “the beginning of the transition is often the moment 
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when the mo ement seems to be ‘getting under way.’”34  One way the tonic pedal in Ex. 

1.8 con eys this feeling of “getting under way” is through its expanded implied 

progression.  Comprised of six sonorities—tonic (mm. 16-17), dominant (mm. 18-19), 

secondary dominant (mm. 20-21), subdominant (mm. 22-23), dominant (24-25), and 

tonic (m. 26), this implied progression might sound like a harmonic sequence were it not 

for the stabilizing effect of the tonic pedal.  Furthermore, the sense of passage-work 

above the tonic pedal, a series of rising arpeggiations unfolding in lockstep with the 

implied harmonic rhythm, is more typical of transitions than themes.35  As with the tonic 

pedal as opening gesture for a continuation, a tonic pedal that opens a transition can draw 

upon this correspondence between motivic ideas and implied chord changes to convey 

mobility in the face of stasis.   

The tonic pedal as opening gesture in Ex. 1.8 also seems to serve the purpose of 

building suspense.  With the exception of Ex. 1.4, which featured a tonic pedal that 

extended into the continuation, most tonic pedals as opening gestures in a theme type do 

not serve this function.  In a transition, however, building suspense can be an effective 

means of “getting under way,” since postponing harmonic motion for a time can ma e 

the subsequent material in the transition sound more dynamic.  In Ex. 1.8, a palpable 

sense of tension accrues as the tonic pedal repeatedly resists several opportunities to 

resolve, delaying the tonic resolution until the downbeat of m. 26.  This accrual of tension 

is also registered through the melody, which not only traces a rising course, but also an 

                                                 
34 Caplin, Classical Form, 125. 
35 Ibid. 
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ever-widening gamut of registral space (spanning a full two octaves in mm. 22-23). Once 

the tonic pedal as opening gesture breaks in m. 26, there is a release of energy.  

Thereafter, even a modest increase of harmonic rhythm can foster drive and instability.  

For example, mm. 26-28 of Ex. 1.8 are still tonic prolongational, but they nevertheless 

sound restless and animated after such a long tonic pedal.  Furthermore, because the 

initiating function in Ex. 1.8 is so large, it seems to invite a larger, more complicated 

array of subsequent functions within the transition, such as extension, modulation, and 

sequence.   
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Part II: Tonic Pedals as Closing Gestures 

 

 Another normative function for tonic pedals is to announce the start of a closing 

section, which in Caplin’s theory refers to “a postcadential intrathematic function 

following a perfect authentic cadence.”36  While it is true that tonic pedals in a closing 

section initiate a new formal function (the closing section),   call them “closing gestures” 

to emphasize their postcadential role. Tonic pedals can signal postcadential function well 

because they militate against cadential function, a desirable trait following a form-

defining cadence, since closing sections are more about affirming an important cadential 

arri al than replaying it.   ndeed, when Caplin defines “postcadential,” he notes that tonic 

prolongational progressions are favored over cadential progressions.37   

 When other authors discuss tonic pedals as closing gestures, they tend to highlight 

similar traits.  For example, Leonard Ratner notes how tonic pedals have two basic 

functions: the first is “statement”; the second is “conclusion.”38  Elsewhere, he expands 

on this second function by stating that a tonic pedal “creates a broad area of arri al” 

rather than a point of departure.39   his idea of arri al is also e ident in Caplin’s 

definition of “postcadential,” which he defines as “one of several framing functions that 

express the sense of ‘after-the-end.’”  But Caplin also emphasizes an arri al of secondary 

importance.  That is, a tonic pedal as closing gesture always follows a structural cadence, 

                                                 
36 Caplin, Classical Form, 253. 
37 Ibid. 
38 Ratner, Classic Music, 65.   
39 Leonard Ratner, Harmony: Structure and Style (New York, NY: McGraw Hill, 1962), 208. 
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so any cadential progressions occurring during a closing section are secondary.40  The 

reduced status of this arri al is also e ident in Hepo os i and Darcy’s descriptions of 

tonic pedals as closing gestures.  They describe it in terms of an aviation metaphor, 

likening a tonic pedal to an airplane stuc  in a “holding pattern.”41  For them, the tonic 

pedal as closing gesture functions to “ground” the cadence of the primary theme by 

circling around the tonic, thereby prolonging and affirming the structural cadence.42  

Their description of this type of tonic pedal occurs in a chapter about transitions, under 

the heading, “ he dissol ing P-codetta: tonic prolongation  ia the ‘circular’ 8-♭7-6-#7-8 

model.”43  Although the “‘circular’ 8-♭7-6-#7-8 model” is harmonically static, 

Hepokoski and Darcy acknowledge that it can sometimes feel li e a “modest 

celebration.”44   

 n addition to being a broad area of arri al that expresses a sense of “after-the-

end,” descriptions of tonic pedals as closing gestures often mention the repetiti e nature 

of the codettas, which I call “twin codettas.”   n a historical account of schemata found in 

the Italian figured-bass manuals and partimenti of the Galant style, Robert Gjerdingen 

traces the origins of this repeated gesture, which he dubs “the Quiescenza”:   

By midcentury this cluster of traits—a ♭7—6—#7—1 melody, a tonic pedal 

point, the associated sonorities, and a double presentation—had stabilized as a 

stoc  schema employed for closing rather than opening passages.    call it “the 

                                                 
40 Caplin, Classical Form, 16. 
41 James Hepokoski and Warren Darcy, Elements of Sonata Form: Norms, Types, and Deformations in the 

Late Eighteenth-Century Sonata (New York, NY: Oxford University Press, 2006), 103.  
42 Ibid. 
43 Ibid. 
44 Ibid. 
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Quiescenza” ( t., “a state of repose or inacti ity”) by analogy with “cadenza.”  

Just as a cadenza exploits a pause within an important cadence to show off the 

performer’s taste, in ention, and  irtuosity, bringing the forward progress of the 

movement temporarily to a halt as a result, so a Quiescenza exploits a moment of 

quiescence following an important cadence, likewise holding back the further 

progress of the movement or delaying its ultimate close.45 

 

Gjerdingen notes that “the Quiescenza’s period of greatest currency was the 1760s to the 

1790s, and it was especially favored in music written for Vienna or Paris.”46  He also 

asserts that the Quiescenza consists of four sonorities, which he notates using figured-

bass symbols:  ♭7/3—6/4—#7/4/2—5/3.  These figures correspond to the following 

pattern of implied sonorities: V⁷/IV IV  vii°    .   Gjerdingen adds, “ he first 

[sonority] seems unstable in relation to the second, while the third sonority seems highly 

unstable in relation to the last, tonic sonority.”47  The penultimate sonority is highly 

unstable because every chord member is dissonant with the pedal.  In contrast, only some 

of the chord members of the other sonorities are dissonant with the pedal.  As mentioned, 

Hepo os i and Darcy describe the same pattern of four sonorities as a “tonic 

prolongation  ia the ‘circular’ 8-♭7-6-#7-8 model.”48  Like Gjerdingen, they, too, 

emphasize that the stock pattern is normally repeated, especially in postcadential 

contexts. 

 

 

                                                 
45 Robert Gjerdingen, Music in the Galant Style (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007), 183.  
46 Gjerdingen, Music in the Galant Style, 460. 
47 Ibid. 
48 Hepokoski and Darcy, Elements of Sonata Form, 103. 
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Tonic pedals as closing gestures for a main theme 

 

 An example of a tonic pedal as closing gesture for a main theme occurs in Ex. 1.9.  

The tonic pedal follows the PAC in m. 16, and as is often the case, it elides the end of the 

theme with the start of the closing section.   In spite of its brevity, the closing section in 

Ex. 1.9 nevertheless features Gjerdingen’s “double presentation.”    prefer the term “twin 

codettas” to “double presentation,” howe er, for two reasons; first, “presentation” is a 

term most associated with the opening of themes rather than closing sections; second, the 

modifer “twin” calls attention to the fact that exact repetition is the norm for closing 

gestures.  Unli e thematic presentations, which can feature “exact,” “statement-

response,” or “sequential” repetition, tonic pedals as closing gestures typically feature 

“exact repetition.”   As Ex. 1.9 shows, slight differences may exist between the twin 

codettas, but they are usually minimal.  Furthermore, the words “exact repetition” 

typically ring true for tonic pedals as closing gestures because the twin codetta will not 

normally feature melodic opening up.  Lastly, whereas tonic pedals featuring exact 

repetition in a presentation often prolong scale-degree 3 or 5 melodically, those found 

during twin codettas are more likely to prolong scale-degree 1 melodically.49 

 

                                                 
49 Caplin, Classical Form, 16. 
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Example 1.9: Haydn, Piano Sonata in C, Hob. XVI: 35, i, 16-20 

 

Ex. 1.9 illustrates another melodic tendency associated with twin codettas besides 

prolonging the tonic scale degree.  As the first codetta (mm. 16-18) shows, a tonic pedal 

as closing gesture often prolongs the first scale degree through the “circular 8-♭7-6-♮7-8 

model.”  Underlying this melodic schema one normally finds the implied harmonic 

progression I V⁷/IV  IV  vii° (or V⁷)  I, with each chord harmonizing, 

respectively, one note of the schema.  Sometimes this melodic schema will appear in a 

single voice, but other times, as happens in Ex. 1.9, it will be shared between the melody 

and the accompaniment: the ♭7-6 occurs in the inner voice of the left hand, but is then 

answered by ♮7-8 in the melody.  Finally, Ex. 1.9 also shows the importance of texture in 

making a tonic pedal feel like a broad area of arrival.  The closing section is clearly 

differentiated from the main theme that precedes it and the transition that follows it on 

the basis of texture.  The bass-drone approach illustrated in Ex. 1.9 is one of several stock 

accompaniment patterns associated with tonic pedals as closing gestures, one that is 

especially adept at creating the sense of suspended time that Gjerdingen associates with 
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cadenzas and Quiescenzas.50  The bass drone is characterized above all by a slower rate 

of attack points of the tonic pedal. In Ex. 1.9, the pedal receives only two attack points, 

one in m. 16 and one in m. 18.  If the tonic pedal is articulated in this way, it tends to shift 

the listener’s attention to the 2- or 3-voice counterpoint occurring above the pedal.  

Furthermore, the bass-drone pedal accompaniment tends to express the pastoral topic 

more strongly than other types of tonic pedal accompaniment. 

In the context of a tonic pedal as closing gesture, Ex. 1.10 illustrates that four-

measure codettas are just as viable as two-measure codettas.  That is, two- and four-

measure codettas seem to be the norm for twin codettas, but smaller and larger units are 

also possible, and odd-numbered units (especially 1-, 3-, or 5-measure units) seem less 

problematic in a closing section than a theme.  Ex. 1.10 also illustrates how tonic pedals 

as closing gestures almost always encompass the initial idea (mm. 13-17) and its exact 

repetition (mm. 17-21) and, in doing so, establish a broad area of tonic prolongation.  

Furthermore, Ex. 1.10 shows how a tonic pedal as closing gesture requires nothing more 

than twin codettas.  The tonic pedal encompasses the entire closing section.  The 

fragmentation appearing in mm. 21-24 (not shown) signals the start of the transition.  

However, the breaking of a tonic pedal after twin codettas will not always signal the start 

of the transition.  Indeed, many closing sections are extended with an episode of 

fragmentation, during which the tonic pedal as closing gesture may or may not persist.   

                                                 
50 Gjerdingen, Music in the Galant Style, 183. 
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Example 1.10: Beethoven, Piano Trio in E♭, op. 1, no. 1, i, 13-21 

 

The twin codettas in Ex. 1.10 make use of an expanded  ersion of the “circular 8-

♭7-6-♮7-8 model.”   he expansion results from the addition of an implied  ii° sonority 

between I and V⁷/IV.  This implied sonority appears in measures 14 and 18, where it 

smoothes out the voice leading in the upper voice of the accompaniment by filling in the 

gap between scale-degrees 8 and 6. Ex. 1.10 also illustrates a common difference 

between a codetta and its twin.  While the melodic beginnings of the twin codettas are the 

same, the ending of the second codetta (m. 17) is stronger than the first (m. 21), and this 

adjustment imparts a sense of finality to the closing section as a whole.   
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While the “circular 8-♭7-6-♮7-8 model” is perhaps the most common pattern of 

implied harmonies over a tonic pedal, several other patterns should be acknowledged.  

Moreover, when these other patterns are employed, they do not generally interfere with 

the archetypal twin codettas that customarily announce the start of a closing section.  The 

first and perhaps most common alternative to the circular model is a tonic pedal that 

simply alternates between tonic and dominant.51  Another alternative to the circular 8-♭7-

6-♮7-8 model is a tonic pedal that alternates between tonic and subdominant, an option 

that can give a closing section the plagal quality often associated with postcadential 

function.52  Both of these harmonic alternatives can be viewed as incomplete versions of 

the circular 8-♭7-6-♮7-8 model.  Yet another alternative to circular 8-♭7-6-♮7-8 model is 

a tonic pedal that simply arpeggiates the tonic triad.53  In examples like this that lack 

subordinate harmonies entirely, the potential for monotony is sometimes offset through 

the use of decorative chromaticism and octave transposition of the initial codetta.  A final 

alternative to the circular 8-♭7-6-♮7-8 model, and the one least likely to have twin 

codettas, is a tonic pedal that has sequential implications.  Ex. 1.11 provides an 

illustration of this kind of pedal.  However, because a sense of bass motion is vital to 

expressing a harmonic sequence and tonic pedals suppress bass motion, sequential 

                                                 
51 Measures 61-68 of the third mo ement of Mozart’s Piano Sonata in C, K. 330, is exemplary of the 

alternating tonic-dominant type. For additional examples, see mm. 153-162 of Beetho en’s op. 14, no. 2,  ; 

mm. 23-32 of Beetho en’s op. 10, no. 2, iii; and mm. 153-164 of Beetho en’s op. 49, no. 1, ii. 
52 A good example of the alternating tonic-subdominant type occurs in mm. 131-138 of the first movement 

of Mozart’s String Quintet in C, K. 515.   
53 Measures 237-254 of the third mo ement of Beetho en’s Piano Sonata in G, op. 14, no. 2, is exemplary 

of the all tonic type.   
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activity in the context of a tonic pedal is melodically driven rather than harmonically 

driven and usually consists of an episode of parallel sixths and tenths between the 

soprano and the inner voice just above the tonic pedal.  While Ex. 1.11 could also be 

described as a variation on the circular 8-♭7-6-♮7-8 model, but with more decorative 

chromaticism, my analysis reflects the fact that I hear a sequential melody rather than the 

circular 8-♭7-6-♮7-8 model.  As mentioned under the heading of tonic pedals as opening 

gestures, the harmonic underpinning of tonic pedals exists along a continuum, with the 

“linear-inter allic type” on one side, and the “implied-progression type” on the other.  

Ex. 1.11 illustrates a tonic pedal that falls more toward the middle of the continuum.  On 

the one hand, it resembles the linear-intervallic type in having a stepwise, goal-oriented 

melody that is difficult to parse or can be subdivided in an asymmetrical way.  The 

melody in Ex. 1.11 parses into three different codettas rather than twin codettas: that is, a 

model is presented in mm. 145-146, sequenced down a third in mm. 146-147, and then 

down another third in mm. 147-148.  Also in keeping with the linear-intervallic type, the 

relationship between the melody and the surrogate bass in Ex. 1.11 seems motivated by a 

desire to privilege imperfect intervals rather than perfect or dissonant ones.  On the other 

hand, Ex. 1.11 resembles the implied-progression type in so far as it is still possible to 

discern the archetypal implied progression I(ped.)—(IV)—(vii°)—I in mm. 145-148, 

provided that the embellishing tones are ignored.  The first codetta moves from I to IV, 

the second moves from IV to vii°, and the last moves from vii° to I.  Smaller codettas 

appear in the remaining measures (mm. 148-150), and thus Ex. 1.11 supports the claim 
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that a tonic pedal as closing gesture will sometimes persist into an area characterized by 

fragmentation. 

 

Example 1.11: Mozart’s Piano Sonata in C, K. 330, i, 145-150 

 

Tonic pedals as closing gestures for a subordinate theme or coda 

 

  Because closing sections are defined as places where the energy accumulated over 

the course of a theme, exposition, or movement can be dissipated, it follows that closing 

sections located at the end of an exposition or movement would have more energy to 

dissipate than their main-theme counterparts. 54  Consequently, closing sections found 

here are sometimes longer than those found after a main theme.  Although tonic pedals 

supporting twin codettas are still the most reliable indicator that a closing section is 

underway, in extensive closing sections they often represent only about half of the total 

area dedicated to closing. 55  In either context, however, tonic pedals can still initiate the 

closing section.  The additional length found in extensive closing sections can usually be 

attributed to fragmentation and a concluding gesture such as one or more V-I 

                                                 
54 Caplin, Classical Form, 179-183. 
55 This will not always be the case.  For example, the closing section to the subordinate theme of 

Beetho en’s E-flat major Piano Sonata, op. 7, iii, mm. 86-95, consists exclusively of twin codettas over a 

tonic pedal.   
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articulations or full cadential progressions.  These progressions are, of course, secondary 

to the exposition’s structural cadence. 56   Thus, when viewed as a whole, these extensive 

closing sections often resemble a sentence.  In spite of these sentential similarities, a tonic 

pedal belonging to a closing section resists sounding like an opening gesture in a number 

of ways.  Ex. 1.12 exemplifies this kind of resistance. To begin, like most tonic pedals 

featuring twin codettas, the second codetta (mm. 63-65) is a duplicate of the first, so the 

melody does not open up and postcadential function is further reinforced by an emphasis 

on scale-degree 1 and a conventional melody.  In addition, fragmentation serves a 

different purpose in a closing section than a sentence.  In both formal contexts, a tonic 

pedal will sometimes extend into the space dedicated to fragmentation, but in a sentence 

the tonic pedal often has a loosening effect, while in a closing section it does not.  A tonic 

pedal as opening gesture that extends into the continuation tends to weaken the 

continuation by suppressing harmonic rhythm at an inopportune moment; this action can 

delay the cadential progression and often motivates cadential expansion.  Furthermore, it 

can create suspense and dynamism toward the cadence and will often feature melodic 

striving.  In contrast, tonic pedals that extend past their twin codettas tend to lack those 

qualities.  For example, in mm. 65-66 of Ex. 1.12, the persistence of the tonic pedal does 

little to further the progress or development of the initial codetta.  Rather, these measures 

bring the same implied harmonies as before, and the melody continues to affirm the tonic 

scale-degree.  Furthermore, in Ex. 1.12 the fragmentation of mm. 65-67 is exactly the 

                                                 
56 William E. Caplin, “The Classical Cadence: Conceptions and Misconceptions.”  Journal of the American 

Musicological Society  57/1 (2004): 51-117. 
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same.  As a result, the tonic pedal continues to sound static rather than active.  This type 

of exact fragmentation following twin codettas is typical of closing sections where a tonic 

pedal is present.  Measures 67-68 of Ex. 1.12 also illustrate how a tonic pedal will often 

break prior to the end of the closing section.  Tonic pedals work well at the beginning or 

the middle of a phrase or function, but they are typically excluded from phrase endings.  

Postcadential closing sections represent one of the few formal contexts where this 

tendency is relaxed, since no cadence is required to effect closure.   

 

 

Example 1.12: Mozart’s Piano Sonata in C, K. 330, iii, 61-68 

 

That said, many closing sections do affirm the preceding structural cadence with 

one or more authentic cadential progressions.  Ex. 1.13 provides an example of an 

extensive closing section that makes use of cadential progressions.  What sets Ex. 1.13 

apart from Ex. 1.12 is the fact that the tonic pedal does not extend into the fragmentation.  

Once again, postcadential fragmentation is differentiated from thematic fragmentation 

through the use of exact repetition of a small but conventional motive (mm. 51-53), but 

this time conventionality is also conveyed by a pair of cadential progressions rather than 

by extending the tonic pedal into the fragmentation.   
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Example 1.13: Haydn’s Piano Sonata in C, Hob. X  : 50, i, 47-53 

 

 During an extensive closing section, a tonic pedal will often extend into the space 

dedicated to fragmentation.  If the closing section is especially long, as in Ex. 1.14, the 

tonic pedal may persist during the initial stages of fragmentation, but not the final ones.  

In order to help convey fragmentation, a tonic pedal as closing gesture will often adjust 

its implied harmonic progression to convey the change from formal initiation to 

fragmentation.  As with all the previous examples, this closing section begins with twin 

codettas, the first appearing in mm. 132-135, the second in mm. 136-139.  Both codettas 

are supported by a tonic pedal with a harmonic underpinning of the tonic-subdominant 

type.57  Here again, the twin codettas begin in the same way, but their endings differ in 

                                                 
57 The twin codettas differ in size because the first codetta of a pair often begins with a one-measure 

accompanimental lead-in (usually a measure of tonic that functions both as the ending for the theme and the 

beginning of the closing section) which is not repeated at the start of the twin codetta.  Thus, while a tonic 

pedal normally begins on tonic, the melodic starting point of a codetta is quite often not tonic, but rather the 

second chord of the progression (for example, V⁷/IV, IV, or V⁷). Caplin calls this phenomenon 

“accompanimental o erlap” rather than “elision” (Classical Form, 121.).  This kind of off-tonic melodic 
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strength: the ending of the first codetta (m. 135), which comes to rest on scale degree 5, is 

less conclusive than the ending of the second codetta (m. 139), which comes to rest on 

scale degree 1, the local tonic.58  Once the twin codettas have ended, fragmentation 

commences in m. 139, and thereafter, the tonic pedal persists until m. 143.   Implied 

harmonies above a tonic pedal also play an important role in defining the size of melodic 

fragments.  The tonic-subdominant underpinning of the twin codettas is replaced by a 

tonic-dominant underpinning in mm. 139-143. This scenario is not uncommon for long 

closing sections and subdominant chords tend to play a more significant role at the start 

of a closing section, where formal initiation is required, while dominant chords tend to 

play a more significant role at end of a closing section, where formal conclusion is 

required.  Finally, just as the harmonic underpinning of a tonic pedal may change at the 

cusp between twin codettas and their fragmentation, so too can a tonic pedal’s 

accompaniment pattern.  In Ex. 1.14, measure 139 substitutes the bass-drone style of 

pedal articulation for the Tromell-bass style, both of which figure prominently in pedal 

passages for chamber or orchestral works.59  The slower rate of attack here helps to 

dissipate energy and allows the upper voices to come to the fore, while also freeing up 

the second viola to participate in the imitative texture.  This texture can also be invoked 

when explaining the break of the pedal in m. 144.  When the bass finally starts to move, it 

                                                                                                                                                 
beginning is noted by Gjerdingen, who states that the Quiescenza normally begins with a harmony 

supporting ♭7 rather than 8. 
58 The endings of twin codettas frequently have different melodic profiles designed to make the second 

ending sound stronger than the first.  Thus, m. 135 closes on scale degree 5, while m. 139 closes on scale 

degree 1.  Whereas a thematic presentation tends to prolong tonic harmonically but scale degree 3 or 5 

melodically, “postcadential presentation,” which is also tonic prolongational, tends to prolong scale degree 

1 melodically.   
59 Ratner discusses the Trommel-bass in Classic Music.  See his discussion on pages 149 and 433. 
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is in the service of joining the imitative dialogue, as the cello responds to the viola.  At 

the same time, the final stage of an extensive closing section will sometimes feature a full 

cadential progression, which is evident in mm. 144-151: ii—V
6
5/IV—IV—V—I. 

 

Example 1.14: Mozart, String Quintet in C, K. 515, i, 131-151 
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Part III: Tonic Pedals and Form-Functional Overlap 

  

Tonic pedals in a false closing section 

 

While tonic pedals often exhibit a clear, unambiguous function such as opening or 

closing, there are times when they project both functions simultaneously.  One such 

example occurs with what Caplin calls a “false closing section.”   his term refers to a 

specific strategy for opening a transition, wherein the initial codettas of a nominal closing 

section 

merge directly into material that no longer seems part of a closing section but, 

rather, is more typical of a transition.  In these cases, the codettas appear at first to 

have a postcadential function in relation to the main theme, but they are then 

understood retrospectively to initiate (usually as a presentation) the transition 

proper.60   

 

Although many false closing sections feature tonic pedals, they are not an indispensable 

feature of this transition strategy.  Hepokoski and Darcy also discuss tonic pedals as part 

of a false closing section, but they describe this phenomenon as a type of “dissol ing 

transition,” defined as a transition that appears to begin as a thematic restatement, 

complement, or reprise, but “before long branches off into self-evident [transition]-

elaboration.”61   he dissol ing transition that most resembles Caplin’s “false closing 

section,” howe er, is the one that features “dissol ing P-codettas.”  Although there are 

two categories of “dissol ing P-codettas,”   am interested in the one that features tonic 

                                                 
60 Caplin, Classical Form, 254.  See also p. 129. 
61 Hepokoski and Darcy, Elements of Sonata Theory, 101-116. 
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pedals, which Hepo os i and Darcy call “tonic prolongation  ia the ‘circular’ 8-♭7-6-#7-

8 model” (see abo e, tonic pedals as closing gestures).62   

Much of what has been said earlier about tonic pedals in a closing section, 

including general terminology, types of accompanimental figuration, and harmonic 

underpinnings still applies to false closing sections.  For example, in a false closing 

section, the tonic pedal will follow a form-defining authentic cadence.  Although a tonic 

pedal that follows a main theme will sometimes act as a closing gesture of the theme, it 

can also act as an opening gesture for the transition.  Since both possibilities exist, a tonic 

pedal in this location has the potential to suggest two functions at once, a phenomenon I 

call “form-functional o erlap.”  By promoting form-functional overlap between 

postcadential and transition functions, a tonic pedal is, in effect, Janus-faced; it begins 

like an ending for the main theme, but is retrospectively understood as the beginning of a 

transition.  I will sometimes indicate form-functional overlap by connecting the two 

overlapping functions with an arrow.    adopt this arrow, which means “becomes,” and its 

associated labeling system from Janet Schmalfeldt.  The arrow denotes the order in which 

the two functions are heard, but also implies a certain degree of form-functional overlap, 

since, in most cases, the process of “becoming” is gradual and requires an ability to hear 

music “forward and bac ward at the same time.”63  For example, a false closing section 

can be denoted by the symbol CS => TR (“closing section becomes transition”), which 

                                                 
62 Ibid., 102-105.  While most examples of “tonic prolongation  ia the ‘circular’ 8-♭7-6-#7-8 model” do 

feature tonic pedals, some examples do not. 
63 Janet Schmalfeldt, “Form as the Process of Becoming:  he Beetho en-Hegelian Tradition and the 

‘ empest’ Sonata,”  in Beethoven Forum 4 (1995), 54 ff. 
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means the listener initially hears the tonic pedal as part of a closing section, but in 

retrospect understand it as part of a transition.  

 hus, a false closing section is “false” because it initially suggests closing 

function, but before long—or in retrospect—suggests opening function.  Tonic pedals 

function well in this capacity because, as Leonard Ratner notes, “Rhetorically, pedal 

points on the tonic represent statement and conclusion.”64  The dual function of tonic 

pedals in a false closing section exists along a continuum, however.  On one end of the 

spectrum, one suspects that the closing section is false before the tonic pedal has ended.  

On the other end, one remains unaware that it is false until the transition is almost over.  I 

delineate three categories of false closings: those in which the closing function is 

impugned before the tonic pedal breaks; those in which the formal ambiguity is dispelled 

precisely when (or just after) the tonic pedal breaks; and those in which closing function 

remains a possibility well after the pedal has broken.   

In this first category of false closing sections, the tonic pedal initially expresses a 

closing function, but then introduces an opening one prior to the tonic pedal’s conclusion.  

A tonic pedal can foster formal ambiguity during its twin codettas by altering the second 

codetta in such a way that it suggests opening rather than closing.  In Ex. 1.15, the second 

codetta, which spans mm. 21-24, begins a third higher than the first one.  Exact repetition 

with melodic opening up is associated with opening gestures, which is why the listener is 

likely to experience doubts about whether mm. 17-24 serve a closing function.  The 

impression of transition function grows stronger in mm. 25-29 as fragmentation 

                                                 
64 Ratner, Classic Music, 65.   
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commences, but is not fully confirmed until a half cadence is reached in m. 32 and then 

prolonged through a cadential extension in mm. 32-37.  Of course, a transition can begin 

with fragmentation and does not require an initiating function, which begs the question, 

why not call mm. 16-24 a closing section and mm. 25-37 a transition?  The answer is that 

the two sections form a unified whole.  Sometimes it can be difficult to distinguish a 

genuine closing section from a false one, and the case for the latter is strongest when the 

two sections are joined by elision and/or unity of texture or motive and weakest when 

they are separated by a gap or general pause.  While neither elision nor unity of texture 

seems to join the two sections in Ex. 1.15, the fragmentation in mm. 25-37 is ultimately 

understood in relation to the larger, four-measure units that preceded it.  Thus, as with 

any false closing section, the twin codettas in mm. 17-24 can be retrospectively 

reinterpreted as the presentation and thus as an initiating function for the transition.  False 

closing sections are frequently structured as a loosely-organized sentence like the one in 

Ex. 1.15, and tonic pedals seem to have been the preferred harmonic device for opening 

them, since they can resonate with two meanings simultaneously.  In addition, by 

withholding harmonic rhythm, tonic pedals seem to impart drive toward the cadence that 

ends a larger function, such as a sentence or transition.  While this increase in drive may 

be quite modest, a tonic pedal creates an illusion of sorts.  The abrupt shift from stasis to 

mobility that breaking a tonic pedal affords can make the momentum towards the 

cadence sound faster than it really is.    
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Example 1.15: Mozart, Piano Sonata in F, K. 280, iii, 16-37 

 

The ambiguity of function that exists in a tonic pedal will sometimes last the 

duration of the tonic pedal, only to be followed by an abrupt shift from a closing to an 

opening gesture at the boundary between the tonic pedal and what follows.  Ex. 1.16 

provides an illustration of this second category of false closing sections.  The ambiguity 

of function persists longer in Ex. 1.16 because of the nature of the tonic pedal’s repetition 

strategy.  Since the codetta in mm. 8-10 of Ex. 1.16 undergoes exact repetition in mm. 

10-12—that is, without opening up melodically—the second half of the tonic pedal does 

not foreshadow a false closing section as it did in Ex. 1.15.  Rather, it is only in m. 12, 

where fragmentation of the twin codettas might be expected, that the impression of 

transition function begins to take hold.  Fragmentation in the context of a closing section 

tends to be understated, while the opposite is true in a transition.  Thus, what sets the 

process of fragmentation in Ex. 1.16 (a false closing section) apart from that of, say, Ex. 

1.12 (a true closing section) is a stronger sense of dynamism. For example, the running 
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sixteenth notes that enliven the texture across mm. 12-15 of Ex. 1.16 are a familiar sign 

of “getting underway” in a transition. Li ewise, whereas Ex. 1.12 maintained the tonic 

pedal during the initial stage of fragmentation, weakening any sense of continuation or 

instability, Ex. 1.16 breaks the tonic pedal, which greatly intensifies the mobility created 

by the increased surface rhythm.  The sense of mm. 12-16 as a continuation of mm. 8-12 

is further enhanced by the immediate appearance of #4 (F♯) in m. 12, a strong indicator 

of transition function.  This vii°⁷/V chord destabilizes the home key and prepares the 

dominant arrival in m. 14, which is then confirmed by a brief episode of standing on the 

dominant.  Finally, the elision of the two sections (mm. 8-12 and 12-16) is also typical of 

false closing sections, since it helps draw together two units that might otherwise seem 

unconnected, and therefore encourages a retrospective understanding of mm. 8-12 as 

presentational (2: b.i.+2: b.i.) rather than postcadential (twin codettas).  Although many 

transition sections have loosely-organized phrases with no relation to sentence structure, 

as Exx. 1.15 and 1.16 affirm, false closing sections that open with tonic pedals tend to be 

sentential.  This observation confirms that tonic pedals frequently demarcate the openings 

of functions, including looser formal functions or sections, and consequently that they 

tend to segue into material that suggests continuation.   
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Example 1.16: Beethoven, Piano Sonata in C minor, op. 10, no. 1, iii, 8-12 

 

The third category of tonic pedals in a false closing is one in which closing 

function remains a possibility well after the pedal has broken.  This option is illustrated in 

Ex. 1.17.  Although the tonic pedal breaks in m. 12, the first sign of transition function 

does not come until m. 14, with the appearance of B♮, followed by a more convincing 

sign in mm. 15-16, where the rhythmic pattern established in m. 12 breaks and a 4-♮4-5 

half-cadential bass pattern unfolds.  Thus, unlike Ex. 1.16, where the material following 

the tonic pedal immediately and unequivocally expressed transition function, the parallel 

moment in Ex. 1.17 postpones transition function by introducing fragmentation that 

persists in sounding postcadential.  In other words, the melodic fragments in Ex. 1.17 do 

not initially destabilize the home key.  Nor is there an increase in surface rhythm or a 

crescendo during these measures.  In fact, tonic-dominant reinforcement of the type 

found in mm.12-14 is typical of the latter stages of an extensive closing section.  In 

retrospect, however, mm. 8-12 do function as a presentation for a false closing section.  
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In particular, while exact repetition often connotes closing, in this case the tonic pedal 

prolongs scale degree 5 rather than scale degree 1, which allows the melody to progress 

downward over the course of the transition.  In addition, the faster moving 

accompaniment pattern (running sixteenth notes) in mm. 8-12 provides a stark contrast to 

the one associated with the main theme (mm. 1-8), which further contributes to the sense 

that m. 8 is the place where the transition gets underway.65  

 

Example 1.17: Mozart, Piano Sonata in B♭, K. 281, i, 8-17 

 

Tonic pedals as opening gestures for a theme-like transition  

 

A different type of form-functional blurring can be obtained if a tonic pedal is 

introduced after a main theme that lacks a closing section, especially if it is loosely 

organized.  In all the preceding examples of false closing sections there was little doubt 

                                                 
65 For additional examples of false closing sections in which postcadential function remains a possibility 

well after the tonic pedal has broken, see mm. 16-31 of the third mo ement of Mozart’s String  rio in D 

minor, K. 442 and mm. 34-50 of the first movement of his String Trio in E, K. 542.  In both cases, the 

transition’s presentation is elided with its continuation and the strategies for continuation initially affirm the 

home key through tonic-dominant reinforcement. 
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that the main theme had ended prior to the tonic pedal, but in Ex. 1.18 the material 

preceding the tonic pedal seems ambiguous.  To begin, mm. 1-4 of Ex. 1.18 seem more 

introductory than presentational.  This is due, in part, to the unison texture employed 

during mm. 1-4, which is often associated with introductory passages in the Classical 

style.  In fact, the opening of this sonata may allude to the call to attention, or premier 

coup d’archet, associated with symphonies by the Mannheim composers (Stamitz, 

Cannabich, etc.) of the mid-eighteenth century.66  Defined as an “attac  of strings” at the 

start of a movement, the premier coup d’archet typically presented conventional music 

like scales or arpeggios.   

In addition to replacing the expected homophonic texture with a unison texture, 

the opening nine measures of Ex. 1.18 lack other familiar signs of thematic exposition, 

including repetition of the basic idea and movement toward a cadence.67  It is the lack of 

a well-defined cadence, in particular, that makes it hard to determine whether mm. 1-8 

are an introduction or a main theme.  The dominant pedal in mm. 4-7 is much more 

typical of the end of transitions or developments than the end of a main theme.  In other 

words, dominant pedals tend to signify postcadential standing on the dominant and only 

rarely appear as part of an authentic cadential progression. Thus, while mm. 1-4 have an 

introductory quality, mm. 5-8 have a postcadential one. Moreover, when a dominant 

pedal like the one found in mm. 4-7 is followed by a fast, unison texture (evocative of 

Ratner’s “brilliant style”), as happens in mm. 7-8, it is often in the context of a 

                                                 
66 Philip G. Downs, Classical Music: The Era of Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven (New York, NY: Norton, 

1992), 158. 
67 Ultimately, measures 1-9 resemble a sentence more than a period with mm. 1-4 serving as its 

presentation and mm. 5-9 serving as its continuation. 
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postcadential “lin ” meant to connect the end of a de elopmental section with the reprise 

of the main theme.68  Consequently, the tonic pedal found in mm. 9-12 cannot be heard in 

the same way as a false closing section.  Whereas tonic pedals in a false closing section 

initially resemble closing gestures (twin codettas), but are understood retrospectively as 

opening gestures (basic ideas), the tonic pedal in Ex. 1.18 never sounds like a closing 

gesture.  Instead, this tonic pedal announces formal initiation, but then fosters confusion 

over whether it is the opening of a main theme or a transition.  After hearing the strong 

dominant arrival in m. 4 and a flurry of sixteenth notes in mm. 7-8, it is difficult to hear 

the tonic pedal in m. 9 as anything but an opening.  In particular, the tonic pedal features 

exact repetition with melodic opening up, and functions well as an opening gesture for a 

larger transition of tight-knit construction.  However, since the opening eight measures 

sounded introductory, it is still possible to hear the tonic pedal as presentation for the 

main theme.  Indeed, if tonic prolongation and exact repetition of a basic idea are the sine 

qua non of thematic presentation, then mm. 9-12 make a better opening gesture than mm. 

1-4.   

Retrospectively, the tonic pedal in Ex. 1.18 does indeed act as an opening gesture 

for a relatively tight-knit transition, but an awareness of this fact is postponed until at 

least m. 15, where it becomes clear that the process of fragmentation has been extended.69   

Ultimately, it is the Ger
+6

 chord and the dominant arrival in mm. 16-17 and its 

subsequent prolongation in mm. 17-21 that confirms transition function. In conclusion, in 

                                                 
68 Alternatively, the postcadential link may connect the end of a transition with the start of a subordinate 

theme. 
69 Extended continuation is more typical of transitions and subordinate themes than main themes. 
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unusual circumstances like this, a tonic pedal can project formal initiation for a unit that 

sounds like a main theme, but which proves, in retrospect, to be an opening gesture for 

the transition.   

 

Example 1.18: Mozart, Piano Sonata in D, K. 284, i, 1-17  

 

Tonic pedals that blur the boundary between presentation and continuation 

 

As many of the examples in this chapter have shown, tonic pedals will sometimes 

extend into the continuation phrase of a sentence.  In general, a tonic pedal that 

establishes a four-measure presentation through exact or statement-response repetition 
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creates a strong expectation for continuation.  This means of demarcating a presentation 

is so effective that often no change of texture is required across the formal boundary. 

However, sometimes a main theme will begin with a tonic pedal that fails to signal 

presentation through a standard repetition strategy.  When this happens, it may be harder 

to discern a change in function from presentation to continuation, and this is especially 

true if the tonic pedal makes use of a single rotation of the circular 8-♭7-6-♮7-8 model.70 

As mentioned, a single rotation tends to occur in introductions or continuations rather 

than presentations.  Example 1.19 provides a good illustration of this type of form-

functional overlap.  Although, in my view, mm. 1-6 ultimately demarcate the presentation 

of a larger 13-measure sentence, this tonic pedal blurs the boundary between presentation 

and continuation in several ways.  To begin, the tonic pedal does not feature a consistent, 

uniform accompaniment across its entire length.  As a result, the establishment of a new 

texture in m. 3 initially suggests a partitioning of the presentation into a 2 + 4 pattern.  

Yet this subdivision is at odds with the melodic design of mm. 1-6, which seems to 

project a continuous 4-measure basic idea, followed by a pair of one-measure melodic 

fragments, made salient by the rests in measures 5 and 6.  Attending to either 

parameter—texture or melody—does not change the fact that the presentation is loosely 

organized in terms of size, but it can change one’s reading of the formal functions.   

                                                 
70 In his description of the Quiescenza, which uses the circular 8-♭7-6-♮7-8 model, Gjerdingen states, “As 

a framing device, [the Quiescenza] could also appear as an opening gambit (usually not repeated), though 

this usage was less common.”  Music in the Galant Style, 460.   
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Example 1.19: Mozart, Piano Sonata in F, K. 280, i, 1-13 

 

In addition to texture and melody, a third parameter should be taken into account 

when deciphering the formal functions at play during this main theme, namely the tonic 

pedal itself.  During my discussion of twin codettas, I argued that the circular 8-♭7-6-♮7-

8 model should be one’s guide when demarcating the size of codettas.  The same 

principle holds true when the circular 8-♭7-6-♮7-8 model appears as an opening gambit. 

That is, the completion of the circular 8-♭7-6-♮7-8 model will normally demarcate a 

basic idea.  Then, a second cycle is usually undertaken, the completion of which marks 

the boundary between presentation and continuation.  A single cycle of the circular 8-♭7-

6-♮7-8 model can initiate continuation, but this seldom happens and tends to follow a 

tight-knit presentation.  While mm. 3-6 do express fragmentation that suggests 

continuation function, the tonic pedal attenuates that function by undermining harmonic 

motion.  Nevertheless, mm. 3-6 do briefly suggest overlap between presentation and 
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continuation functions.  Ultimately, however, mm. 3-6 must be understood as 

fragmentation within the context of a presentation, since what follows the tonic pedal in 

mm. 7-13 is a pair of cadential phrases.  In light of this, the listener presumably discounts 

the feint toward continuation in mm. 3-6, but the overall effect of such form-functional 

overlap is a loosening of the presentation. 

The presentation in Ex. 1.19 is also loosened through internal expansion.  A six-

measure presentation is more loosely organized than a four-measure one, and as 

mentioned, mm. 1-6 of Ex. 1.19 do not subdivide evenly as tight-knit presentations often 

do.  A six-measure presentation is generally too short to sound like a two-part 

presentation, and in particular, this one does not convey a change of topic or character 

over the course of the tonic pedal.  Rather, internal expansion in Ex. 1.19 seems to 

originate from two distinct strategies.  The first one involves expansion of the initial tonic 

through arpeggiation, and in this regard, mm. 1-2 of Ex. 1.19 do resemble the first part of 

a two-part presentation.  This brief tonic arpeggiation functions as an introduction to the 

onset of the circular 8-♭7-6-♮7-8 model.  The second expansion strategy found in Ex. 

1.19 is its atypical use of the circular 8-♭7-6-♮7-8 model.  If it had been used to initiate 

the main theme, a four-measure tonic pedal like this would be normal and could signify 

the basic idea of an eight-measure presentation with exact repetition, but in this case, 

where it is introduced in m. 3, it loosens the form by creating an asymmetrical structure.  

The 4 + 1 + 1 grouping structure described above offers the most convincing way of 

hearing Ex. 1.19, and while earlier examples of tonic pedals as opening gestures have 
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also demonstrated internal expansion, this is the only example in which the presentation 

expresses fragmentation within the context of a presentation.  One consequence of 

introducing fragmentation during a presentation, a process often reserved for 

continuations, is that it seems to demand even greater instability from the continuation 

proper in order to make that function effective.  Thus, mm. 7-13 of Ex. 1.19 promote 

instability through increased surface and harmonic rhythms, an even greater sense of 

fragmentation, and cadential extension. 
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Conclusion 

 

Although tonic pedals can appear in a surprising array of formal locations, most 

of them fall into one of three categories.  A tonic pedal can serve as an opening gesture, a 

closing gesture, or it can foster ambiguity or overlap between opening and closing 

functions, between two different types of openings, or between two contiguous formal 

functions.  Regardless of where a tonic pedal occurs, certain general characteristics can 

be identified:  All tonic pedals inhibit cadential progressions.  In addition, tonic pedals do 

not impose rigid requirements on melodic design, but rather can support a variety of 

patterns, sizes, and contours, ranging from conventional to characteristic, from small to 

large, and from continuous to divisible.  Furthermore, in terms of size, tonic pedals are 

malleable, but the examples in this chapter suggest a tendency toward four- , six-, or 

eight-measure lengths.  Four-measure tonic pedals are perhaps the most common, which 

explains why tonic pedals function well as presentations for tight-knit sentences.  Finally, 

a tonic pedal represents a unique type of tonic prolongation, one that embodies a paradox 

of motion against stasis.  Even though the lowest note is fixed, a tonic pedal still often 

features “implied harmonies” that mimic con entional harmonic progressions.   n terms 

of harmony, most tonic pedals can be  iewed in relation to the “circular 8-♭7-6-♮7-8 

model.”   hat is, a tonic pedal will often express the “implied” harmonic progression, 

I(ped)( V⁷/IV)  (IV)(vii°)I, or a truncated or expanded version of this.  Less 

often, a tonic pedal will prolong tonic through a linear-intervallic pattern consisting 
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chiefly of parallel imperfect consonances.  Although repetition of a formal unit (basic 

idea, codetta, etc.) plays a role, manipulating the number of implied harmonies within a 

tonic pedal may be the more important factor in determining its overall size.  The 

unfolding of a tonic pedal’s “implied progression” will often feature a continuous and 

sometimes fast-moving accompaniment, which tends to demarcate a formal unit, but in 

rare instances may also serve to blur formal boundaries or promote a sense of instability 

or suspense within a phrase. 

Closing sections perhaps first come to mind when one thinks of tonic pedals, but 

as the opening of this chapter delineates, tonic pedals frequently express formal initiation.  

However, they are not limited to stable theme types.  In addition to main and subordinate 

themes, tonic pedals frequently open loosely-organized formal areas such as transitions.  

In rare instances, they can even initiate a continuation phrase, but this is unusual because 

tonic prolongation is not a preferred strategy for generating harmonic instability.  

However, because of their capacity for generating a consistent rate of “implied harmonic 

rhythm,” tonic pedals can promote continuation by con eying fragmentation in the 

absence of a true harmonic progression.   

 Tonic pedals are not limited to formal initiation, however.  Closing sections—as 

well as codas—also provide fertile ground for tonic pedals.  Tonic pedals as closing 

gesture share many of the defining features of tonic pedals as opening gestures cited 

above, but differ in terms of context.  To begin, tonic pedals as closing gestures normally 

follow the authentic cadence of a theme.  Because of this fact, tonic pedals as closing 

gestures (or what Gjerdingen calls “Quiescenzas”) are deemed “postcadential,” and as 
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Gjerdingen asserts, they are somewhat analogous to cadenzas, since both delay the 

progress of a movement: cadenzas do this by delaying the resolution of an important 

cadence; tonic pedals as closing gestures do this by prolonging the tonic that follows such 

a cadence.  Furthermore, although a tonic pedal as closing gesture may resemble a 

presentation phrase in ha ing repeated material at its opening, or what   ha e called “twin 

codettas,” its adherence to “exact repetition” frequently helps to distinguish it from its 

tonic-pedal-as-opening-gesture counterpart.  In other words, twin codettas come to 

signify closing.  To support the sense of postcadential function that twin codettas convey, 

a tonic pedal as closing gesture will also tend to have a more conventional melody than 

its opening-gesture counterpart.  Such conventionality is con eyed through “exact 

repetition,” square proportions (the one-, two-, or four-measure codetta being the norm), 

melodic closing down, passagework, and a static prolongation of the first or fifth scale-

degree.71  

In terms of texture, a tonic pedal as closing gesture will often stand apart from the 

music that either precedes or follows it, and in doing so, it helps to articulate formal 

divisions.  While not unique to tonic pedals as closing gestures, most tonic pedals in a 

closing context will express a continuous, often fast-moving accompaniment pattern such 

as an Alberti-bass or, in the case of chamber works, a Trommel-bass.  The preference for, 

and aesthetic value of, such an accompaniment may have to do with a need to draw out a 

                                                 
71 Prolonging scale-degree 5 is perhaps an equally common alternative to prolonging scale-degree 1 in a 

closing section.  I suggest here that one reason scale-degree 5 does not tend to undermine the primacy of 

the structural cadence is that it can behave as a cover tone.  A cover tone is heard primarily as a decorative 

tone, and in this context it would offer melodic contrast to the arrival on 1 that had occurred at the 

structural cadence.  Alternatively, an emphasis on scale-degree 5 can also serve to emphasize scale-degree 

1 by allowing for repeated instances of “closing down,” as was the case is Ex. 1.12. 
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formal section.  Even though the theme has attained both melodic and harmonic closure, 

the ending can be enlivened by maintaining an tonic pedal with an animated texture.  

Finally, whereas tonic pedals as closing gestures for a main theme will often encompass 

all or most of the closing section, those found after a subordinate theme, which tend to be 

longer, will often only envelop the first half, or perhaps just the first third, of the entire 

area dedicated to closing.  Although twin codettas are still present in an extensive closing 

section, they are often succeeded by additional codettas that typically bring 

fragmentation, followed by tonic-dominant reinforcement and even cadential 

progressions.  Tonic pedals can help to mediate the transition from twin codettas to 

fragmentation by extending into the area of fragmentation, and when this happens, the 

boundary is made salient by altering the harmonic underpinning of the tonic pedal.  A 

tonic pedal can be supported by a  ariety of permutations of the “circular 8-♭7-6-♮7-8 

model,” including one that simply alternates between   and    (fa ored at the start of a 

closing section) and another one that simply alternates between I and V (favored in the 

middle or at the end).  At the same time, e en when the “circular 8-♭7-6-♮7-8 model” is 

used to promote a faster rate of implied harmonic rhythm in the middle of a closing 

section, the effect of a tonic pedal that extends past its twin codettas is still decidedly 

postcadential.  The tonic pedal mitigates the dynamism that fragmentation tends to 

convey in other formal contexts. 

 The final category of tonic pedals delineated in this chapter involves tonic pedals 

that express formal ambiguity, either by simultaneously suggesting two formal functions 
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(overlap) or by making it difficult for the listener to decide which of two possible 

opening gestures is being expressed (ambiguity).  A good example of the former is the 

false closing section.    While tonic pedals often exhibit a clear, unambiguous function 

such as opening or closing, in a false closing section a tonic pedal initially makes a 

closing gesture, but is subsequently understood to be part of an opening gesture. The 

opportunity for overlapping functions exists because a tonic pedal is frequently used to 

announce the closing section for a main theme, but can also be used to announce the start 

of a transition.   he tonic pedal’s role in this formal o erlap turns primarily on its ability 

to evoke closing function through tonic prolongation and twin codettas.  A tonic pedal 

can also express ambiguity by acting as an opening gesture for an indeterminate formal 

function.  Unlike a false closing section, this scenario is made possible by a main theme 

that clearly lacks a closing section, a determination made possible by the fact the main 

theme does not conclude with a cadence.  Consequently, the tonic pedal that follows the 

main theme is never heard as postcadential.  Finally, a tonic pedal will sometimes blur 

boundaries between functions on a more local level by expressing continuation in the 

context of a larger presentation phrase.   This is more likely to occur in instances where 

the tonic pedal fails to signal presentation through a standard repetition strategy.   
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Chapter 2:  Dominant Pedals 

 

 

Introduction 

 

 

   Like tonic pedals, dominant pedals derive their name from the harmony they 

prolong.  Because they prolong V, a more harmonically open sonority than I, they tend to 

harness more energy and consequently to serve different functions than tonic pedals.  For 

example, while both tonic and dominant pedals can act as opening gestures, dominant 

pedals tend to open less stable formal functions like contrasting middles or continuations.  

In addition, both pedal types excel as closing gestures.  In this treatise, I have used the 

phrase “closing gesture” to refer to a pedal that mar s the end of a larger formal section 

such as a theme, transition, or development.  In general, closing gestures are 

“postcadential,” as they extend the final harmony of either a half cadence or an authentic 

cadence.72   n Caplin’s terminology, a passage that does the former is called “standing on 

the dominant,” while one that does the latter is called a “closing section.” 73  Other 

authors use different terminology.  Hepokoski and Darcy, for example, prefer the terms 

“acti e dominant” or “dominant loc ” o er “standing on the dominant,” especially in a 

transition.74  In contrast, William Rothstein, following more closely in the footsteps of 

                                                 
72 In some cases these cadential articulation points may seem rather weak  and may not fit the strict 

requirements of a cadence. 
73 “Standing on the dominant” is defined as “a postcadential intrathematic function following a half 

cadence.  It may also follow a perfect authentic cadence at the end of a small ternary exposition to initiate a 

contrasting middle.  It consists exclusively of one or more ideas supported by a dominant prolongation.”  

Caplin, Classical Form, 257.    
74 Hepokoski and Darcy, Elements of Sonata Theory, 24. 
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Hugo Riemann, refers to closing gestures as “suffixes.”   he function of a suffix is “to 

extend a goal already reached.”75  While Rothstein’s suffixes fall into two broad 

categories, small and large, a “codetta” exemplifying the former and a “coda” 

exemplifying the latter, most pedal points fall in the small category.  Even though both 

tonic and dominant pedals can serve as closing gestures, extending a half cadence 

typically has a very different rhetorical effect than extending an authentic cadence, as 

Rothstein’s description of the “small suffix” ma es clear: 

After a full cadence [small suffixes] have the function of a codetta—an extended 

repose—even if the key of the full cadence is not the main key of the piece.  After 

a half cadence they signal increased tension and expectancy; in this guise they are 

especially used to prepare important thematic entrances or—what is much the 

same thing—to prepare a thematic return.  The end of the development section in 

sonata forms commonly features a small suffix following a half cadence in the 

tonic key; a lead-in between this suffix and the beginning of the recapitulation is 

also common.76 

  

 Thus, while both types of pedal extend a cadence, dominant pedals generally 

create more suspense, although the degree of suspense can vary considerably.  As a 

harmony, dominant requires resolution, whereas tonic does not, so a dominant pedal 

implies resolution of some kind.  Furthermore, as Rothstein states, a half cadence 

heightens expectations for a reprise. Yet, the drama associated with dominant pedals is 

not solely a function of harmony; the plurality of options for resolution that exists in the 

wake of standing on the dominant adds another layer of suspense.  While postcadential 

dominant pedals might imply a certain resolution, strictly speaking they can be followed 

                                                 
75 William Rothstein, Phrase Rhythm in Tonal Music (New York: Schirmer Books, 1989), 73. 
76 Ibid., 71. 
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by almost any harmony, and this is especially true at the end of a transition, where 

rhetorical strategies such as forte hammer blows and the medial caesura can articulate the 

boundary between the transition and subordinate theme so strongly that it obviates the 

need to draw a harmonic connection between them.77  Finally, because of their different 

harmonic and rhetorical functions, tonic and dominant pedals can usually be 

differentiated in terms of location.  A tonic pedal tends to close a stable formal section 

such as a theme or coda, while a dominant pedal tends to close an unstable formal area 

such as a transition, development, or contrasting middle. 

 Although tonic and dominant pedals would seem to have little in common, they 

share another important function besides extending a cadence.  Both pedal types foster 

form-functional overlap, especially the overlapping of closing and opening functions.  In 

the case of tonic pedals, a closing section can easily be reinterpreted as the opening of a 

transition.  By analogy, postcadential standing on the dominant over a dominant pedal in 

a transition will sometimes be reinterpreted as the opening of a subordinate theme.  Both 

situations tend to loosen the form. In addition, all pedals have the potential to expand a 

function from within.  As mentioned, tonic pedals frequently convey presentation, and as 

the two-part-presentation example revealed, they sometimes expand that function 

internally.  Likewise, a dominant pedal can expand a function from within.  Due to its 

more active quality, a dominant pedal is normally excluded from the opening of a theme, 

                                                 
77 James Hepokoski and Warren Darcy, Elements of Sonata Theory, 24 ff. 
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but it can expand a variety of other functions, including continuation, standing-on-the-

dominant and contrasting-middle functions. 

Although tonic pedals can appear in a variety of keys, an awareness of tonic 

function is rarely in doubt, even when that function is not the home-key tonic.  For 

example, while tonic pedals as closing gestures are most strongly associated with the 

subordinate key, in most cases they begin and end as a local tonic.  It is only at the global 

level that this tonic prolongation can be understood as a dominant.  In contrast, dominant 

pedals frequently mediate between the home-key and subordinate-key areas, and 

consequently, the harmonic function of the dominant pedal is sometimes in doubt.  That 

is, dominant pedals frequently express tonic function, often beginning as a local tonic but 

ending as a home-key dominant. Because dominant pedals tend to feature more harmonic 

ambiguity than tonic pedals, this chapter considers the harmonic trajectory of a dominant 

pedal, and makes that trajectory its chief organizing principle.  A harmonic trajectory 

refers to whether a dominant pedal has the same harmonic function at the beginning as it 

does at the end.   f a dominant pedal’s starting and ending harmonies are the same, its 

trajectory is static.  If, on the other hand, these harmonies differ in function, its trajectory 

is “transforming.”  When we thin  of dominant pedals, we most likely think of those with 

a static harmonic trajectory, of which there are two types:78  “Dominant pedals” and 

“tonicized dominant pedals.”    use the symbol            to indicate the former and the 

                                                 
78 Because most pedals, whether tonic or dominant, have a static harmonic trajectory, I will generally omit 

the term “static” when describing them. 
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symbol            to indicate the latter. 79  Although both types of pedal are understood to 

prolong V on a global level (hence, the Roman numeral V), a tonicized dominant pedal 

prolongs tonic function on a local le el, indicated by the superscript “t,” while a 

dominant pedal prolongs dominant on a local le el, indicated by the superscript “d.”   

Thus, superscripts refer to the local harmonic function of a pedal, while Roman numerals 

refer its global harmonic function.  The arrow between the Roman numerals denotes the 

time span between a pedal’s starting and ending harmonies.   

As mentioned, a dominant pedal can also have a transforming trajectory.  In 

theory, two types of “transforming pedals” exist, those that begin as a local tonic (the 

tonic of the subordinate key), but end as a local dominant (the home- ey dominant), 

indicated thus          , and those that begin as a global dominant, but end as a local 

tonic, indicated thus           .  As will be shown, the first type of transformation is easy 

to accomplish within the context of a pedal, while the second is not.    refer to a           

pedal as a “transforming pedal” and a            pedal as a “re erse transforming pedal.”  

Finally, transforming pedals are unique among pedal points in that they mediate between 

two different keys and two different harmonic functions without a change of bass.   he 

topic of this chapter will be dominant pedals of the             and             ariety, 

                                                 
79 My idea for using these symbols comes from Hepo os i and Darcy’s Elements of Sonata Theory, xxv.  

In their analyses, the authors sometimes use the symbol VT, which they define as “a   that is tonicized; the 

dominant sounded as a key (as in second themes of major-mode expositions).”   hus, the subscript means 

“tonicized.”  Additionally, the authors use the symbol VA to refer to an “acti e dominant,” defined in 

relation to their “dominant-loc .”   n this case, the subscript means “acti e.”   bid., 24.  n my theory,   use 

superscripts instead of subscripts and have found it advantageous to use a new symbol,     , instead of  A.  

 he “d” superscript stands for “dominant.”  
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while that of Chapter 3 will be transforming pedals of the             and            

variety. 
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Dominant pedals are a standard means of prolonging a half cadence or dominant 

arri al in the Classical style, a phenomenon referred to as “standing on the dominant,” or 

more recently, a “dominant loc .”80  While both terms describe the same phenomenon, I 

will use “standing on the dominant” for the sa e of consistency.   wo common implied 

harmonic progressions for conveying standing on the dominant include V—(I)—V⁷—

(I)—V—(vii°⁷/V)—V and V—(vii°⁷/V)—V—(vii°⁷/V)—V, or some combination 

thereof.  As these implied progressions reveal, the defining feature of standing on the 

dominant is dominant prolongation, and while these implied progressions are frequently 

expressed via a dominant pedal, they can just as easily proceed without one.   The affinity 

between dominant pedals and standing on the dominant is perhaps best explained by 

Caplin’s assertion that pedals represent “the most perceptually forceful way of 

prolonging a harmony.”81  While my focus is on dominant pedals, the fact that they are 

inextricably linked to standing on the dominant necessitates a review of that concept.  

Many dominant pedals are postcadential, but unlike tonic pedals as closing gestures, they 

tend to appear in non-thematic portions of a movement such as transitions and 

developments.  Postcadential standing on the dominant extends the half cadence or 

                                                 
80 James Hepokoski and Warren Darcy, Elements of Sonata Theory, 24 ff. 
81 Caplin, Classical Form, 25. 
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dominant arrival of an unstable formal section, and in that regard, it closes that section. 82 

Alternatively, it can also mark the arrival of a development key or tonicized region within 

a development, in which case it does not close a section.  Even though dominant pedals 

initiate a standing on the dominant, to call them “opening gestures” is to lose sight of 

their postcadential function within a larger formal section. Yet, as the Rothstein quotation 

about “small suffixes” affirms, the rhetorical function of standing on the dominant could 

also be described as a “preparatory gesture” rather than a “closing gesture,” since it 

frequently prepares the entrance or reprise of a theme.  Furthermore, whereas tonic pedals 

that close a theme type may actually bring full closure to a movement or theme, dominant 

pedals that end a transition, development, or contrasting middle can only bring partial 

closure; they can close a section, but not a movement or a theme.  This difference 

acknowledges that dominant-based closing is different from tonic-based closing.  If 

sonata forms resemble narratives in having multiple sections, each with its own 

conclusion, then the dominant pedal as closing gesture is perhaps analogous to an open-

ended conclusion. 

 he concept of “postcadential” function embraces both tonic pedals in a closing 

section and dominant pedals in a context of standing on the dominant.  Indeed, dominant 

pedals of the            or             arieties tend to exhibit phrase structures that bear a 

remarkable similarity to tonic pedals found in a closing section.  Because of this shared 

postcadential function, both tonic and dominant pedals prolong the root-position sonority 

                                                 
82 A “dominant arri al” is defined as “a noncadential articulation of formal closure mar ed by the 

appearance of a dominant harmony near the end of a themelike unit (especially a contrasting middle, 

transition, retransition, or de elopment).” Caplin, Classical Form, 254. 
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that concludes a cadential progression; both tend to open with a short, conventional idea 

that is immediately repeated (“twin codettas”); both will sometimes bring fragmentation 

that intensifies the motion to the final chord; and both bring similar accompaniment 

patterns and implied harmonic progressions.  Yet, as mentioned, the two types of pedals 

prolong different harmonies, occur in different formal contexts, and have very different 

energy profiles: tonic pedals being associated with repose; dominant pedals being 

associated with increased tension and expectation.  Because of these differences, 

terminological issues can arise in attempting to describe these two phenomena.  For 

example, since the word “codetta” has long been associated with closing gestures that 

prolong tonic, Caplin ne er uses the word “codetta” when describing the phrase structure 

of standing on the dominant, as he does for closing sections.  To resolve this problem, I 

use the term “dominant codetta,” and this allows me to retain the notion of “twin 

codettas” for both types of closing gestures.     

Many postcadential            dominant pedals consist of three stages: 1) 

“dominant codettas”; 2) an optional “continuation”; and 3) a “concluding dominant.”   

While other possibilities exist, this three-stage model accounts for a myriad of examples 

within the Classical style.  The first stage generally consists of two dominant codettas, or 

what   ha e called “twin dominant codettas.”  Less often, one finds what   call 

“statement-response dominant codettas,” which are analogous to basic ideas in a 

presentation that undergo “statement-response repetition.”  Although frequently omitted, 

the “continuation” stage is useful for expanding the length of a dominant pedal.  While 

many instances of a standing on the dominant maintain their dominant pedals throughout, 
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it is not uncommon for a dominant pedal to break at the cusp between twin dominant 

codettas and their “continuation.”   his obser ation is consistent with the claim that 

pedals generally initiate a formal function.  As the word “continuation” implies, the 

model operates on the assumption that a postcadential standing on the dominant often has 

a sentential phrase structure.  Since a postcadential standing on the dominant frequently 

begins with twin dominant codettas, it can be said to resemble not only a closing section, 

but also a presentation with exact repetition.83  Using the term “dominant codetta” in 

conjunction with “continuation” has the ad antage of calling attention to the sentential 

phrase structure without losing sight of the postcadential role that a standing on the 

dominant typically plays, and indeed most dominant codettas exhibit conventional rather 

than characteristic melodic material.  To avoid confusing this type of continuation with 

thematic continuation,   will generally place “continuation” in quotation mar s to indicate 

that it is postcadential.  In addition to dominant codettas and a possibility of 

“continuation,” a postcadential standing on the dominant will normally target a root-

position dominant triad or dominant seventh chord. Although this arrival can have the 

appearance of a half cadence, sometimes including a cadential six-four or a suspension 

figure, which is then often followed by a caesura (a moment of silence), I prefer to call 

this arri al point the “concluding dominant” in order to a oid the issue of whether to call 

the V chord a half cadence or not.84 Even though concluding dominants are often 

                                                 
83 Twin codettas were described previously in relation to tonic pedals as closing gestures. Sometimes 

additional repetitions of the initial codetta appear, in which case the gambit can be named according to the 

total number of codettas (“triple codettas,” “quadruple codettas,” and so on). 
84 Two issues are being sidestepped here.  First, a standing on the dominant will sometimes follow a true 

half cadence, or it can follow a “dominant arri al.”  A fine line sometimes exists between the two concepts.  
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moments of climax or fanfare, the term is neutral with respect to rhetorical function.  A 

concluding dominant must conclude a formal function and in that sense it is analogous to 

a punctuation mark, but this mark of closure need not be emphatic.  The term is flexible 

enough to include examples of postcadential standing on the dominant that end in an 

understated way.  In rare instances where a standing on the dominant is expanded to 

include two distinct sections, each with its own melodic profile, accompaniment, and 

phrase structure, both sections will have their own concluding dominant.  However, since 

the concluding dominant of the second section closes the entire formal function, it tends 

to be more active, conclusive, and significant than the first.   

 

           peda  i  a tra  itio   po tcade tia   

 

Example 2.1, an excerpt from Beetho en’s “Waldstein” Piano Sonata, offers an 

example of a dominant pedal as closing gesture for a transition.  Although a            

dominant pedal will often break before a standing on the dominant has ended, the one in 

Ex. 2.1 is maintained throughout.  What follows the dominant pedal in mm. 31-34 is best 

described as an extended anacrusis to the subordinate theme and should not be confused 

with a postcadential standing on the dominant.  While the exposition is unconventional in 

terms of key relationships (modulating as it does to the major mediant), the transition 

itself is conventional.  In order to effect a modulation to E major, the transition targets an 

                                                                                                                                                 
Second, while a standing on the dominant  is generally understood to begin with a half cadence, especially 

in Caplin’s formulation of the term, recent wor  by Hepo os i and Darcy tends to place greater emphasis 

on the end of the standing on the dominant, at least with regard to transitions, which begs the question: does 

a standing on the dominant begin or end with a half cadence? 
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Italian augmented sixth chord in m. 22, which makes it clear that the pedal in mm. 23-29 

is a dominant to either E major or E minor.  As is usually the case with a postcadential 

standing on the dominant in a transition, the dominant pedal begins with “twin dominant 

codettas,” the first one appearing in mm. 23-24; the second in mm. 25-26.  Both 

dominant codettas feature an implied harmonic progression: V(ped.)—(I)—V⁷ —(I)—V, 

and the first one elides with the second.  Insofar as twin dominant codettas resemble a 

presentation phrase, it is worth noting that the basic ideas of presentation phrases are 

rarely elided.  Thus, in addition to contextual and melodic-motivic considerations 

(conventional versus characteristic material), the presence or absence of elision can help 

differentiate presentations from twin dominant codettas at the phrase level.  

 

Example 2.1:  Beetho en, Piano Sonata in C, “Waldstein,” op. 53, i, 22-31 
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  Although a dominant pedal’s continuous accompaniment ser es to unify the 

twin-dominant-codetta phase with its subsequent “continuation,” as Ex. 2.1 illustrates, it 

can also reinforce the rhythmic dri e that typifies the “continuation” stage of a standing 

on the dominant.  he more decisi e factor in con eying “continuation” abo e a dominant 

pedal tends to be fragmentation, and the pedal plays a role here as well. This may seem 

counterintuitive, since dominant pedals are harmonically static, but as I have argued, they 

contain “implied” harmonies that allow them to mimic an increase in harmonic rhythm.  

Thus, in m. 27 the implied rate of harmonic change accelerates from two to four chords 

per measure, which in turn helps to delineate the melodic fragments.  As with thematic 

continuation, fragmentation may intensify with the drive to the phrase ending during 

postcadential “continuation,” but in the context of a dominant pedal, this can be harder to 

accomplish.  Rather than relying solely on the rate of implied harmonic rhythm, m. 28 

introduces two other changes that promote “continuation”: one related to the 

accompaniment; the other related to dynamics. Although the change is subtle, the pedal 

tone is articulated less frequently in m. 27 than in mm. 25-26.  This adjustment 

counteracts the prevailing rate of implied harmonic rhythm (four chords per measure) to 

create two fragments per measure.  Then in m. 28 the attack points of the pedal 

synchronize with the chord changes again, as in mm. 25-26, but now the implied 

harmonic rhythm has doubled, so fragmentation intensifies, as does the drive to the 

concluding dominant. The smaller fragments in m. 28 are then underscored with forte and 

sforzando markings.    
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 The goal of a standing on the dominant is the “concluding dominant.”   his 

dominant triad appears in m. 29 of Ex. 2.1.  A concluding dominant normally falls on a 

strong beat, although it may be decorated by suspension-like figures.  In piano textures 

that feature a fast, continuous accompaniment, the concluding dominant normally shatters 

that continuity by supplanting the animated accompaniment with a sustained chord.  

Furthermore, the arrival of the concluding dominant is sometimes so dramatic as to emit 

“re erberations.”  Measures 29-30 illustrate one kind of reverberation associated with 

concluding dominants, a scenario in which the accompaniment stops, ending the literal 

repetition of the bass pedal, but the texture of the upper voice continues.  The concluding 

dominant seems unable to contain the momentum generated during the “continuation,” 

resulting in a cascading arpeggiation of the dominant triad in its wake.  While this type of 

reverberation does not have a name, it is not entirely uncommon, and its defining feature 

is textural change via accompanimental cessation.  Thus, as Ex. 2.1 reveals, a 

“concluding dominant” sometimes refers to the literal cessation of a pedal rather than its 

actual, imagined, or experiential ending.  Even though the dominant pedal is not literally 

sounding in mm. 29-30, it continues to be in effect until the downbeat of m. 31.  In their 

discussion of transitions, Hepokoski and Darcy describe another type of reverberation 

associated with concluding dominants, namely the appearance of one or more forte 

hammer-blows.85   n their words, “the hammer-blow effect is a common means of 

simultaneously bringing the energy-gain of [the transition] to a terminal peak and 

                                                 
85 For an example of a transition with a dominant pedal whose concluding dominant spawns forte hammer-

blows, see mm. 26-32 of the first mo ement of Haydn’s E-flat major Piano Trio, Hob. XV: 30. 
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beginning to discharge that tension for the subsequent drop to [the subordinate theme].”86 

While a “concluding dominant” is a not a requirement during a standing on the dominant, 

it is often a more reliable marker of the end of that function than forte hammer blows.87   

 

           peda  i  a de e opme t  po tcade tia   

 

 When a            pedal appears at the end of a de elopment, it can be a longer 

affair than one found at the end of a transition, but the general harmonic function of       

          still applies.  For example, the dominant pedal in Ex. 2.2 is 15 measures long.  

Such an expansi e            pedal might be  iewed as compensation for the false 

recapitulation in E♭ major that begins in m. 98, which is prepared by its own passage of 

standing on the (wrong) dominant in mm. 93-98.  In Ex. 2.2, the first way in which the 

home-key dominant pedal is expanded involves dominant codettas.  After approaching 

the dominant pedal via an augmented sixth chord in m. 106, a two-measure dominant 

codetta is presented in mm. 107-108.  As expected, the dominant codetta undergoes exact 

repetition in mm. 109-110, but then unexpectedly undergoes a third repetition in mm. 

111-112.  he “continuation” stage of the dominant pedal (mm. 113-114) is relatively 

straightforward and does not feature expansion.  As with the previous example, the 

                                                 
86 James Hepokoski and Warren Darcy, Elements of Sonata Theory, 34. 
87 For an illustration of forte hammer-blows in the context of a dominant pedal as closing gesture, see mm. 

21-22 of Beetho en’s E major Piano Sonata, op. 14, no. 1.  Another excellent illustration of this effect 

occurs in mm. 16-22 of the first mo ement of Mozart’s A minor Piano Sonata, K. 310, but this example 

differs from op. 53 and op. 14, no. 1 insofar as the dominant pedal is restricted to the twin-dominant-

codetta phase of a postcadential standing on the dominant. 
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“continuation” is defined by fragmentation, but once again the accompaniment plays a 

critical role in articulating the shift from two-measure dominant codettas to one-measure 

fragments.  In Chapter 1, I described accompaniments like the one in Ex. 2.2 as 

exhibiting a “bass-drone style.”   n this style, the bass pedal is articulated much less 

frequently than in the “arpeggiated style” often associated with pedal points.   n such 

cases, the next-highest voice abo e the pedal determines the rate of “implied” harmonic 

motion.  As is often the case during a “continuation,” a rapid alternation between   and 

vii°⁷/V is used to convey fragmentation during mm. 113-114.  Finally, the goal of the 

“continuation” in Ex. 2.2 is the concluding dominant on beat 1 of m. 115, an arrival that 

in retrospect proves to be the first of two concluding dominants. 
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Example 2.2:  Beethoven, Piano Sonata in G minor, op. 14, no. 2, i, 107-124 

 

Another way in which the            pedal in Ex. 2.2 is expanded is through the 

strategy of a “two-part standing on the dominant,” where each part ends with its own 

concluding dominant.  Part 1 (mm. 107-115) is defined by conventional material moving 

in thirty-second notes, a “bass-drone style” of pedal accompaniment, and an understated 

concluding dominant.  In contrast, Part 2 (mm. 115-121) features a characteristic motive 

derived from the main theme, a continuous, arpeggiated style of pedal accompaniment, 

and a dramatic concluding dominant seventh.  As an expansion technique, a two-part 

dominant pedal performs two functions.  First, it allows for dynamic shading within the 
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context of a postcadential standing on the dominant, and second, it introduces 

anticipatory motives for the return of the main theme.  Dynamic shading is evident in Ex. 

2.2 through a comparison of the dynamics and concluding dominants of the two parts.  

Part 1 opens with a forte marking, but then loses momentum by concluding with a V triad 

in m. 115, marked pianissimo.   Part 2 reverses this dynamic profile, starting softly but 

ending with a dramatic dominant-seventh chord in m. 121, marked forte.  The other 

strategic function of a two-part standing on the dominant is to anticipate the main theme.  

Measure 115 initiates a new set of twin dominant codettas whose melodic material 

consists of a four-note motive derived from the main theme.  Initially, the anticipatory 

motive underscores the notes F♯ and A, the third and fifth of the dominant triad.  Each 

dominant codetta is defined by a statement of the motive in the bass register (below the 

pedal), which is then answered by the same motive two octaves higher (above the pedal).  

Next, during the second dominant codetta (mm. 117-119), the motive shifts up a third to 

decorate A and C, the fifth and seventh of a V⁷ chord.  This method of intensification, 

whereby an initial dominant triad (m. 115) accrues a seventh (m. 117) somewhere prior to 

the concluding dominant, is a familiar strategy for marking the end of a postcadential 

standing on the dominant in a development section.  The dominant pedal ends in m. 121, 

as the four-note motive undergoes compression and acceleration, two processes 

associated with the final stage of a postcadential standing on the dominant. 

Example 2.2 also illustrates a harmonic practice often associated with dominant 

pedals, especially those that precede a subordinate theme or recapitulation cast in a major 
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key.  The practice in question involves modal borrowing and increased chromaticism as a 

means of creating what Hepo os i and Darcy call a “dramatic chiaroscuro” or “lights-out 

effect.”88  In the context of a dominant pedal, the most commonly used borrowed chords 

are the minor tonic (i) and lowered submediant (♭VI ) triads.  Ex. 2.2 uses the former.  

Appearing in concert with these sonorities, one often finds chromatic harmonies like 

vii°⁷/V and Ger+⁶, which reinforce not only the sense of dominant prolongation, but also 

the musical chiaroscuro by prolonging the lowered third (♭3) and sixth (♭6) scale-

degrees.   hese “dar er” scale-degrees then frequently clash with the “lighter” raised 

fourth (♯4) and seventh (♯7) scale-degrees.  Although Ex. 2.2 makes use of vii°⁷/V 

rather than the Ger+⁶, both sonorities are effective at marking an interior concluding 

dominant like the one in m. 115 because they place the emphasis on a dominant triad, 

leaving room for a new section (Part 2) that can target a stronger concluding dominant 

seventh.  This gradual process of intensification from V to V⁷ allows the dominant pedal 

to maintain drama and intensity in a harmonically static environment.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
88 James Hepokoski and Warren Darcy, Elements of Sonata Theory, 26. 
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           peda  i  a co tra ti   midd e  po tcade tia   

 

  he third location where            pedals can ser e as postcadential closing 

gestures is at the end of a contrasting middle.  In principal, any contrasting middle could 

feature  postcadential standing on the dominant, but the minuet/trio form offers a suitable 

environment for this function, since it can accommodate a relati ely large and complex B 

section.  Example 2.3 depicts a            pedal in such a context.  Set in D major, the A 

section modulates to the dominant and concludes with a closing section in mm. 20-28 

(not shown in Ex. 2.3).  When the B section begins with the upbeat to m. 29, it continues 

in the key of A major before returning to the home key in mm. 41-42, as confirmed by 

the half-cadential progression V
6
5— — .   he ensuing            pedal consists of twin 

dominant codettas (mm. 42-46) and a concluding dominant (m. 46), followed by a lead-in 

in mm. 46-48.89  The twin dominant codettas are prolonged by the implied progression 

V—(V⁷/V)—V—(V⁷/V)—V.  Prolonging V through its own dominant in the absence of 

modally borrowed sonorities can create a different effect than prolonging V through its 

tonic.  Because V⁷/V features G♯ (♯4) rather than G♮ (♮4), it lacks some of the 

harmonic momentum that the home-key dominant seventh typically provides.  Moreover, 

                                                 
89 Used by early theorists li e Heinrich Christoph Koch, the term “lead-in” refers to material that connects 

the cadence point (Koch’s “caesura note”) of one phrase to the starting note of the next phrase.  According 

to William Rothstein, a lead-in excludes the cadence point, but includes all the subsequent notes of the 

melody, up to and including the starting pitch of the second phrase.    follow Rothstein’s use of the term, 

which is discussed in greater detail in Phrase Rhythm in Tonal Music, 51-52.  Thus, in Ex. 2.3, the lead-in 

begins with G♯ in m. 46 (first violins) and ends with the arrival on D5 in m. 49.  While m. 46 of Ex. 2.3 

does not represent a cadence point, Rothstein notes how “At larger le els of phrase structure, it is possible 

that a complete phrase may act as a lead-in connecting two larger periods” (52).  
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by withholding G♮ during standing-on-the-dominant function, it contributes to the sense 

that a lead-in is still needed, since a bit of work still needs to be done to transform the 

dominant into a dominant seventh in advance of the reprise.   The lead-in is not a 

retransition, since the HC in m. 42 has already confirmed the home key, but does serve 

two important functions.  First, it bridges the large registral gap between A3 and D5 that 

the first violin must traverse in moving from the concluding dominant to the tonic that 

opens the reprise.  Second, whereas the twin dominant codettas dissipate energy through 

a scalar descent that outlines an A major scale, the lead-in accumulates energy through a 

scalar ascent that reinforces D major through the substitution of G♮ for  G♯ in the home-

key dominant.    

 

Example 2.3:  Haydn, Symphony no. 101, “ he Cloc ,” iii, 41-49 
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           peda  i  a co tra ti   midd e 

 

Besides acting as postcadential closing gestures, dominant pedals can also 

encompass the entire contrasting middle of a small ternary.   o the extent that they 

prolong dominant harmony and prepare a reprise,            pedals that initiate a 

contrasting middle have much in common with the postcadential dominant pedals 

described above, and indeed the three-stage model of twin dominant codettas, 

“continuation,” and a concluding dominant often still applies to them.  Howe er, there 

are important differences between dominant pedals that initiate a contrasting middle and 

those that function as postcadential “closing gestures” or “suffixes.”   n particular, 

dominant pedals that initiate a contrasting middle do not prolong a half cadence or 

dominant arrival.  Furthermore, although they still prolong V and thus fall under the      

           category, they do not function as closing gestures for the A sections they 

follow.  This distinction between a postcadential and a non-postcadential standing on the 

dominant is subtle, but Caplin clarifies the difference during his discussion of contrasting 

middles:  

Unlike those cases in which a standing on the dominant directly follows a half 

cadence and thereby expresses a postcadential function, a standing on the 

dominant that follows on an authentic cadence ending [a small ternary] exposition 

expresses the general sense of functional initiation—namely, initiating the new 

contrasting middle. 90 

 

                                                 
90 Caplin, Classical Form, 75. 
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Furthermore, a dominant pedal situated at the start of a contrasting middle cannot be said 

to extend the authentic cadence that concludes the A section.  It might be said, in some 

cases, to extend the same key, but given that it prolongs V rather than I, it cannot extend 

an authentic cadence; nor can it extend the formal section that precedes the real or 

imagined double bar. In contrast, a postcadential standing on the dominant does extend a 

cadential articulation and can almost always be viewed as a suffix or closing gesture for a 

larger formal section or function such as a transition, development, or contrasting middle.   

Before loo ing at examples of           pedals in a contrasting middle, it is worth 

reviewing the eighteenth-century conception of the contrasting middle.  As Robert 

Gjerdingen reminds us, Joseph Riepel identified three strategies for starting a B section in 

the galant style: the monte, the fonte, and the ponte: “the  talian word ‘monte’ meant ‘a 

mountain to climb up onto,’ ‘fonte’ meant a ‘well to climb down into,’ and ‘ponte’ meant 

‘a bridge to cross o er.’”91  While these strategies had become commonplace by the 

second half of the eighteenth century, they nevertheless continued to inform 

compositional practice during the High Classical style.  Among these strategies, the 

dominant pedal is most associated with the ponte.  In tracing its historical origins, 

Gjerdingen recognizes two main functions of the ponte: to serve as a bridge between two 

keys and to emphasize dominant harmony, either through a dominant pedal or other 

strategies of dominant prolongation: 

Considered as a group, Riepel’s numerous examples of the Ponte seem to 

represent two principles occasionally at odds with each other.  On the one hand, 

he presents the abstract idea of a bridge that links two keys.  The first key [often a 

                                                 
91 Gjerdingen, Music in the Galant Style, 197. 
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subordinate key] occurs just before the real or imagined double bar, and the 

second key [usually the home key] returns at some point during or immediately 

after the Ponte.  In that sense the Ponte has no intrinsic key itself and no necessary 

structure.  Whether a given Ponte is in or on the dominant would be immaterial as 

long as its bridging function remained.  On the other hand, the great majority of 

Riepel’s Ponte examples strongly emphasize the dominant triad or se enth chord 

of the main key, often with rising movement.  This is especially true in the initial 

measures.92 

 

Dominant pedals that exhibit the            harmonic trajectory are perhaps best  iewed 

as exemplifying the po te’  second function, namely strongly emphasizing dominant 

harmony of the main key, often with rising movement.  While not the only mechanism 

for emphasizing dominant harmony, dominant pedals are certainly one of the most 

effective.   Examples 2.4 and 2.5 illustrate two typical contexts in which dominant pedals 

can perform this function.   

If the exposition of a small ternary does not modulate, the contrasting middle can 

simply stand on the dominant of the home  ey to create a            pedal.   n Ex. 2.4 the 

exposition’s consequent phrase ends with a PAC in A♭ major, and the contrasting middle 

simply opens with a home-key V⁷ chord.  When a dominant pedal opens with a V⁷, as in 

Ex. 2.4, the function of the contrasting middle is immediately understood to be a standing 

on the dominant.  Prolonged by an embellishing tonic six-four, the dominant pedal lasts 

four measures and can be notated thus: V⁷(ped.)— (I)—V⁷—(I)—V⁷—(I)—V⁷.  A 

dominant pedal does not need to be postcadential to exhibit twin dominant codettas, a 

                                                 
92  bid., 208.   he remar s in brac ets represent my attempt to clarify the meaning of “first  ey” and 

“second  ey.”    associate “first  ey” with the opening  ey, but Gjerdingen uses it here to refer to the 

ending  ey of the A section.  Since many A sections modulate, Gjerdingen’s “first  ey” may or may not be 

the same as the opening key.   
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“continuation,” and a concluding dominant, although a small B section li e Ex. 2.4 will 

often omit the “continuation.”   he initial dominant codetta appears in mm. 9-10, and its 

varied repetition appears in mm. 11-12, with the concluding dominant seventh falling on 

the downbeat of m. 12.   

 

Example 2.4: Mozart, Violin Sonata in E♭, K. 481, ii, 7-12 

 

 f the exposition of a small ternary does modulate to the dominant, the conditions 

are set for a transforming pedal (         ), since the listener cannot be sure if the B 

section will continue in the subordinate key or immediately stand on the dominant of the 

home  ey.  Howe er, when the second option is chosen, the result will be a           

pedal.   n Ex. 2.5, the            pedal is easy to establish after the double bar, since 

dominant function can be recognized not only through a change in chord type from tonic 

triad to dominant se enth, but also a change in mode from A minor to A major.  When 

the change of mode is coupled with the change in chord quality, the sense of dominant 

prolongation becomes more powerful.   n addition, a            dominant pedal employed 

after a modulation to the minor (or major) dominant provides a smooth means of joining 

an exposition to its contrasting middle, since no change of bass is required across the 
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double bar.  In Ex. 2.5 there is a PAC in A minor on the downbeat of m. 8.  Subsequently, 

the note A, expressed as an octave in the left-hand part, is retained across the double bar, 

where it becomes the starting point for a seven-measure dominant pedal.  When a 

dominant pedal expresses a standing on the dominant function, it normally begins with a 

texture that is differentiated from the previous section.  Although the sixteenth-note 

activity in the accompaniment is retained across the double bar, mm. 9-15 clearly 

establish a new style of accompaniment, defined above all by the rapidly-articulated 

dominant pedal. 

 

 

Example 2.5: Beetho en, Piano Sonata in D, “Pastoral,” op. 28, ii, 7-17 

 

Ex. 2.5 also demonstrates that instances of standing on the dominant of the         

            ariety will tend to exhibit similar phrase structures regardless of formal 

context.  Thus, twin dominant codettas appear in mm. 9-12, followed by two measures of 

“continuation” in mm. 13-14, and a concluding dominant in m. 15.  The harmonic 
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underpinning of the first dominant codetta is V(ped.)—(i)—V⁹— (vii°⁷/V) —V, and the 

second dominant codetta is elided with the first in m. 11.  As is typically the case, 

adjustments are made to the progression of implied harmonies during the “continuation” 

in order to convey fragmentation.  These adjustments are evident in the following 

harmonic analysis of mm. 13-14:  V(ped.)—V⁹—(vii°⁷/V)—V—(vii°⁷/V)—V—

(vii°⁷/V)—V.  As previous examples have shown, a fast alternation between V and 

vii°⁷/V is an effective means of generating fragmentation and building momentum in 

advance of the concluding dominant.  Finally, the concluding dominant in Ex. 2.5 is 

typical of many dominant pedals in that it lacks a seventh.  While the chord seventh is 

present at many places throughout mm. 9-14, it is often excluded from the starting and 

ending points of the dominant pedal.  
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Part II: Non-N                                          
 

 

Form-functional overlap between a transition and a subordinate theme 

 

 

 Because dominant prolongation tends to loosen presentation function,           

pedals rarely function as opening gestures for a theme type.  When they do serve this 

function, they tend to occur in a subordinate theme, where they can promote form-

functional overlap between transition and subordinate-theme functions, or, more 

specifically, between postcadential standing on the dominant and presentation.  As Janet 

Schmalfeldt has obser ed, “the tradition of extending the half-cadential goal of a 

transition by means of post-cadential standing-on-the-dominant—the Hepokoski/Darcy 

‘dominant loc ’—had become established well before Beetho en’s time.”93  

Consequently, when confronted with a            pedal at the start of a subordinate 

theme, a listener hearing it for the first time might assume that it belongs to the end of the 

transition, even though, in retrospect, it would be understood as the opening of a 

subordinate theme.  To indicate this kind form-functional overlap the following notation 

can be used: standing on the dominant => presentation. 

An example of a            dominant pedal that promotes form-functional overlap 

between the end of a transition and the start of a subordinate theme occurs in Ex. 2.6.  On 

the one hand, the listener cannot entirely rule out the possibility of a standing on the 

                                                 
93 Janet Schmalfeldt, “One More  ime on Beetho en’s ‘ empest,’ From Analytic and Performance 

Perspectives: A Response to William E. Caplin and James Hepo os i,” Music Theory Online 16/2 (June 

2010): http://www.mtosmt.org/issues/mto.10.16.2/mto.10.16.2.schmalfeldt3.html. 
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dominant in mm. 20-25.  To begin, the dominant pedal is prepared by a half-cadential 

progression, supported by a 4—♮4—5 bass motion in mm. 15-16, 17-18, and 19-20, and 

prior to m. 20 there has been no medial caesura, a rhetorical sign of closure for many 

transitions.   n addition, the fast and continuous accompaniment found in mm. 20-25 is 

typical of postcadential            pedals.  Furthermore, the melodic material abo e the 

dominant pedal undergoes exact repetition, which may in ite the listener to hear mm. 20-

25 as twin dominant codettas.  On the other hand, before the            pedal has 

concluded, the listener may begin to hear presentation function.  As Caplin has remarked, 

the melodic material above this dominant pedal is characteristic rather than conventional 

and seems to function as “an in erted  ariant of the main theme’s basic idea.”94  In 

addition, the melody also fulfills the melodic-motivic requirement of presentation 

function, since the basic idea from mm. 20-22 is repeated in mm. 23-24.  Finally, the use 

of cadential extension across mm. 16-20 may attenuate the expectation for a standing on 

the dominant, since the transition’s cadential dominant occurs twice before m. 20, once in 

m. 16, and again in m. 18.   

                                                 
94 Caplin, Classical Form, 19. 
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Example 2.6: Beethoven, Piano Sonata in F minor, op. 2, no. 1, i, 15-25 

 

 he presence of a            pedal in Ex. 2.6 loosens presentation function in two 

ways.  First, it disorients the listener by promoting overlap between standing-on-the-

dominant and presentation functions.  Second, it inverts the normal hierarchy of 

functional harmonies, causing the tonic to become subordinate to the dominant.  Tonic 

attenuation results from the dominant pedal, which reduces the structural significance of 

the implied tonic sonorities.  In fact, the only type of tonic that appears during the 

standing on the dominant is a I
6
4, an inherently unstable sonority.  As a result, the tonic 

6
4 

harmony functions to expand dominant harmony during this standing on the dominant.  

Since tonic prolongation is a defining characteristic of presentation function, the            

           pedal found in Ex. 2.6 is exceptional and “loosens” that function with respect 

to its harmonic dimension. However, rather than entirely supplanting presentation 

function, the dominant pedal in Ex. 2.6 makes it possible to hear two competing functions 

simultaneously.   
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Although one could argue that listeners would remain unsure about form-

functional overlap in Ex. 2.6 until the dominant pedal has ended, I contend that they 

might doubt the authenticity of the standing on the dominant as early as m. 22.  This is 

because subtle differences exist between dominant pedals in a postcadential setting 

versus a presentational setting.  In particular, twin dominant codettas normally feature 

elision between the first and second dominant codettas and, if applicable, between the 

second dominant codetta and the start of the “continuation.”95  In contrast, the basic ideas 

of a presentation rarely feature elision, and in fact, “the melodic end of a basic idea is 

often mar ed by silence, which sets off the idea from subsequent material.”96  For 

example, the first basic idea in Ex. 2.6 concludes over an implied tonic on beat 2 of m. 

22, while its repetition begins over dominant harmony on beat 1 of m. 23.  The lack of 

elision in m. 22 in the harmonic dimension weakens the impression of a standing on the 

dominant prior to the dominant pedal’s conclusion in m. 25.   hereafter, the absence of a 

concluding dominant in m. 25 (the dominant pedal is instead broken mid-phrase by a V
4
2 

chord) and the subsequent appearance of a continuation phrase confirm the true function 

of mm. 20-25. 

One consequence of opening a subordinate theme with a            dominant 

pedal concerns the notion of defining a basic idea and its repetition.  In general, basic 

                                                 
95 Although one might have the impression that the melody of the second dominant codetta begins just 

after the first one has ended, a situation Hepo os i and Darcy ha e described as “flush juxtaposition,” there 

is normally a sense of harmonic elision between twin dominant codettas, if one allows for the concept of 

implied harmonies.  In other words, the end of the first dominant codetta coincides with the beginning of 

the second one, and this moment almost always occurs o er the dominant pedal’s prolonged harmony (a 

root-position sonority) rather than one of its implied harmonies.   
96 Caplin, Classical Form, 37. 
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ideas are defined by their initial harmony rather than their ending one.97  A basic idea that 

begins with tonic is deemed “tonic,” while one that begins with dominant is deemed 

“dominant.”   hese harmonic designations are especially useful in identifying statement-

response repetition, which frequently consists of a tonic statement and a dominant 

response.98  However, as mentioned, a dominant pedal inverts the normal harmonic order 

by ma ing tonic subordinate to dominant.   hus, it follows that a subordinate theme that 

begins with a            dominant pedal would also in ert the normal order for basic 

ideas and their repetition.  Therefore, with regard to dominant pedals as opening gestures, 

“exact repetition” refers to a presentation whose basic idea and repetition begin with 

dominant harmony rather than tonic, as illustrated by Ex. 2.6.  “Statement-response 

repetition” refers to a presentation with a “dominant statement” and a “tonic response.” 

This repetition strategy is illustrated by the next example, Ex. 2.7.99   

                                                 
97  One notable exception surfaces in Caplin’s discussion of “statement-response” repetition, where he cites 

examples in which the first basic idea is defined by its opening harmony (tonic), while the second one is 

defined by its concluding harmony (dominant).  While in most cases a “dominant response” is one in which 

the repetition of the basic idea begins with dominant harmony, he seems to allow for the possibility of a 

dominant response being defined by its concluding harmony when he says, “One important type of 

statement-response repetition involves motion away from tonic to dominant (I—V) in the statement and a 

return from the dominant to the tonic (V—I) in the response.  In such cases, the initial harmony of the idea 

is responsible for expressing the sense of the tonic and dominant versions.  In a variation on this pattern, a 

pre-dominant harmony of some kind (II⁶, IV, V/V) precedes the dominant that appears at the beginning of 

the response.”  Classical Form, 39.  
98 Ibid. 
99  he term “tonic response” must be ta en with a grain of salt in this formal context.  Because this 

response occurs abo e a dominant pedal, the term “tonic” refers to an implied tonic rather than a functional 

one.  In this regard, it is not unlike a tonic pedal as opening gesture for a sentence whose tonic statement is 

followed by a subdominant response above a tonic pedal.  In this context, where the harmony of the 

response is technically still tonic,   ne ertheless prefer to thin  of the response as a “subdominant response” 

because its melodic component has more in common with IV than I. 
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Another instance of a dominant pedal at the start of a subordinate theme occurs in 

Ex. 2.7. 100  Here again the            pedal obscures the boundary between the standing 

on the dominant and the subordinate theme.  At the outset, the dominant pedal seems to 

express a standing on the dominant.  As would be expected at the end of a transition, the 

dominant pedal’s arri al is preceded by a strong pre-dominant, specifically a vii°⁷/V 

chord.  Even though the texture changes in m. 41 and a new motive enters, the 

persistence of dominant harmony—specifically V of A minor—across measures 41-52 

could initially give the impression of a standing on the dominant rather than a 

presentation. Other signs of standing-on-the-dominant function in Ex. 2.7 include a 

continuous accompaniment pattern, a pair of dominant codettas in mm. 41-49, their 

fragmentation in mm. 49-51, and an “apparent” concluding dominant se enth in m. 52.101  

                                                 
100 For a similar reading of form-functional ambiguity arising between transition and subordinate-theme 

functions, see Caplin’s discussion of this mo ement in Chapter 4 of Peter Bergé’s boo  on the Tempest 

Sonata, which also includes analyses of the same passage by other distinguished scholars, but from 

differing viewpoints: Beetho en’s Tempest Sonata: Perspectives of Analysis and Performance, eds. Peter 

Bergé, William Caplin, and Jeroen D’hoe, (Peeters: Leu en, 2009), 87-125.  
101 By “apparent” concluding dominant,   mean that the chord had the potential, if only for a moment, to be 

a concluding dominant, but turned out to be something else. 
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Example 2.7:  Beethoven, Piano Sonata in D minor, op. 31, no. 2, i, 40-55 

 

Before long, however, the dominant pedal in Ex. 2.7 starts to sound like the 

presentation for a subordinate theme, and in my view, this impression is likely to take 

hold in the listener’s mind long before the dominant pedal has ended.   o begin, the 

melody above the pedal is characteristic and clearly alludes to previous material from the 

main theme (see mm. 13-20).  Furthermore, with the unveiling of the 4 + 4 grouping 

structure across mm. 41-49, it becomes clear that these two units do not elide with one 

another, which favors a presentation rather than a standing on the dominant.  Thus, as 

early as m. 45, a listener might begin to hear presentation function rather than a standing 

on the dominant.  Moreover, the melodic-motivic material in mm. 41-49 exemplifies 

statement-response repetition, a strategy commonly associated with presentations.  
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Furthermore, the dominant pedal begins with a four-measure motive (1+1+2), or 

“compound basic idea,” a size typical of subordinate themes, but less so for dominant 

codettas. 102   Finally, whereas most statement-response repetitions present a tonic 

statement and a dominant response, Ex. 2.7 reinforces my claim that statement-response 

repetition in the context of a dominant pedal brings an inversion of the normal order: 

thus, mm. 41-45 present a “dominant statement,” while mm. 45-49 present a “tonic 

response.”   

Once a “tonic response” has been stated in mm. 45-49, the melodic-motivic 

requirement of presentation function has been satisfied, yet the dominant pedal continues 

until m. 52.  Thus, Ex. 2.7 illustrates an example of a dominant pedal extending from a 

presentation into a continuation, a phenomenon that was discussed in the tonic-pedals-as-

opening-gestures section of Chapter 1.  As those examples confirmed, a pedal that 

extends into an adjacent function can sometimes have a loosening effect on its theme, and 

the dominant pedal in Ex. 2.7 proves a case in point.  The feint toward a third statement 

of the basic idea in mm. 49-52, a strategy for initiating continuation function, brings an 

intensification of harmony and melody, as the embellishing six-four returns to the 

prolonged V⁷ and the melody continues to climb, now emphasizing F♮, situated a minor 

ninth above the pedal.  At the same time, during this passage, the dynamics build, the 

theme fragments, and the dominant pedal comes to a sudden halt.  This cessation of the 

pedal in m. 52 resembles postcadential standing on the dominant in transitional or 

                                                 
102 In this regard the frame of the dominant pedal as a whole has a stability that Robert Hatten has likened 

to standing on a “pedestal.” See Hatten, Interpreting Musical Gestures, Topics, and Tropes: Mozart, 

Beethoven, Schubert (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2004), 24 ff.   
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developmental contexts, but with one important difference.  The subsequent liquidation 

of texture in mm. 52-54 does not prove to be the end of anything; there is no thematic 

entrance or reprise forthcoming.  Instead, the dissolution of the dominant pedal leads to a 

I⁶ chord in m. 55, which ushers in an area of expanded cadential function, characterized 

by cadential evasion.  Although there are other factors involved in the expansion of the 

subordinate theme, the extension of the dominant pedal into the continuation phrase can 

be cited as a contributing factor.  The dominant pedal as a whole generates an unstable 

and highly-charged presentation, whose instability is subsequently maintained during the 

continuation in mm. 49-54 by the persistence of the dominant pedal.  The persistence of 

such a pedal into the area typically reserved for cadential function often leads to an 

expansion of a theme type.  In the case of Ex. 2.7, the dominant pedal undermines any 

attempt at a cadential progression prior to m. 55, and once cadential function does get 

underway, it is expanded for a considerable length of time.  This expansion may be due in 

part to a need to dissipate the energy that has accumulated over the course of dominant 

pedal, as well as a need to more firmly establish tonic in the measures following such an 

expanded dominant pedal (mm. 56-92) before attempting to bring closure to the 

subordinate theme. 
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Nested functions within a compound theme 

 

Although examples are rare, a           dominant pedal can initiate a continuation 

for a compound sentence in a main theme.  When this happens, the dominant pedal can 

participate in form-functional “ nesting”: that is, a simple sentence is nested within a 

compound sentence.  In Ex. 2.8, an 8-measure sentence fits inside the continuation phrase 

of the main theme.  This theme consists of an 8-measure presentation and an expanded 

11-measure continuation.  This continuation, in turn, is structured as an 11-measure 

sentence comprised of its own presentation (mm. 9-13) and continuation (mm. 14-19).  

When one attends to the theme type as a whole, it becomes clear that the dominant pedal 

serves one function.  Yet, when one considers the nested function—the sentence within a 

sentence, it becomes clear that the dominant pedal serves a different function.  

 

Example 2.8: Mozart, Piano Sonata in C minor, K. 457, i, 1-19 
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Focusing on the theme type as a whole, the dominant pedal initiates a 

continuation phrase.  Since mm. 1-8 are structured as a large presentation, comprised of a 

4-measure “statement” (or compound basic idea) and a 4-measure dominant “response,” 

the listener would assume that mm. 9-13 represent the opening of a continuation phrase.  

The dominant pedal destabilizes its formal context in several ways.  To begin, it initiates 

a process of fragmentation that intensifies over the course of the expanded continuation 

phrase (mm. 9-19).103  Fragmentation is a relative phenomenon.  After a large, eight-

measure presentation, featuring a pair of compound basic ideas, fragmentation can be 

expressed with relatively large units like the ones found in mm. 9-13.  The rests in mm. 

11 and 13, respectively, encourage the listener to hear the dominant pedal as a pair of 

two-measure fragments, and once the dominant pedal breaks, the fragments become even 

smaller, intensifying the drive to the perfect authentic cadence.  Moreover, the dominant 

pedal also destabilizes its formal context through a textural technique known as the 

“mur y bass.”  A specific type of accompaniment in vogue during the eighteenth-century, 

especially in works for piano, the murky-bass accompaniment offered Classical 

composers a means of “generating rhythmic interest in what was essentially a slow 

harmonic rhythm.”104  In addition to creating rhythmic interest, the murky bass illustrated 

in Ex. 2.8 also generates a sense of increased surface rhythm, which is one of the criteria 

for continuation function.105 

                                                 
103 Although mm. 9-13 convey a split function, the new texture that begins in m. 9, defined largely by the 

eighth-note pattern in the left-hand part, contributes to the sense that mm. 9-19 represent a single, unified 

phrase.   
104 Douglas A. Lee, “Mur y,” Grove Music Online, accessed April 30, 2012, Oxford Music Online. 
105 Caplin, Classical Form, 41. 
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Yet, at the more localized level of formal functions, the dominant pedal serves as 

a presentation for an 11-measure sentence nested within the main theme’s continuation.  

Figure 2.1 provides a visual depiction of the nested function occurring within Ex. 2.8.  

Notwithstanding the substitution of a dominant prolongation for the usual tonic one, a 

dominant pedal can still function within a presentation, as Ex. 2.7 made clear.  As Ex. 2.8 

reveals, the grouping structure above the dominant pedal consists of a basic idea (mm. 9-

11) and its exact repetition (mm. 11-13), and the idea expressed here is quite 

characteristic.  The two-measure size is typical of basic ideas, as are the rests that 

separate the ideas from one another.  In addition, the melody here is distinct from the one 

in mm. 1-8, which contributes to the impression that the dominant pedal marks a new 

beginning; in short, it is not merely a continuation of what preceded it.  While melodic 

opening up is harder to accomplish using exact repetition, Ex. 2.8 shows how this can be 

done through invertible counterpoint:  the repetition of the basic idea begins a third 

higher than its predecessor.  Furthermore, all pedal points militate against cadential 

progressions, which is why they can function as presentations.106  Moreover, the absence 

of harmonic rhythm that accompanies the dominant pedal in Ex. 2.8, while not 

incompatible with continuation, nevertheless dampens the efficacy of that function.  

Finally, the dominant pedal in Ex. 2.8 prolongs V rather than V⁷.  By prolonging a root-

position triad with no dissonant seventh, the dominant pedal offers a relatively stable 

                                                 
106 Only rarely does a presentation end with a cadence, and even then, it is best to regard the cadence as 

ha ing “limited cadential scope.” For more on limited cadential scope, see Caplin, “ he Classical Cadence: 

Conceptions and Misconceptions,” 86 ff. 
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platform for establishing a presentation function within a less stable continuation 

function. 

 

Figure 2.1:  A nested function in the main theme from Mozart’s Piano Sonata in C minor, 

K. 457, i, 1-19 

 

Compound sentence (mm. 1-19) 

|-------------Presentation---------------|--------------Continuation (expanded)---------------------------------|  

4:cbi (tonic) + 4:cbi (dominant)    2: frag  + 2: frag                           2:frag +2:frag + cadential 

 

    Nested sentence (mm. 9-19) 

|------Presentation---------------------|-----Continuation--------------| 

4:cbi (tonic) + 4:cbi (dominant)    2: bi (dom.) + 2: bi (dom.) 2:frag +2:frag + cadential 

 

mm. 1-8    mm. 9-13    mm. 13-17           mm. 17-19 

i                                  i⁶               V(ped.)------------------------------V         vii
o4

3  i⁶  i  ii⁶  V   i       

 

 

While Ex. 2.8 might be said to exhibit form-functional overlap between 

presentation and continuation functions, with the dominant pedal serving as the locus of 

overlap, the idea of nesting a sentence within the continuation of a compound sentence is 

not entirely commensurate with previous examples of form-functional overlap.  Rather 

than saying mm. 9-13 begin as a continuation, but retrospectively prove to be a 
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presentation, the idea of form-functional nesting creates a situation that might better be 

described as continuation = presentation rather than continuation => presentation.  

Whereas o erlap implies that one function “becomes” (hence, the arrow) another in 

retrospect, nesting implies that two functions exist simultaneously but at different levels 

of the form (hence, the equal sign).  Attending to the higher level, the dominant pedal 

serves as a continuation; attending to the lower one, it serves as a presentation. 

By functioning at two different le els, the            pedal in Ex. 2.8 opens up a 

space between what might be called the presentation proper (mm. 1-8) and the 

continuation proper (mm. 13-19) for the purpose of generating a more graduated sense of 

destabilization over the course of the theme. By initiating continuation on one level, but 

presentation on another level, mm. 9-13 seem to embody a paradox of motion against 

stasis: the middle of the theme seems to move while literally standing still.  In this regard, 

the dominant pedal serves the rhetorical function of heightening tension and suspense.  

When the fragmentation gets underway in m. 13, it proceeds with increased momentum 

and drama, precisely because of the energy that was allowed to accumulate during the 

dominant pedal and which is subsequently released at the start of the continuation proper 

(m. 13).  This energy manifests itself in terms of increased harmonic rhythm, surface 

rhythm, and cadential drive, all of which seem exaggerated in the wake of a dominant 

pedal situated in the middle of a theme. 
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A tonicized dominant pedal prolongs tonic on a local level, but dominant on a 

global one and is indicated by the symbol           .  In order to create the conditions for 

a tonicized dominant pedal, the pedal must be preceded by either an authentic cadential 

progression or a convincing tonicization.  Sometimes a tonicized dominant pedal will 

subsequently allude to dominant harmony on a local level, but this introduction of the 

dissonant chord seventh almost always falls outside the pedal proper, occupying instead a 

bridge or retransition.  Consequently, because a            pedal prolongs a local tonic for 

the entire duration of the pedal, it can mimic a closing section better than the other types 

of dominant pedal discussed in this chapter.  Thus, while a            pedal’s global or 

retrospecti e function tends to be the same as the            pedals described abo e 

(postcadential standing on the dominant, etc.), its local function tends to resemble some 

of the ones illustrated during the tonic pedals chapter.   

 

           peda  i  a t o-part transition 

 

In their sonata theory, Hepokoski and Darcy recognize transitions that close with 

medial caesuras (MCs) that are preceded by authentic cadences rather than half cadences 

or dominant arrivals. 107  For example, their “third-le el default” is a  : PAC MC (or  : 

                                                 
107 James Hepokoski and Warren Darcy, Elements of Sonata Theory, 25ff. 
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PAC MC) for major-mode works, and a III: PAC MC for minor-mode works.108 The 

third-level default is of special interest here since            pedals can occur in this 

context.  That is, a transition that targets a V: PAC will sometimes be extended through 

the use of a            pedal.  According to Hepo os i and Darcy, “PAC MCs are 

stronger tonal and rhetorical gestures than are HC MCs.  Because they are heard as signs 

of closure, not of expectancy, and because they sound the same perfect authentic cadence 

that will define the Essential Expositional Closure concluding the secondary theme, they 

present problems of understanding.”109  Of the examples of third-level defaults cited by 

Hepokoski and Darcy, none make use of a postcadential            pedal, but examples 

do exist, and the presence of such a pedal tends to strengthen the impression of closure. 

Example 2.9 provides an illustration of a            pedal in a transition.  As 

mentioned, because it prolongs tonic function, a            pedal can mimic a closing 

section better than a            pedal.   ndeed, a listener could hear the seven-measure 

pedal beginning in m. 20 as a closing section.  It is only in retrospect that these measures 

are understood as belonging to a transition.  Tonicized dominant pedals that serve 

retrospectively as a postcadential standing on the dominant often participate in what 

Caplin calls a “two-part transition”: 

The process of tonal destabilization sometimes takes place in two distinct 

stages…Following a main theme ending with a perfect authentic cadence, the first 

part of the transition leads to a half cadence (or dominant arrival) in the home key, 

just as in a single nonmodulating transition; the second part then modulates to the 

subordinate key.110 

                                                 
108 This notation uses the Roman numeral V to indicate that the transition has modulated to the dominant 

 ey.  HC and MC are abbre iations for “half cadence” and “medial caesura” respecti ely. 
109 James Hepokoski and Warren Darcy, Elements of Sonata Theory, 27. 
110 Caplin, Classical Form, 135. 
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Hepo os i and Darcy do not use the term “two-part transition.”  While they describe the 

same phenomenon, they couch it in terms that relate to the “medial caesura.”  For them, if 

a subordinate theme does not follow a medial caesura and the music instead continues to 

express a transition function, then the medial caesura is “declined.”111  To put Hepokoski 

and Darcy’s medial-caesura nomenclature in terms of Caplin’s theory, the first part of a 

two-part transition ends with a “medial caesura declined,” while the second part ends 

with a genuine medial caesura.  It should also be said that the first part of Caplin’s two-

part transition usually features a HC rather than a PAC, although this is not the case in 

Ex. 2.9.  Instead, the first part targets a V: PAC (m. 20), which is subsequently prolonged 

by a            pedal, while the second part (not shown in Ex. 2.9) targets a v: HC (m. 

34), which is subsequently prolonged by a            pedal. 112   

 

                                                 
111 James Hepokoski and Warren Darcy, Elements of Sonata Theory, 45ff. 
112 It should be said that the two theories emphasize the importance of different moments.   With regard to 

the two-part design, Caplin emphasizes the cadential articulation points, while Hepokoski and Darcy stress 

the medial caesura declined and the medial caesura (two separate moments), both of which occur after their 

respective cadence points.   
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Example 2.9: Beethoven, Violin Sonata in F, op. 24, i, 18-25 

 

As Ex. 2.9 suggests, using a            pedal to mark the end of the first part of 

the transition rather than a            pedal may ha e been used to camouflage the onset 

of the transition.  By simulating a closing section, the            pedal in mm. 20-25 

seems to express closure rather than tension or expectancy.  As with many closing 

sections, this passage features a pedal tone, twin codettas (mm. 20-22 and mm. 22-24), 

fragmentation (mm. 24), a recessive dynamic, and a circling around scale-degree 1 in the 

melody.  Indeed, temporarily ignoring the            pedal’s global harmonic function, its 

local harmonic function, which features the implied progression I(ped.)—(IV)—(iv)—

(V7)—I, seems more typical of closing sections than a standing on the dominant.  The 

form-functional significance of mm. 10-25 is also made ambiguous in other ways. With 

respect to texture, there is no attempt to differentiate the main theme (mm. 1-10) from the 
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first part of the transition (mm. 10-25).  In addition, although m. 10 is understood 

retrospectively as the start of a two-part transition, it initially appears to be a reprise of 

the main theme, designed to give the piano an opportunity to present the theme.  Finally, 

although the restatement of the main theme closes with a cadence in m. 20, it is not the 

expected half cadence.  When a PAC in C major appears in m. 20 instead of a HC in F 

major, the listener may fail to recognize that a modulation has occurred and may instead 

hear m. 20 as the start of a tonic pedal as closing gesture for the main theme. 

What is perhaps most interesting about the            pedal in Ex. 2.9 is its ability 

to foster form-functional overlap between the repetition of the main theme and the 

beginning of a large, two-part transition (repetition of main theme => transition).  

Although it functions as a postcadential standing on the dominant at a higher level, a     

           pedal generally acts like a closing section at a lower level (closing section =>  

a postcadential standing on the dominant).  By mimicking a closing section, the            

pedal gives the false impression that the transition is still to come, when in fact it has 

been underway since the reprise of the main theme in m. 10.  An awareness of this form-

functional overlap begins after m. 25, when the apparent closing section is not followed 

by genuinely new material. The impression of overlap strengthens in m. 34, as the second 

part of the transition (not shown) introduces a more normative postcadential standing on 

the dominant for a transition.  This passage leads to a v: HC MC in m. 37, Hepokoski and 

Darcy’s “first-le el default” for medial caesuras.  With the appearance of a tight-knit 

presentation for a subordinate theme in C major in mm. 38-45, the form-functional 

overlap is confirmed.   
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           peda  i  a tra  itio  

 

A            pedal can also serve as the only source of postcadential standing on 

the dominant for a transition.  When this happens, the listener may assume initially that 

the            pedal represents a closing section for the main theme, but subsequently 

reinterpret it as a standing on the dominant for a transition.  This type of pedal is 

illustrated in Ex. 2.10.  The transition moves to a PAC on the dominant of the subordinate 

key in m. 33.  What follows this cadence is a long postcadential section of sentential 

design (mm. 33-44).  As with many postcadential dominant pedals, the pedal expresses 

an initiating function for a standing on the dominant (twin dominant codettas), but is not 

maintained during the subsequent “continuation” stage (mm. 41-44). Yet, as with the 

previous example, a case can be made that the listener might not initially perceive the 

pedal in mm. 33-39 to be a standing on the dominant.  Indeed, the            dominant 

pedal in Ex. 2.10 functions well as the twin-codetta stage of what appears to be 12-

measure closing section for the main theme.  According to this interpretation, mm. 33-45 

represent a three-stage closing section, comprised of twin codettas in mm. 33-41, a brief 

“continuation” in mm. 41-43, and a final tonic in m. 43, reinforced by two hammer 

blows. 
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Example 2.10: Beethoven, String Quartet in B♭, op. 18, no. 6, i, 29-44 

 

However, upon hearing the entrance of the subordinate theme in m. 45, the 

listener comes to understand mm. 33-44 as belonging to a modulating transition that 

begins with main-theme material.  From this perspective, the            pedal in Ex. 2.10 

functions as a postcadential standing on the dominant of the subordinate key of F major.  

As is often case with form-functional overlap, the listener retrospectively reinterprets the 

local or “apparent” closing function as the standing on the dominant prior to the onset of 

the subordinate theme. Moreover, the striving quality of the melody, which climbs into 

the sixth octave register, is perhaps uncharacteristic of most closing sections.  In addition, 

despite its tonic underpinning, mm. 33-45 convey the increased dynamism commonly 

associated with a postcadential standing on the dominant.  This dynamism is expressed 

through sforzando and forte markings, syncopated rhythms, an emphatic “continuation” 
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stage (mm. 41-43), and a strong concluding chord, reinforced by two forte hammer blows 

(mm. 43-44).   

 

           peda  i  a co tra ti   midd e 

  

 If the exposition of a small ternary form ends with a V: PAC but the contrasting 

middle opens with a            pedal, the new  ey is prolonged.  Furthermore, because a 

           pedal prolongs   as a local tonic, it expresses a greater degree of stability than 

a traditional postcadential standing on the dominant.  An illustration of a            pedal 

in a contrasting middle occurs in Ex. 2.11.  Although the example presents the entire 

contrasting middle, the pedal only spans the first half of that function; it breaks on the 

down beat of m. 21, when the bass steps up from B♭ to C♭.  The pedal begins with the 

upbeat to m. 17, and because it follows a V: PAC, it is heard as a tonic prolongation in 

the dominant key of B♭ major.  In fact, at no point during the life of the pedal does it 

assume dominant function.  In short, a            pedal often has a split harmonic 

function.  Locally, it prolongs tonic, which is why it can sound like an initiating function 

or a closing section; globally, however, it represents the dominant scale-degree, so it can 

be viewed, in retrospect, as a standing on the dominant.  In Ex. 2.11, dominant function is 

deferred until m. 23; it is only through the action of the Ger+⁶ chord (mm. 21-22) that B♭  

major assumes dominant function.  
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Example 2.11: Mozart, Piano Sonata in E♭, K. 282, ii, minuet 2, 14-25 

 

Finally, with respect to harmony and voice leading, the tonicized dominant pedal 

in Ex. 2.11 exemplifies a pedal of the linear-intervallic type.  With pedals of the linear-

intervallic type, the salient harmonic feature tends to be a linear-intervallic pattern 

formed among the two or more active voices above the pedal.  This pattern, which 

consists mostly of imperfect consonances, undermines any sense of implied harmonic 

progression.  Ex. 2.11 typifies this approach, moving initially in parallel sixths, then 

switching to parallel tenths in mm. 18-19, and finally back to parallels sixths in mm. 19-

20.  Also typical of the linear-intervallic type is an expanding wedge motion at the end, 

which is evident in m. 19 when the parallel tenths switch back to parallel sixths.  

Although less evident in Ex. 2.11, this wedge motion often concludes on a different 

interval than was present during any of the preceding measures, such as an octave, fifth, 

or tritone.  Withholding this perfect interval until the end of the L.I.P. helps to mark the 
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end of the pedal, which, in turn, tends to accentuate a local, melodic climax. When this 

wedge motion is coupled with a rising melody like that of Ex. 2.11, it can convey a 

powerful sense of tension and drama, in this case highlighting the important arrival of B♭ 

in m. 20.  
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Conclusion 

 

 Many types of dominant pedal exist in the Classical style, but most of them can be 

divided according to their overall harmonic trajectory into one of two categories, either 

static or transforming.  This chapter was concerned with the first category, which 

includes two basic types of pedal:            and            pedals.   he former, also 

called dominant pedals, occur in great abundance within the style, while the latter, 

tonicized dominant pedals, appear less often.  Both dominant and tonicized dominant 

pedals prolong V, but the former does so at both a global and a local level, while the 

latter does so only at a global level.   

Dominant pedals, by virtue of their prolonged harmony, tend to be suspenseful 

and dynamic, and generally mark an arrival that is more open-ended than their tonic-

pedal counterparts.  Dominant pedals typically express a postcadential standing-on-the-

dominant function or all or part of a contrasting-middle function in a small ternary.  

Unli e tonic pedals,            pedals do not have a strong association with theme types, 

However, dominant pedals will, on occasion, participate in presentation or continuation 

functions.  In contrast, dominant pedals are quite at home in less stable formal functions 

such as transitions, developments, and with regard to theme types, the contrasting 

middles of small ternaries or minuet/trio forms.    

Because dominant prolongation tends to loosen presentation function,           

pedals rarely function as opening gestures for a theme type.  When they do serve this 

function, they tend to occur in a subordinate theme, where they can promote form-
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functional overlap between a standing on the dominant and a presentation.   n addition, a 

          pedal can initiate a continuation for a compound sentence in a main theme, 

resulting in form-functional “nesting.”   n other words, the continuation phrase of the 

compound sentence is itself sentential, featuring its own presentation and continuation.  

The idea of nesting a sentence within a continuation via a dominant pedal is not entirely 

commensurate with other examples of form-functional overlap.  Whereas form-functional 

overlap implies that one function becomes another in retrospect, form-functional nesting 

implies that two functions exist simultaneously, but on different levels of the form.  

A            pedal prolongs tonic on a local level, but dominant on a global one.  

It must be preceded by either an authentic cadential progression or a convincing 

tonicization.  Because a            pedal prolongs a local tonic for the entire duration of 

the pedal, it can mimic a closing section better than a            pedal, and for this reason, 

it is often strategically situated at the end of the first part of a two-part transition, where it 

can foster form-functional overlap between a main theme and its transition.  

Alternatively, it may be used at the start of a contrasting middle to temporarily reinforce 

the tonic of the subordinate key prior to the return of the home- ey dominant, or     .  
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Chapter 3:  Transforming Pedals 

 

Part I: The Transforming P                   

 

 

A transforming pedal normally begins as a local tonic, but ends as a local 

dominant, and is therefore gi en the annotation:          .   One way it differs from a    

          pedal is that the switch from tonic to dominant function occurs within the pedal 

itself rather than immediately thereafter.  Thus, transforming pedals represent a distinct 

means of moving from the dominant-key area back to the home-key area.  Recalling 

Gjerdingen’s assessment of the ponte strategy as representing both a bridge between two 

keys and a dominant prolongation, transforming pedals typically exemplify the former 

more than the latter.  As described abo e, a           pedal will normally function 

postcadentially to prolong a half cadence or a dominant arri al.   n contrast, a           

pedal is initially percei ed as ha ing tonic function.   hus, as with a           pedal, it 

must follow either an authentic cadential progression or a strong tonicization. 

Transforming pedals are most associated with the ends of developments, 

contrasting middles, and episodes (“couplets”) or subordinate-theme complexes for a 

rondo or sonata rondo, since these are all locations where one can find an authentic 

cadence in, or a tonicization of, the major or minor dominant key.  Transforming pedals 
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can also span an entire contrasting middle or development section.113  A transforming 

pedal usually expresses the final step in a retransition function.  In other words, although 

a transforming pedal might function retrospectively as a standing on the dominant, it also 

leads back to the home key, so in that sense, it not only confirms the home key, but also 

destabilizes a subordinate one.114  Furthermore, because transforming pedals initially 

suggest tonic function, confirmation of the home key is postponed for some if not most of 

the transforming pedal.   

 

Transforming pedals as part of a retransition 

 

 

A            pedal found at the end of the subordinate-theme complex in a rondo 

or sonata rondo usually expresses a single function, called retransition.  An example of a 

transforming pedal in a sonata-rondo form occurs in Ex. 3.1.  The transforming pedal 

closes the subordinate-theme complex (couplet 1), a formal section normally comprised 

of a transition, subordinate theme, optional closing section, and retransition.115  After a 

PAC in F major in m. 36, the listener would perhaps expect a closing section prior to the 

retransition, and indeed the appearance of what seems to be a tonic pedal emphasizing 

scale-degree 1 in the soprano initially supports this view.  But postcadential function is 

quickly called into question when twin codettas fail to materialize.  Indeed, transforming 

                                                 
113  he first mo ement of the third sonatina from Clementi’s set of Six Sonatinas, op. 36, features a 

transforming pedal that spans an entire development section.   
114  n contrast, when a           pedal participates in a standing-on-the dominant function, the dominant 

pedal often prepares a subordinate key, while destabilizing the home key.  Furthermore, true destabilization 

of the home key normally occurs prior to the onset of the dominant pedal. 
115 Caplin, Classical Form, 233. 
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pedals frequently fa or a more continuous phrase structure than tonic pedals found in a 

closing section or            pedals found in a standing on the dominant.  Such a phrase 

structure is evident in mm. 36-39.  In place of the familiar implied progression of  

I(ped.)—(IV)—(vii°)—I associated with many closing sections, one finds a transforming 

pedal of the linear-intervallic type.  As shown in this example, transforming pedals 

frequently withhold their V⁷ chords until the end of the pedal, in effect delaying the 

transformation from tonic to dominant function until the last possible moment.  Thus, 

whereas a postcadential standing on the dominant confirms a goal already reached, a 

transforming pedal like Ex. 3.1 delays that goal. If this deferral of the dominant se enth 

seems more suspenseful or anticipatory than many of the pre ious examples of            

pedals, this fact can be attributed in part to the demands of rondo form.  Caplin addresses 

these demands during his discussion of the “subordinate-theme complex”: 

Dramatic intensification in the rondo is generally associated more with the 

various returns of the refrain than with the appearance of the contrasting couplets.  

Thus the retransition leading back to refrain 2 is usually longer and more 

elaborate than might be expected at the end of a sonata exposition, and motives 

anticipating the refrain’s basic idea are often included in order to heighten 

expectations for its eventual return. 

 

Given this description, transforming pedals like Ex. 3.1 are most likely to appear in 

contexts where a refrain is expected.  Howe er, the strategy of anticipating the refrain’s 

basic idea is not undertaken in Ex. 3.1.  In lieu of this, one finds another kind of 

anticipation.  Expectations for the reprise in m. 41 are heightened during mm. 36-39 

through the introduction of a            pedal, which builds suspense by  eeping 

dominant function at bay until m. 39.  In addition, the syncopated rhythm that appears 
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during mm. 36-39 also contributes to the suspense engendered by the transforming pedal.  

The bass, in particular, introduces a slight syncopation by emphasizing beats 2 and 4 of 

the measure.  When the transforming pedal ends in m. 39, the rhythm is normalized, 

gi ing emphasis to the arri al of      on the downbeat of that measure. 

 

Example 3.1: Mozart, Piano Sonata in B♭ major, K. 333, iii, 36-40 

 

 

 

Transforming pedals in a development 

  

Another place where transforming pedals can appear is in a development.  Sonata-

form de elopments often feature a “retransition,” and the goal of this passage is typically 

a standing on the home-key dominant, which will sometimes feature a transforming 

pedal.  Prior to the retransition, a cadential articulation in a development key normally 

appears, as happens with the half cadence in vi in m. 79 of Ex. 3.2.  Leonard Ratner has 

described such cadential articulations as the “point of furthest remo e.”116  In Ex. 3.2, this 

point is reinforced by two measures of standing on the dominant, followed by a 

retransition targeting the home-key dominant.117  The standing on the dominant that 

                                                 
116 Leonard Ratner.  Classic Music: Expression, Form, and Style (New York, NY: Schirmer Books, 1980), 

225-227.  
117 Although it is plausible to say the retransition begins in m. 81, Mozart makes the connection between 

the core of the development and the subsequent retransition somewhat ambiguous.  As Beth Shamgar has 
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closes the development begins in m. 92 and coincides with the start of a transforming 

pedal.  This moment is quite interesting from a formal perspective, since it illustrates an 

ambiguity when distinguishing between retransition function and a postcadential standing 

on the dominant.  As Caplin notes: 

Traditional theories of form normally recognize a retransition at the end of most 

development sections, especially in connection with what I have termed here a 

standing on the dominant.  There is a problem with this usage, however.  By the 

time the standing on the dominant begins, the home key has already been 

achieved, as confirmed by the half cadence (or dominant arrival).  If the term 

retransition is to be used with most development sections, it should be applied 

before the standing on the dominant, presumably at that moment when the 

modulation to the home key takes place.118 

 

While modulating back to the home key occurs prior to the standing on the 

dominant, the substitution of a            pedal for the more con entional           pedal 

can ha e the effect of disguising the arri al of the home- ey dominant.  Consequently, 

the            pedal in Ex. 3.2 becomes the locus for form-functional overlap between 

retransition and standing on the dominant.  Notice how mm. 92-97 dovetail with the 

retransition from mm. 81-92.  For example, the two passages share the same 

accompanimental figuration.  In addition, the transforming pedal continues the preceding 

sequence in that it begins as a local tonic in the expected key region, and it continues the 

expected pattern of textural inversion.  Ex. 3.2 also confirms that a transforming pedal 

can arise after a tonicization rather than an authentic cadential progression. Yet, in 

retrospect, the transforming pedal’s standing-on-the-dominant function is unmistakable.  

                                                                                                                                                 
argued, m. 81 marks the melodic beginning of the retransition, while m. 83 marks its harmonic beginning. 

Beth Shamgar.  “On Locating the Retransition in Classic Sonata Form.”  Music Review 42 (1981), 130-143. 
118 Classical Form, 157. 
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Although it begins as a tonic in m. 92, the transforming pedal is understood 

retrospectively as the root of the home-key dominant. Consequently, mm. 92-97 can be 

viewed initially as the end of the retransition, but in retrospect as a standing on the home-

 ey dominant.  Because some wor  still remains in order to transform the pedal’s 

harmonic function from tonic to dominant, this juncture between a retransition and a 

standing on the dominant at the end of the development can resonate, if only for a 

moment, with two possible functions.  By disguising the onset of the standing on the 

dominant,  Ex. 3.2 lends support to the idea that transforming pedals—and pedals more 

generally—can be employed at formal boundaries as a means of fostering form-

functional overlap.   

 

Example 3.2: Mozart, Piano Sonata in D major, K. 576, i, 92-98 
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Although Ex. 3.2 ultimately functions as a standing on the dominant for a 

de elopment, it is worth considering how it differs structurally and rhetorically from its 

          counterpart.  Li e many transforming pedals, Ex. 3.2 features a continuous 

phrase structure rather than a sentential one with dominant codettas.  Furthermore, once 

the transforming pedal is underway, it is prolonged through a linear-inter allic pattern 

rather than an implied chord progression emphasizing dominant harmony.  While not 

diagnostic of a           transforming pedal, linear-intervallic patterns do seem favored 

over implied chord progressions.  Transforming pedals of the linear-intervallic type often 

feature three upper voices, one static, and two moving.  In addition, transforming pedals 

sometimes resist sounding postcadential by striving toward a melodic highpoint.  In Ex. 

3.2, this highpoint arrives in m. 97, as the harmony above the pedal finally reveals itself 

as the home-key dominant seventh chord.  The appearance of the chord seventh is further 

dramatized by placing it in the top voice and making it the goal tone of a long, chromatic 

ascent.  The sense of climax is also marked through a contrapuntal wedge, as the linear 

intervallic pattern (most visible on strong beats) expands from parallel sixths (mm. 93-

95) to an augmented sixth (beat 2, m. 95) to an octave (beat 1, m. 96) to a tenth (beat 2, 

m. 96) to a widely-spaced tritone (m. 97).   

Ex. 3.3 resembles Ex. 3.2 in that it features a transforming pedal at the end of the 

development, but this time, the development is very brief, consisting of nothing more 

than an eight-measure period.  Perhaps because of its brevity, the development in Ex. 3.3 

ne er lea es the subordinate  ey, so there is no “point of furthest remo e” and no need 

for a retransition.  Nevertheless, Ex. 3.3 still presents a           pedal because it opens 
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with tonic function in m. 62, following a PAC in D major, but closes with dominant 

function in m. 68.  The switch to dominant function is conveyed primarily through the 

introduction of C♮ in m. 63, the chord seventh, which receives greater emphasis with the 

liquidation of the texture across mm. 68-71.  The formal function expressed by Ex. 3.3 is 

standing on the dominant.  However, because its local and global harmonic functions do 

not synchronize at the opening, a transforming pedal li e Ex. 3.3 can sound more goal 

directed than a            pedal used for the same purpose.  Consequently, the listener 

may not be truly convinced that the standing on the dominant is underway in Ex. 3.3 until 

around m. 68, as dominant function still has to be fully realized.    

 

Example 3.3: Mozart, Piano Sonata in G, K. 283, i, 61-72 

 

Transforming pedals in a contrasting middle 

 

If an A section begins in a major key and modulates to the dominant prior to the 

contrasting middle, the conditions are set for a transforming pedal.   An illustration of this 

occurs in Ex. 3.4.   he minuet’s exposition is structured as a 16-measure sentence, 
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beginning in C major, and concluding with a PAC in G major (m. 16).  Following this 

cadence, the contrasting middle begins with a           pedal on G, which temporarily 

suggests two possible functions.  It could be a tonic pedal in the subordinate key or a 

dominant pedal in the main key.  The opening of the B section seems to deliberately court 

this ambiguity, if only for a moment, by expanding G (as tonic) through an implied F# 

diminished triad in mm. 17-18.  Then, in mm. 19-20, an F♮ appears prominently in the 

first violin part, giving the impression of dominant function.  The third statement of the B 

section’s moti e, one derived from mm. 1-2, is expanded across mm. 21-24 and leads to a 

concluding dominant in m. 24.  Although this dominant closes with D4 in the soprano, 

the same note upon which the transforming pedal began in m. 17, it does exhibit the 

stri ing quality associated with many           pedals.   n particular, each repetition of 

the initial idea begins a third higher than the previous statement.  Measure 24 marks the 

end of the transforming pedal and the beginning of a standing on the dominant, which 

consists of a pair of twin dominant codettas.  These dominant codettas are treated 

antiphonally, the first one appearing in the strings (mm. 24-26), the second one appearing 

in the winds and timpani (mm. 26-28).119  Like most transforming pedals, mm. 17-24 

become a standing on the dominant retrospectively, but the moment where tonic function 

gives way to dominant function can vary considerably from one example to the next.  

Thus, what matters most are the boundary points: when the transforming pedal ends in m. 

24 (displaced in m. 25 by the notes of the tonic triad), its function as dominant has been 

fully realized. 

                                                 
119 James Mathes, The Analysis of Musical Form (New Jersey: Pearson Prentice Hall, 2007), 111-114. 
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Example 3.4: Mozart, Symphony no. 41, iii, 14-28 

 

Another type of transforming pedal involves a contrasting middle that begins with 

a pedal whose initial harmony can be defined neither as the subordinate-key tonic nor the 

home-key dominant.  Ex. 3.5 illustrates such a case.  The starting harmony of the 

transforming pedal presents a vii°⁷/ ii rather than the tonic of the new key of F♯ major.  

Consequently, the label “    ” seems inappropriate in m. 51.  Howe er, listeners will 

likely retain the tonic from the V: PAC in m. 50 in their minds as the B section begins.  

Thus, for this type of transforming pedal I use the notation     (implied)       to show 

that the pedal’s opening harmony is deri ed from the authentic cadence of the pre ious 

section.   
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Example 3.5: Haydn, String Quartet in B minor, op. 64, no. 2, iii, 49-62 

 

Ex. 3.5 also illuminates a transforming pedal that lies more toward the middle of 

the spectrum with regard to its harmonic underpinning, since it has attributes of both the 

implied-progression type and the linear-intervallic type.   In relation to the home key, the 

implied harmonies in Ex. 3.5 are V   (implied)  (vii°⁷/ ii)  (ii)  (vii°⁷)  (I)  

(vii°⁷/V)      .  Howe er, as with most            pedals, the listener may ha e trouble 

determining whether the transforming pedal represents a continuation of the subordinate 
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key or a standing on the home-key dominant.  For example, the harmony in m. 51 could 

allude to a vii°⁷/V in the subordinate key or a vii°⁷/ ii in the home key.  Furthermore, as 

these implied harmonies reveal, the implied progression is not a functional one, as one 

often finds with            pedals, so it is perhaps best to  iew Ex. 3.5 as a hybrid of two 

stock patterns for initiating a B section. In other words, the contrasting middle in mm. 51-

54 brings what might otherwise be called a fonte pattern were it not for the presence of 

the transforming pedal.  In light of the pedal on F♯, however, it seems better to say that 

the fonte and ponte patterns have been superimposed.  Yet, as with most            

pedals, it is the harmonic function of the boundaries that matter most.  In terms of formal 

function, mm. 51-54 can be understood retrospectively as a standing on the dominant, but 

as far as that function goes, these bars lac  the strong sense of dominant prolongation that 

a            pedal typically affords.    ndeed, the implied harmonies clash with the 

transforming pedal for most of the time, except at the concluding dominant in m. 54, so 

in this regard, Ex. 3.5 has the instability of a sequence or a continuation phrase rather 

than the grounded quality of a dominant pedal.  Nor does the transforming pedal found 

here feature twin dominant codettas, as might be expected during a standing on the 

dominant of the             ariety.  Rather, as with most of the pre ious examples of 

transforming pedals, Ex. 3.5 features a more continuous phrase structure, designed to 

delay the impression of a dominant arri al, and because the melody seems to be in 

motion toward a goal, it sounds more continuous or loosely-constructed than melodies 

found abo e a           pedal.   
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 Though most of the preceding examples of contrasting middles ha e been 

straightforward, it can sometimes be difficult to distinguish between a           and a   

          pedal, especially when the former originates near the end of a contrasting 

middle as part of a sequence.  Ex. 3.6 provides a case in point.  The contrasting middle 

does not begin with a pedal point, nor does it follow an exposition that closes with a PAC 

in V.  Consequently, the harmonic transformation to be carried out by the             

pedal must await the establishment of a local tonic in V, a moment that does not occur 

until m. 24.  This tonicization of G arises as part of a larger sequence that begins with a 

four-measure model in m. 17.  Although the sequence encourages the listener to hear m. 

20 in the same way as m. 24, these two tonic articulations lac  the stability of a cadential 

progression.  While one could hear mm. 24-28 as a           pedal,   do not hear it that 

way because of the sequence.  Just as m. 20 functions as a local tonic in F, the parallel 

moment in m. 24 can be heard as a local tonic in G.  However, the tonicization in m. 24 is 

more structurally significant than the one in m. 20 because it marks the end of the 

sequence and ultimately the end of the contrasting middle.  Consequently,    iew mm. 

24-28 as a           pedal rather than a           pedal. 
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Example 3.6: Mozart, String Quartet in C, K. 465, iii, trio, 17-29 

 

Notwithstanding this interpretation, Ex. 3.6 lacks the continuous, asymmetrical 

phrase structure that is often seen in transforming pedals.  Instead, it has a bifurcated 

grouping structure, suggestive of twin dominant codettas, the first one appearing in mm. 

24-26, the second one in mm. 26-28.  The imitation evident during this passage is also 

typical of            pedals as closing gestures, especially in chamber wor s.  Moreo er, 

the melodic component of mm. 24-28 is more static than teleological, and there is no 

attempt to highlight the end of the pedal through a melodic highpoint that emphasizes the 

dissonant se enth.  Although a dissonant se enth does appear on beat 3 of m. 28, it is not 

emphasized as a melodic arri al, nor does it recei e metrical priority.  Finally, though   

argued that a           pedal will sometimes disguise the arri al of a standing on the 
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dominant, thereby creating a sense of form-functional overlap between retransition and 

standing on the dominant, this description does not capture the rhetorical effect of the 

transforming pedal in Ex. 3.6, in part because of its unique formal context; that is, 

retransition function in a contrasting middle is different than in a development or a rondo, 

and is often not required.  Rather, I hear mm. 24-28 as a standing on the dominant, but 

unlike previous examples, this function becomes salient early on during the transforming 

pedal rather than near its end.  One reason why tonic function is abandoned sooner rather 

than later in Ex. 3.6 has to do with the change of mode in m. 24.  When the dominant 

arrival occurs in m. 24, the listener might have expected to hear v (G minor) rather than 

V (G major) as the local tonic. This expectation is not met, however, since the third 

above the root is B♮ instead of B♭.  Consequently, this moment could be heard as a 

dominant sonority, specifically V⁷ of C minor rather than I in G major. In retrospect, it is 

clear that mm. 24-28 express a standing-on-the-dominant function, but I contend that the 

impression of dominant function cannot be entirely confirmed until m. 28.   
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Part II: The Reverse Transforming P                  

 

Reverse transforming pedals in a contrasting middle 

 

When a contrasting middle unequi ocally begins with dominant function, it opens 

the door for a “re erse transforming pedal.”  A re erse transforming pedal, indicated      

     , re erses the direction of the harmonic transformation found in a            pedal:  

it begins as a global, home-key dominant, but ends as a local, subordinate-key tonic.  

Though it starts with dominant function, a reverse transforming pedal does not follow a 

half cadence li e most            pedals do, but rather follows the authentic cadence that 

concludes either a modulating or a non-modulating exposition of a small ternary, as one 

often finds in a minuet/trio, sonata-rondo, or slow-movement form.  If the exposition is 

modulatory,      can be established at the start of the contrasting middle by mo ing 

directly from the cadential tonic to the root-position V or V⁷ of the home key, and no 

change of bass is required across the double bar.  In such cases, the reverse transforming 

pedal typically commences with V⁷ rather than   since the former undermines the new 

 ey more immediately than the latter, and this is necessary to insure the listener hears      

rather than     .   f the exposition is non-modulatory,      is established in the same way; 

howe er, when crossing the double bar, the cadence tone will differ from the pedal tone.  

Finally, re erse transforming pedals fail to accomplish their            transformations in 

and of themselves.  This is because the motion from      to      typically requires a 
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cadential progression in the subordinate key, and in order for this to happen, the reverse 

transforming pedal must break.   

The first strategy for generating a reverse transforming pedal involves a small 

ternary whose exposition modulates to the dominant.  Ex. 3.7 shows one such            

pedal in a minuet, where it initiates the contrasting middle.   he minuet’s exposition 

begins in E♭ major, but concludes with a PAC in B♭ in m. 10.  A reverse transforming 

pedal then follows in m. 11, and the listener immediately understands its harmonic 

function as      through the presence of A♭ in the first violin.  However, when the          

           pedal brea s in m. 17, its harmonic function has not changed to     , as 

evidenced by the chord seventh, A♭, in the  iola part on beat 3 of m. 16.   hus, whereas 

the harmonic transformation in a            pedal normally coincides with the end of the 

pedal, the harmonic transformation in a contrasting middle featuring a V          pedal 

occurs after the pedal has bro en.   As Ex. 3.7 affirms, the            pedal brea s in m. 

17,  prior to the cadential progression in the subordinate key.  The goal of the B section in 

Ex. 3.7 is a tonicized dominant (m. 18), but this goal is reached via a cadential 

progression, ii-V⁷-I in B♭ major, which by necessity must brea  the pedal.   n summary, 

while            transformations are not rare within contrasting middles, they are 

difficult, if not impossible, to accomplish within the confines of a pedal.  Nevertheless, I 

will continue to use the term “re erse transforming pedal” to describe pedals that appear 

in this context, since they beha e differently than either            or            pedals.  
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Howe er, since the pedal itself is not transformati e,   will use the term “re erse 

transformation” to describe the o erall motion from      to      that often occurs during a 

contrasting middle and the term “re erse transforming pedal” to describe that part of a 

contrasting middle that features the pedal. 

 

Example 3.7: Mozart, String Quartet in E♭, K. 171, ii, 9-26 

 

Another strategy for generating a reverse transforming pedal involves a small 

ternary whose exposition does not modulate.  Example 3.8, which comes from a rondo 

movement rather than a minuet, illustrates this approach.  The movement begins with an 

8-measure theme scored for piano, a non-modulating period in E♭ major, which is 

subsequently repeated in mm. 9-16, this time scored for string instruments. As the 

contrasting middle begins in m. 17, dominant function is immediately apparent through 
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the presence of the seventh (A♭) and is subsequently prolonged for six measures via an 

implied I
6
4 sonority.  As with all re erse transforming pedals, the            pedal brea s 

prior to the cadential progression that marks a phrase ending.  This cadential progression 

appears in mm. 23-24, and consists of a V⁷-I motion in B♭ major.  As expected, the 

re erse transforming pedal participates in, but does not effect, a            

transformation.  Ex. 3.8 also differs from Ex. 3.7 in that the cadence point does not mark 

the end of the contrasting middle.  Instead, Ex. 3.8 features an area of cadential 

reinforcement in mm. 24-28 (not shown), which helps to confirm and extend the new 

tonic. One justification for this area of cadential extension is the fact the cadential 

progression lacks a pre-dominant.  That is, the reverse transforming pedal moves directly 

to the cadential dominant of the new key.  This postcadential passage is then followed by 

a brief retransition to E♭ in mm. 29-31.  Finally, the rondo’s refrain ends in m. 35, after a 

truncated reprise of the A material.   
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Example 3.8: Mozart, Piano Quartet in E♭ major, K. 493, iii, 16-24 
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Conclusion 

 

A transforming pedal, or           pedal, is a special type of dominant 

prolongation associated with pedal points and looser formal areas such as subordinate-

theme complexes, rondos, and contrasting middles.  The defining feature of a 

transforming pedal is its harmonic ambivalence.  It normally begins as a local tonic, but 

ends as a local dominant, and therefore represents a distinct means of moving from the 

dominant- ey area bac  to the home- ey area.  Because a           pedal is initially 

perceived as having tonic function, it must follow either an authentic cadential 

progression or a strong tonicization.  When it occurs in the subordinate-theme complex of 

a rondo, a            pedal normally expresses an ob ious retransition function.   n a 

development, where retransition and postcadential standing-on-the-dominant functions 

generally occur in succession, it can have the effect of disguising the arrival of the latter, 

causing, to a greater or lesser extent, a brief episode of form-functional overlap.  In such 

cases, the transforming pedal is understood retrospectively as a postcadential standing on 

the dominant, but initially as part of a retransition.  Finally, when a           pedal occurs 

in the contrasting middle of a small ternary, it can also express a standing-on-the-

dominant function.  However, the value of the concept of the transforming pedal is its 

more nuanced approach to explaining a standing-on-the-dominant function, which, in the 

context of contrasting middle, often seems to combine the functions of contrasting 

middle, standing on the dominant, and, to a lesser extent, retransition.  Using the term 

“transforming pedal” instead of “standing on the dominant” represents an attempt to 
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clarify this situation, without losing sight of the fact that nearly all contrasting middles 

prolong V at a deeper structural level.   

 Transforming pedals exhibit many, if not all, of the following traits.  First, the 

beginning of a transforming pedal follows a PAC in, or tonicization of,   and initially 

implies tonic function.   n addition, the transformation to dominant function, or     , is 

often postponed until the end of the transforming pedal, contributing to the sense of 

harmonic uncertainty during the passage. Moreover, this transformation is often further 

dramatized through an upper voice (or in some cases an inner voice) that is continuous 

and goal-directed, often striving toward the dissonant seventh of the home-key dominant.   

In this regard, transforming pedals often feature a more continuous phrase structure than 

standard dominant pedals, which tend to feature repetition, often in the form of twin 

dominant codettas.  Consequently,           pedals often sound less postcadential than  

           pedals, an impression that is strengthened by their tendency to delay rather 

than affirm the arrival of  dominant function.  Furthermore, in support of this more 

continuous phrase structure, one often finds a transforming pedal of the linear-intervallic 

type rather than the implied-progression type.  

A re erse transforming pedal, or            pedal, is a special type of dominant 

prolongation associated with pedal points found in a contrasting middle.  Given its 

context, it must follow an authentic cadence.  In reality, a reverse transforming pedal 

prolongs a single harmony, so the transformation from      to      occurs after the pedal 

has bro en, but the term is retained because the re erse transforming pedal does in fact 

participate in a larger            transformation. Finally, the brea ing point of the           
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           pedal does not mark the end of a phrase or a function, as so often happens with 

other types of pedals, but rather marks the onset of a cadential progression. 
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Chapter 4:  Pedals in Context 

 

 

 While the previous three chapters were concerned with outlining a theory of 

pedals and their formal functions in the instrumental music of the Viennese Classical 

Style, Chapter 4 presents three analyses that place pedals within a broader musical 

context, designed to show how they function and interrelate within a movement of music.  

In addition to applying the form-functional typology of pedals that has emerged over the 

course of this dissertation, this chapter demonstrates how pedal points have the potential 

to “loosen” their formal contexts by promoting form-functional overlap and phrase 

expansion.    

 

Mozart, Overture to The Marriage of Figaro 

 

 One movement that features pedal points extensively is the Overture from 

Mozart’s The Marriage of Figaro.  This work is in concert-overture or sonata-without-

development form.  The first pedal, shown in Ex. 4.1, appears in mm. 7-16, where it 

participates in an expanded, 18-measure theme.  While mm. 1-6 have an introductory 

quality, they return during the recapitulation, so according to Caplin’s theory of formal 

functions, this disqualifies them as a framing function.120  Consequently, mm. 1-6 should 

be regarded as part of the main theme’s presentation.  Howe er, the subsequent material, 

                                                 
120 William Caplin, Classical Form: A Theory of Formal Functions for the Instrumental Music of Haydn, 

Mozart, and Beethoven (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998), 15-16. 
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especially mm. 7-12, do not bear the imprint of continuation function, which means they 

too belong to the main theme’s presentation, and thus mm. 1-12 as a whole exhibit a 

distinct opening gesture that   ha e termed a “two-part presentation.”  An outline of this 

structure is shown in Figure 4.1.   

 

Figure 4.1: The two-part presentation in the O erture from Mozart’s The Marriage of 

Figaro 

 

Compound sentence (mm. 1-18) 

|---------Two-part presentation------------------------------------------|--------------Continuation-------------------| 

|-------------Part 1--------------------|--------------Part 2----------------|--------------Continuation-------------------|  

3:b.i. (tonic) + 3:c.i. (dominant)  1: vamp + 2: frag  + 2: frag   2:frag (new) +1 frag + 1:frag + 3: cad. 

 

mm. 1-6    m. 7            mm. 8-11            mm. 12-13       m. 14     m. 15  mm. 16-18 

I                      V                            I(ped.)-------------------------------------------------------------I   ii
6
5 V

6
4 -

5
3   I 

 

This means of expanding presentation function through the addition of a second part 

results in a more loosely organized structure.  As mentioned in Chapter 1, a two-part 

presentation is defined as two adjacent formal units appearing at the beginning of a 

sentence-like theme in which both units participate in a presentation function, but whose 

individual parts are clearly differentiated with regard to texture, melody, and character.  

Example 1.5 from Chapter 1 featured a tonic pedal throughout the two-part presentation, 

but as Ex. 4.1 reveals, this need not be the case.  Yet, regardless of whether there is a 
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tonic pedal in the first part, the pedal generally plays a role in differentiating the two parts 

of the two-part presentation.   

 

Example 4.1: Mozart, Overture to The Marriage of Figaro, mm. 1-18 

  

The first part of the two-part presentation in Ex. 4.1 exhibits a distinct, unison 

texture, which may also serve a narrative function.  According to Janet Levy, unison 

textures do not convey a single meaning in Classical music, but they are often associated 

with images of power and control: 

Because of our association of the unison with the bold call to attention for 

political, social, or military events seems so basic as to be emblematic, even in the 

context of “abstract” music a unison fanfare is tinged with connotations that 

instruct—indeed, command.121 

 

                                                 
121 Janet M. Le y, “ exture as a Sign in Classic and Early Romantic Music,” the Journal of the American 

Musicological Society, Vol. 35, No. 3 (Autumn, 1982): 509. 
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Furthermore, as e idenced by adjecti es li e “hollow,” “ominous,” and “powerful,” Le y 

argues that our descriptions of unison textures tend to be anthropomorphic, with scholars 

imputing narrative agency to such passages even when they arise in purely instrumental 

works.  With respect to the Overture to The Marriage of Figaro, the unison texture might 

be cited as a subtle means of foreshadowing the opera’s thematic concern with power, not 

only within, but also across the various social classes represented by the characters, as it 

intersects with the idea of marriage.  In short, the bold call to attention that the unison 

texture invokes is perhaps meant to do more than trumpet the overture, which in the 

eighteenth-century was often just incidental music; it was also perhaps meant to herald 

the start of the opera by functioning as a kind of wedding announcement or fanfare.  

According to this view, mm. 1-6 function as the call to order, while mm. 7-18 represent a 

grand entrance.   

Part 2 of the presentation in Ex. 4.1 brings a shift in texture, melody, and 

character.  It is characterized texturally by homophony and the prominent use of pedal 

point.  This introduction of a tonic pedal occurs in m. 7, and as is sometimes the case, a 

brief accompanimental vamp (m. 7) precedes the thematic material associated with Part 

2, which begins in m. 8.  The fast and continuous nature of the pedal helps to maintain 

some of the rhythmic energy established during Part 1, while also serving to differentiate 

the melody from the accompaniment.  Melodically, Part 2 illustrates a tonic pedal as 

opening gesture, which, viewed in isolation, presents a tight-knit presentation, since it 

spans four measures and features exact repetition with melodic opening up.  However, 

because mm. 7-11 do not mark the start of the theme and continuations rarely begin with 
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a tonic pedal, the new and characteristic melody introduced here must be deemed part of 

a looser structure, the two-part presentation.  In contrast to Part 1, the melody in Part 2 is 

associated with woodwinds and brass, as well as strings, and it reaches notes of a higher 

register; it is also entirely diatonic and contains a mixture of steps and leaps.  Lastly, in 

terms of character, Part 2 has a regal and somewhat triumphant air.  In particular, the 

appearance of “horn fifths” in the horn part in mm. 8-9 was likely meant to invoke the 

military and hunt topics, both of which had strong associations with the aristocracy.  At 

the same time, the underlying tonic pedal has an agitated quality that seems to dramatize 

the melodic ascent from F♯5 to D6 over the course of measures 8 through 12 and is 

therefore partly responsible for the triumphant character of the music. 

Finally, Ex. 4.1 also illustrates a common phenomenon referenced during chapter 

1, wherein a tonic pedal as opening gesture extends into the continuation function of a 

sentence.  As I have argued, a tonic pedal that does this can heighten tension and 

suspense by frustrating expectations for increased harmonic motion associated with the 

onset of that function.  During a continuation, the parameters of melody and harmony 

frequently work together to destabilize the phrase.  Yet, as m. 12 of Ex. 4.1 reveals, when 

the process of continuation begins above a tonic pedal, melodic fragmentation occurs in 

the absence of harmonic fragmentation, which results in an increase of tension, which can 

be attributed in large part to the tonic pedal.  That is, maintaining a tonic pedal beyond its 

normative length of four measures tends to create an energy reservoir.  Normal processes 

of continuation such as fragmentation and increased surface rhythm can still proceed 
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above the tonic pedal, but their associated energy is stored rather than released.  At the 

same time, the rapid, Trommel-bass style of pedal accompaniment that defines the texture 

of mm. 7-15 adds to the store of energy.  As a result of this accrual of energy, the 

collapse of the tonic pedal in m. 16 imparts an elevated sense of drive to the cadential 

progression in mm. 16-18, and in this way, it contributes to the overall drama of the 

theme. 

The next type of pedal that occurs during the movement is a tonic pedal as 

opening gesture for a transition, shown in Ex. 4.2 (mm. 35-45).  Tonic pedals in this 

location can be larger and more loosely-organized than their main-theme counterparts.  

For example, whereas most tonic pedals that open a main theme will express a relatively 

tight-knit presentation for a theme of sentential design, those that open a transition are 

more loosely constructed and the transition as a whole may lack a discernible phrase 

structure.   hus, in Ex. 4.2, the transition’s tonic pedal as opening gesture is about 11 

measures long and lacks a tight-knit grouping structure.  Although it begins with three 

statements of the same idea, mm. 35-36, mm. 37-38, and mm. 39-40, these statements are 

atypical of presentation function not only in terms of number (3 instead of 2), but also 

melodic structure, since this scalar melody sound rather conventional.  Furthermore, the 

tonic pedal as a whole exhibits the uniformity of texture and accompaniment frequently 

associated with transition function.  Notwithstanding these signs of transition function, 

the transition’s bass note and harmony remain fixed until m. 45, at which time the tonic 

pedal breaks.  Nevertheless, an extended tonic pedal like the one in Ex. 4.2 tends to 

garner suspense, especially as the implied harmonies begin changing at a faster rate, thus 
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creating the illusion of harmonic motion.  In addition, the unbroken accompaniment and 

overall upward progress of the melody convey a sense of motion against stasis.  

Consequently, the opening of the transition still seems like a place where the movement 

is “getting under way,” e en if, literally, it remains fixed on the home-key tonic.  Finally, 

because extended pedals, including tonic ones, can accumulate energy, the measures that 

follow this tonic pedal (mm. 45-58) become the beneficiaries of this stored energy and 

express an increased sense of mobility. 

 

Example 4.2: Mozart, Overture to The Marriage of Figaro, mm. 35-45 

 

  he transition closes with a            dominant pedal, shown in Ex. 4.3 (mm. 51-

58). A postcadential standing on the dominant at the end of a transition or development 

frequently consists of twin dominant codettas, their subsequent fragmentation, and a 

concluding dominant, and one or more of these stages is often supported by a            

dominant pedal.  In Ex. 4.3, twin dominant codettas appear in mm. 51-55; fragmentation 

appears in mm. 56-57; and the concluding dominant appears in m. 57 and is subsequently 

reinforced by five forte hammer blows.  This dominant pedal consists of just a single 
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implied harmony, an embellishing six-four chord.  Prolonging V in this way is typical of 

a standing on the dominant in nonmodulating transitions found in major-mode sonatas.   

 

Example 4.3: Mozart, Overture to The Marriage of Figaro, mm. 51-58 

 

 The exposition of the Overture closes with a tonic pedal as closing gesture in mm. 

107-115, shown in Ex. 4.4.  While twin codettas are favored during closing sections, Ex. 

4.4 illustrates a common alternative, namely a closing section in which the first pair of 

codettas forms a “loose” period.  Accordingly, the antecedent occurs in mm. 107-111, 

followed by the consequent in mm. 112-115, which concludes with a PAC.  The period is 

loose because the tonic pedal undermines the expected IAC of the antecedent. 

Interestingly, these tonic pedals are only in effect during the antecedent phrases in mm. 

108-111 and mm. 116-119; they break during the consequents, which are comprised of 

expanded cadential progressions (I⁶-ii⁶-V⁷-I).  This observation is consistent with the 

fact that tonic pedals frequently initiate closing sections, thereby affirming an authentic 
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cadential arrival through tonic prolongation, but are not always maintained until the 

conclusion of that formal function.   

 

Example 4.4: Mozart, Overture to The Marriage of Figaro, mm. 107-115 

 

 In a sonata form, retransitions are most associated with the ends of expositions 

and developments.  Since the Overture to The Marriage of Figaro has no development, 

one could think of the retransition shown in Ex. 4.5 (mm. 123- 135) as a hybrid of these 

two types.  In particular, although the retransition leads to the start of the recapitulation 

rather than a repeat of the exposition, the listener would have no way of knowing this 

upon a first hearing. Moreover, this long retransition builds tension in a way that 

resembles the retransitions found in a development, and indeed, this accrual of energy 

perhaps pro ides compensation for the lac  of a genuine de elopment section.  As would 

be expected for this location, Ex. 4.5 ma es use of a            pedal rather than a          

           pedal.   he transforming pedal follows a PAC in the subordinate  ey (m. 123), 

allowing for the establishment of     , but is subsequently “transformed” into a local—and 
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global—dominant by m. 133.  Ex. 4.5 shows a transforming pedal of the implied-

progression type.  With respect to the key of A major, this implied progression, which 

spans mm. 123-135, can be indicated thus:  I(ped.)—(V⁷)—(V⁷/IV)—(IV)—(V⁷   )—

(  )— 7   .    he appearance of a functional V⁷ in m. 133 initiates a retrospecti e 

understanding of these measures as a            pedal rather than a tonic pedal.  Example 

4.5 also highlights the type of melody frequently associated with            transforming 

pedals.  As mentioned, a teleological melody targeting the chord seventh of the home-key 

dominant is often used to signal the end of a transforming pedal, and this seventh is 

generally approached from below in an ascending, stepwise fashion.  The stepwise ascent 

is most visible here if one focuses on the measures whose downbeats feature a half note:  

A4-B4-C♯5-D4-E4-F♯5-G♮5.  The dramatic arrival of the chord seventh (G♮5), so 

typical of transforming pedals, occurs in m. 133 and coincides with the appearance of the 

concluding dominant, which is subsequently reiterated four times before the pedal breaks 

in m. 135.    

 

Example 4.5: Mozart, Overture to The Marriage of Figaro, mm. 123-135 
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 During the recapitulation, most of the aforementioned pedals return in the same 

order and manner, with three exceptions.  To begin, the tonic pedal as opening gesture for 

the transition is deleted, and in its place, one finds a new transition—once again 

nonmodulating—that draws upon material from mm. 18-23.   his transition leads to the 

same            dominant pedal as before.   n addition, the tonic pedal as closing gesture 

shown in Ex. 4.4 is recomposed to remain in the home key.  Finally, because the 

retransition that connected the end of the exposition with the beginning of the 

recapitulation is no longer necessary, the transforming pedal shown in Ex. 4.5 is replaced 

with a tonic pedal as opening gesture, which serves to initiate a 59-measure coda.  This 

tonic pedal is the longest pedal in the entire overture and also the most dramatic.   

Beginning in m. 236, the tonic pedal initially articulates a relatively large, 8-measure 

phrase, which is subsequently repeated in mm. 244-252, an octave higher than before.  

Taken together, these two phrases serve as the extended presentation function for the 

coda.  Continuation function begins in m. 252, as a new, off-beat rhythmic motive 

emerges.  The tonic pedal extends briefly into the continuation, kept alive in the timpani, 

but is broken in m. 256.  During the first iteration of the continuation, spanning mm. 252-

265, this new rhythmic motive helps to demarcate fragmentation, as the large-scale unit 

size decreases from eight measures to four.  Over the course of the tonic pedal in mm. 

236-252, the melody ascends a full two octaves, allowing for a powerful crescendo, 

conveyed through textural accretion and dynamic markings.  After each increment of four 

measures, new instruments are added to the texture.  First, bassoons are added to the 

string section in m. 240, followed by horns and oboes in m. 244, and finally the rest of 
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orchestra joins in at m. 249, just as the tonic pedal is about to end.   Under conditions 

such as this, the expansion of presentation function to sixteen measures, made possible by 

the tonic pedal, can contribute significantly to the accumulation of energy during the 

opening of a coda, and the measures that follow such a tonic pedal often become the 

beneficiaries of this stored energy, allowing the continuation to proceed with an increased 

sense of mobility.   

 

Example 4.6: Mozart, Overture to The Marriage of Figaro, mm. 236-252 

 

 

Beetho e , Pia o So ata i  op. 31,  o. 2, ii, “Tempe t” 

 

Another movement where pedal points figure prominently is in the second 

mo ement of Beetho en’s Tempest Piano Sonata, op. 31, no. 2.  This movement is also in 

sonata-without-development form, a form frequently found in slow movements.  The 
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exposition consists of four parts, the main theme (mm. 1-17), transition (mm. 17-30), 

subordinate theme (mm. 30-38), and retransition (mm. 38-42).  During the recapitulation, 

the same four parts appear in the same order, only now the transition (mm. 59-72) is 

recomposed to remain in B♭ major, as is the subordinate theme (mm. 72-80).  Also, 

because Beethoven adds a coda to the movement (mm. 89-103), consisting of a final 

statement of the main theme (mm. 89-98) and a closing section (mm. 98-103), the 

retransition returns during the recapitulation, where it too is adjusted to remain in B♭ 

major.   

  Although the pedals found in the second mo ement of Beetho en’s Tempest 

Sonata perform a variety of functions, with one exception they share a family 

resemblance: they all feature the same rhythmic motive, a triplet figure, first introduced 

in m. 17 and shown in Ex. 4.7.  This pedal figure, which seems evocative of a kettle drum 

and topically of a funeral march, becomes linked primarily with the lower registers of the 

piano.  This figure evolves and recurs to an such extent during the movement that it 

seems to take on an agency of its own.  
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Example 4.7: Beetho en, Piano Sonata in D minor, “ empest,” ii, 17-30 

 

When it first appears in mm. 17-22, the tonic pedal appears to be functioning as a 

closing gesture.  While closing sections frequently begin with a tonic pedal that parses 

into twin codettas, Ex. 4.7 illustrates a less frequent alternative in which the first codetta 

functions as a statement, while the second one functions as a response.  Since the second 

codetta begins with an implied dominant harmony (m. 20), it can be likened to a 

“dominant response” in a presentation phrase.  Ne ertheless, this approach still conforms 

to the four-measure norm for tonic pedals in a closing section.  Ostensibly, this statement-

response closing gesture is repeated in m. 22, now a major second higher, but upon closer 

inspection these three chords imply different harmonies than their counterparts in m. 18. 

In retrospect, it becomes clear that mm. 17-21 represent the initiating function for a 

transition that begins with a false closing section.  As is typically the case with false 
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closing sections, the listener may not recognize that the tonic pedal functions as an 

opening gesture until after the fact.  In many of the previous examples of false closing 

sections cited in Chapter 1, it was the appearance of continuation function and other types 

of transition rhetoric that signaled a retrospecti e understanding of the tonic pedal.  With 

respect to Ex. 4.7, these signals include a modulation to the dominant in mm. 22-23 and a 

standing on the dominant of the new  ey in mm. 23-30.   he use of a            dominant 

pedal in mm. 23-30 serves the dual function of affirming the dominant arrival in m. 23 

and bringing fragmentation in advance of the medial caesura in m. 30.  The clear sense of 

parallelism that exists between m. 18 and m. 22 encourages the listener to hear the         

      V    dominant pedal as a response to, and a continuation of, the tonic pedal as 

opening gesture.   ndeed, because of this parallelism, the listener may initially fail to 

recognize that m. 23 functions as a dominant arri al.  Consequently, the            

dominant pedal expresses both a sense of continuation and standing on the dominant. On 

the one hand, when viewed in relation to the tonic pedal, it brings continuation through a 

series of three ascending fragments in mm. 23-26, followed by three more in mm. 26-29, 

based upon a new idea.  On the other hand, this second stage of fragmentation features 

the implied vii
o7

/V that typifies the final measures of standing-on-the-dominant function, 

and when these fragments lead to a concluding dominant in m. 30, the standing on the 

dominant is confirmed.   

  he last type of pedal that occurs during the exposition is a           transforming 

pedal, shown in Ex. 4.8 (mm. 38-42).  This pedal clearly recalls the one employed during 

the transition in its use of the triplet motive, so here for the first time, the pedal figure 
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begins to take on some topical agency.  However, the pedal is the only source of 

continuity.  In terms of structure and formal function, the transforming pedal represents 

something new.  It lacks a discernible phrase structure, and unlike previous iterations of 

the pedal figure, its harmonic function changes over time, beginning as a tonic in m. 38 

and ending as a dominant seventh in m. 42.  Its retransition function is typical of many 

transforming pedals.  This passage also exhibits the continuous phrase structure cited 

earlier as a hallmar  of the           transformation.  While Ex. 4.8 does not exemplify a 

transforming pedal of the linear-intervallic type, it does feature a rising contour designed 

to dramatize the arrival of the concluding dominant seventh, which occurs in m. 42.  This 

arrival coincides with the melodic high point of the retransition, which features the 

dissonant chord seventh of the home-key dominant.   

 

Example 4.8: Beethoven, Piano Sonata in D minor, “ empest,” ii, 38-42 

  

Because the return of the aforementioned pedals during the recapitulation is 

relatively straightforward, the rest of my analysis will focus on the coda.  One 

ramification of having a coda in the slow movement of the Tempest Sonata is that it 

allows the retransition shown in Ex. 4.8 to appear once more, reinforcing the 

development of the pedal figure.  Since the subordinate theme is now in the home key of 
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B♭ major, the retransition serves no harmonic function, and what was once a            

transforming pedal now becomes a tonic pedal.  Yet, as Ex. 4.9 reveals, the tonic pedal 

does not function as a closing section for the subordinate theme, as its harmonic function 

implies, but rather preserves its original function of connecting the subordinate theme 

with a reprise of the main theme. This tonic pedal is also expanded significantly, and as is 

often the case during a recapitulation, the added material emphasizes the subdominant: 

I(ped.)—(vii
o7

/IV)—(IV)—(vii
o7

)—I—(IV)—(vii
o7

)—I.  Notwithstanding the fact that it 

prolongs tonic, the tonic pedal still has a relatively dynamic quality, as the expansion 

allows the melody to ascend from B♭3 to F5 over a ten-measure span.  The arrival on the 

pedal’s concluding tonic in m. 89 elides with the start of the coda, which brings back a 

truncated version of the main theme, derived from the consequent phrase in mm. 9-17.   

 

 

 

Example 4.9: Beetho en, Piano Sonata in D minor, “ empest,” ii, 80-89 
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The movement ends with a normative tonic pedal as closing gesture, shown in Ex. 

4.10.  It consists of twin codettas in mm. 98-101, their subsequent fragmentation in m. 

102, and a concluding tonic in m. 103.  The first codetta is emphasized through octave 

doubling.  During the twin codetta in mm. 100-101, the melodic idea is no longer doubled 

in the upper voice, which allows for the emergence of a new melodic line that eventually 

provides a sense of melodic closure in the upper register, as the melody comes to rest on 

B♭5. 

 

Example 4.10: Beetho en, Piano Sonata in D minor, “ empest,” ii, 98-103 

 

 

Mozart, Violin Sonata in E minor, K. 304, i 

  

The first movement of Mozart’s  iolin Sonata in E minor also ma es frequent use 

of a range of pedal points spanning from normative to exceptional.  With regard to tonic 

pedals, Ex. 4.11 illustrates perhaps the most common and normative type, namely a tonic 

pedal as closing gesture for a subordinate theme.  The first one appears during the 

exposition in mm. 73-77.  It consists of twin codettas, the first appearing in mm. 73-75, 

the second in mm. 75-77.  Each codetta is supported by a I(ped.)—(IV)—(V⁷)—I 
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harmonic underpinning.  As expected, the two codettas elide in m. 75, and the melody 

circles around scale-degree 1 in both the piano and violin parts.  The closing section ends 

with a concluding tonic on the downbeat of m. 77, and this ending elides with the start of 

the retransition (mm. 77-84).   

 

 

Example 4.11: Mozart, Violin Sonata in E minor, K. 304, i, 73-77 

 

 The tonic pedal as closing gesture returns during the recapitulation, where it 

occurs in the home-key of E minor, as shown in Ex. 4.12.  However, as is often the case 

at the end of a movement, where a greater sense of closure is desired, the closing section 

is expanded.  The first expansion technique involves the twin codettas, which have 

doubled in size.  The implied harmonic progression is expanded to include a V⁷/IV, 

resulting in another common pattern of closure: I(ped.)—(V⁷/IV)—(IV)—(V⁷)—I.  

Furthermore, since each member of the implied progression is given its own measure, not 

unlike an expanded cadential progression, the twin codettas are large enough to resemble 

an 8-measure presentation.  In this regard, the first codetta (mm. 173-177) might be 
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described as a 4-measure idea with exact repetition.   As expected, the twin codetta (mm. 

177-181) elides with, and is virtually identical to, its predecessor.  The closing section is 

also expanded through the addition of a brief “continuation” in mm. 181-183, featuring 

two fragments.  As is often the case, the tonic pedal brea s during the “continuation” 

stage.    he “continuation” also features the expected drop in dynamics that was lac ing 

in the exposition, and upon a first hearing, a listener might assume that the movement 

will end in m. 183 with the concluding tonic.  The stability of this arrival on I is 

undermined, however, as it elides with a passage derived from the retransition in mm. 78-

84, which has been recomposed to remain in the home key.  This time, however, the 

passage forges a link to the coda rather than the expositional repeat.  

 

Example 4.12: Mozart, Violin Sonata in E minor, K. 304, i, 173-183 
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 With respect to dominant pedals, there is one in particular that is used to great 

effect during the movement.  This dominant pedal is shown in Ex. 4.13. When it first 

appears in mm. 8-12, neither its function nor its harmony is clear.  After the opening 

phrase is repeated in mm. 12-20, it becomes clear that mm. 8-12 function as the 

contrasting middle of a small ternary, but their harmonic function awaits clarification.   n 

retrospect, mm. 8-12 pro e to be what might be termed an “implied”            dominant 

pedal.  As mentioned, small ternary expositions that conclude with a i: PAC are 

frequently followed by a dominant pedal on the home-key dominant, and the ponte 

strategy for opening a contrasting middle remained in use throughout the Classical era.  

The pedal tone in Ex. 4.13 is most evident on the downbeats of mm. 9 and 10, where the 

bass note B occurs in a metrically-accented position, as well as a low register.  

Notwithstanding the unison texture, the following linear-intervallic pattern can be 

surmised from the passage:  V(ped.)—5/3—6/4—7/5—8/6—9/7—5/3.  While it does not 

feature twin dominant codettas, the sentential grouping structure of the contrasting 

middle is typical of a standing on the dominant: there is an initial dominant codetta in 

mm. 8-9, its repetition in mm. 9-10 a step higher, a “continuation” stage in mm. 10-11 

that features fragmentation and intensifies the motion toward the phrase ending, and a 

concluding dominant in m. 12.  The teleological nature of the melodic line, which 

ascends from D♯4 to B4, is also typical of dominant pedals of the linear-intervallic type.  
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Example 4.13: Mozart, Violin Sonata in E minor, K. 304, i, 8-12 

 

 The next time this dominant pedal appears is in the subordinate theme, where it 

follows a form-defining PAC in G major, as shown in Ex. 4.14.  This cadence in m. 59 

marks the end of the first of two subordinate themes within a larger subordinate-theme 

group.  While mm. 8-12 are the clear antecedent of mm. 59-66, there are important 

differences between the two passages.  To begin, Ex. 4.14 is transposed to G major.  In 

addition, the harmonic underpinning of the dominant pedal has become more fully 

realized during the subordinate theme.  This time the dominant pedal does not need to be 

implied, but appears consistently, alternating between the violin and the piano parts.  

With the exception of mm. 65-66 the dominant pedal always serves as the lowest voice.   

Finally, when it appears during the subordinate-key area, the function of the dominant 

pedal has changed from a standing on the dominant for a contrasting middle to a 

presentation for the second subordinate theme (ST²).  Given the size and integrity of the 

first subordinate theme (ST¹), it makes little sense to hear Ex. 4.14 as a contrasting 

middle in relation to ST¹, but due to its prior association with the main theme, the listener 
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might still hear this passage as having a contrasting middle function.  That is, Ex. 4.14 

briefly expresses form-functional overlap between contrasting middle and presentation 

functions.  The first indication that this standing on the dominant in a contrasting middle 

should be reinterpreted as a presentation occurs in mm. 61-63, when the pattern 

established during the main theme is not followed exactly.  Rather than initiating a 

process of “continuation” as before, these measures illustrate a repetition strategy 

frequently associated with presentation function.  That is, mm. 59-61 present a basic idea, 

while mm. 61-63 present exact repetition with melodic opening up.  When a dominant 

pedal functions as an opening gesture, it loosens the form harmonically and inverts the 

normal order for basic ideas and their repetition.  Thus, the first basic idea will be 

“dominant” rather than “tonic.”   he subsequent idea can be either “dominant” or 

“tonic,” depending on whether “exact” or “statement-response repetition” is used, but 

either way the presentation prolongs V, not I.  The switch from a standing on the 

dominant to a presentation is also alluded to through textural inversion or Stimmtausch 

technique, which is evident in mm. 63-67.  With regard to Caplin’s theory of formal 

functions, this kind of repetition, which is frequently seen in dialogic genres such as 

violin sonatas, is cited as an expansion technique that loosens subordinate-theme 

function.122  Indeed, the repetition of an entire presentation phrase is very typical of 

subordinate-theme function.  In contrast, the twin dominant codettas that open a standing 

on the dominant are not usually repeated.  Finally, as is often the case with form-

functional overlap, it is what follows the dominant pedal that ultimately clarifies its true 

                                                 
122 Caplin, Classical Form, 99. 
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function.  When the dominant pedal fails to reach a concluding dominant (see m. 67), as 

it did during the main theme, and instead resolves to vi, initiating a perfectly normative 

continuation phrase (also expanded via the Stimmtausch technique), presentation function 

is affirmed.   

 

Example 4.14: Mozart, Violin Sonata in E minor, K. 304, i, 59-67 

  

 he next appearance of the            dominant pedal first presented in Ex. 4.13 

also brings form-functional overlap.  This dominant pedal begins in m. 108 and is shown 

in Ex. 4.15.  It appears in combination with another            dominant pedal, also 

shown in Ex. 4.15, which is less problematic.  The more straightforward dominant pedal 

begins in m. 104 and exemplifies a postcadential standing on the dominant at the end of a 

development section.  In Caplin’s theory of formal functions, a postcadential standing on 

the dominant is the last stage of the development, where it is used to mark the end of the 

retransition and the arrival of the home-key dominant.  An example of the linear-
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intervallic type, this dominant pedal features elided twin dominant codettas, the first one 

appearing in mm. 104-106, the second appearing in mm. 106-108. When these twin 

dominant codettas reach what appears to be the concluding dominant on the downbeat of 

m. 108, a chord set off from the subsequent dominant pedal by an eighth-note of silence, 

the listener might assume that the development has ended.  However, the appearance of 

the second dominant pedal in mm. 108-112 immediately casts doubt upon this 

assumption.  The second dominant pedal appears to be an exact reprise of the one from 

the main theme (Ex. 4.13), which might lead one to assume that the recapitulation has 

begun, but if so, it has begun without its initiating function.  That is, the initial A of the 

main theme’s ABA design has been deleted.  Consequently, mm. 108-112 illustrate what 

Carissa Reddic  has called “di isional o erlap,” defined as the blurring of boundaries 

between the large units of a sonata form.123  In Ex. 4.15, this blurring of boundaries 

occurs between the end of the development and the recapitulation.  Because the dominant 

pedal from the end of the development and the dominant pedal from the main theme 

express similar formal functions, namely a standing on the dominant, placing them side 

by side at the end of the development obscures a formal boundary that is normally clearly 

articulated.  The listener cannot be certain whether the recapitulation begins in m. 108 or 

m. 112.  On the one hand, if m. 108 is regarded as the start of the recapitulation, then the 

reprise of the main theme begins in medias res.  Because the dominant pedal beginning in 

m. 108 functioned as a contrasting middle during the exposition, the listener might still 

                                                 
123 Carissa Reddic , “Becoming at a Deeper Level: Divisional Overlap in Sonata Forms from the Late 

Nineteenth Century,” Music Theory Online 16/2 (2010). 
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hear it as such during the recapitulation even though the main theme’s A section has been 

excised.  On the other hand, if m. 112 is considered the start of the recapitulation, then 

the reprise of the main theme appears to begin normally (although subsequently the 

listener realizes that the BA of the ABA design is not forthcoming), but the role of the 

dominant pedal beginning in m. 108 has changed.  That is, mm. 108-112 can now be 

regarded as the “continuation” stage for a postcadential standing on the dominant in a 

development.  According to this interpretation, the twin-dominant-codetta stage (mm. 

104-108) establishes units that are two measures in length, while the “continuation” stage 

(mm. 108-112) brings a process of fragmentation, leading to a concluding dominant in m. 

112.   

 

Example 4.15: Mozart, Violin Sonata in E minor, K. 304, i, 104-112 
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Conclusion 

 

In analyzing pedals in the instrumental music of the Viennese Classical style, a 

form-functional approach proved useful in generating a more extensive typology of 

pedals than has existed until now in the literature, since it attends not only to a pedal’s 

harmonic function (tonic or dominant), but also its formal one.  My research not only 

amplifies this distinction between harmonic and formal function, but also problematizes it 

by advancing the hypothesis that pedals can participate in form-functional overlap.  A 

variety of types of overlap were identified, including main theme => transition; 

transition => subordinate theme; and development => recapitulation.  In addition to 

these types, which share a resemblance in supporting form-functional overlap between 

closing and opening gestures, examples of overlap occurring within a theme or within a 

transition were provided:  presentation => continuation, continuation = presentation 

(nested functions), and closing section => postcadential standing on the dominant (two-

part transition). Examples like this, which focus on local events, add nuance to certain 

formal functions that sometimes defy simple classification, most notably presentation and 

postcadential, but also contrasting middle, transition, and retransition. To this end, I have 

introduced new terms such as “twin codettas,” “concluding dominant,” and “transforming 

pedal,” as well as new notation that underscores some of the inherent complexities of 

working with dominant pedals. Comprised of four distinct types of dominant pedal,       
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 ᵈ      ,  ᵗ    ᵗ ,  ᵗ      , and  ᵈ   ᵗ , this notation trac s a pedal’s o erall 

harmonic trajectory, which in turn allows for a more nuanced discussion of its formal 

function and significance across two or more structural levels. 

In focusing on William Caplin’s theory of formal functions,   ha e unco ered a 

strong link between pedal points and sentential theme types, especially their 

presentations, and this discovery has led to another hypothesis—namely that some tonic 

and dominant pedals can be implicated, to a greater or lesser extent, in the “loosening” of 

a theme.  This hypothesis finds support not only in the aforementioned instances of form-

functional overlap and nesting, but also in my examples of tonic pedals in a two-part 

presentation, in which a single function is loosened through expansion.  The tendency to 

categorize pedals as “normati e” or “non-normati e” within my o erall typology is in 

large part a consequence of thin ing about them in terms of Caplin’s “tight- nit”  ersus 

“loose” distinction.  

Viewing Classical pedals through the lens of formal functions represents only a 

first step towards a greater appreciation of pedals, and applying other perspectives such 

as narrative or topic would certainly yield additional insights, especially if the repertory 

for this study is broadened to include later time periods.  In this study, however, I wanted 

to dissociate pedals from the standard narrative of the pastoral topic, which in my view is 

only appropriate in some contexts where pedals arise. Pedals are simply too ubiquitous in 

the Classical style to be regarded simply as pastoral signifiers, and other contextual 

factors must come into play when making this determination.  If the goal of this study 
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was to problematize the notion of pedals, such a goal is potentially undermined if all 

pedals are viewed as allusions to a pastoral tradition.   

By calling attention to the diversity of formal contexts in which pedals can 

appear, I support the claim that the Classical pedal was a crucial compositional technique 

in its own right, a technique possessing considerable formal and rhetorical import.  As a 

strategy of prolongation, pedals may seem less interesting than other types of 

prolongation because of their association with stasis.  Yet, as I have argued, pedals 

embody a paradox of motion against stasis. While it is true that the bass remains fixed, 

the movement in the upper voices contributes dynamism to such musical passages, a fact 

that has often been overlooked in the theoretical literature to date.  I have tried to address 

this shortcoming, first by recognizing different types of motion in the upper voices, 

notably the linear-intervallic and implied-progression types of pedal; second, by 

developing the notion of the transforming pedal; and finally, by commenting upon the 

rhetorical effects of situating pedals in locations that might give rise to either form-

functional overlap or expansion.  
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